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CAMEROON 

Noel Guillozet and Nancy Garrett
 

. COUNTRY SETTING 

Cameroon is the only official bilingual (French and English) country 

in West Africa. This quality could make Cameroon an ideal site for institu

tional development. 

The estimated mid-1973 population of Cameroon was 6.2 million of which 

39 percent were under age 15. The crude birth rate is estimated at 43 and the 

crude death rate at 23, resulting in a 2 percent rate of natural increase. The 

per capita gross national product .:as estimated to be t'SS180 in 1973. 

The current development plan emphasizes the need to improve social
 

conditions in the rural sector throih development of agriculture (seed cotton, 

bananas, 	coffee, cocoa, around nuts, .orestry and connected industries). The
 

main industry is related to processing of aluminum fiom Guinea. The two main 

cities are Douala (estimated population 250,000) and Yaound6 (178,000). 

II. 	 HEALTH POLICY AD PRO.;RAMS 

Cameroon, as other countries of Central Africa, has the usual health 

problems typical of lo.. income, largely agrarian, developing countries. Endemic
 

infectious and parasitic diseases, widespread latent malnutrition, high infant
 

and maternal mortality (infant mortality is 137 per 1,000 live births) reduce
 

life expectancy at birth (41 years). To face such problems, it is estimated
 

that there is one physician per 38,000 population. The Ministry of Health is
 

plagued by the classic scarcity of money, manpower, and lack of infrastructure.
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Table I indicates the percentage of allocation of resources to
 

health and social welfare and to education in the total budget of the third
 

Five-Year Plan. While health represents a smaller percentage of the total
 

budget (2.4 percent) than education (7.7 percent), the rate of increase of
 

health expenditure appears to grow faster, and foreign aid represents slightly
 

more than one-sixth of the five-year budget.
 

Table I
 

BUDGET PROJECTIONS FOR 

THIRD FIVE-YEAR PLAN, 1971-76 

(In millions of dollars
 
at US$1 = 240 CFA)
 

1971 
-72 

1972 
.73 

1973 
.74 

1974 
-75 

1975 
-76 

Five-Year 

Plan 
Totals 

Percent 

of 
Budget 

Health and 

Social Welfare 3.75 5.41 5.62 6.04 7.29 28.12* 2.4 

Education 13.28 13.91 17.68 21.11 24.12 90.14 7.7
 

CUSS .18 .33 .53
 

200.35 234.96 239.17 239.35 252.83 1,166.67
TOTAL BUDGET 


External aid: $295.42 m. (49% compared to 65% during second plan)
 

* 	 Government contribution: 23.12 

Bilateral and private aid: 5.0 

Table II provides some indication of the allocation of money during the
 

present Five.-Year Plan for curative versus preventive medicine and for health
 

manpower development.
 

http:1,166.67
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Table II 

BUDGET ALLOCATIONS FOR 

THIRD FI.F-YEAR PLAN, 1971-76 

(In millions CFA) 

Total Bilateral 

Curative medicine 5,549 1,929 

Preventive medicine 	 1,371 374
 

Special operations medicine 3,111 575*
 

Social affairs 1,110 321*
 

Common services 6,265**
 

M'anpower development 1,848 458
 

Medical research 300 300
 

Total five-year plan 1?,554 3,957 (23Y)
 

* 	 Also includes some Cameroon government funds 

Data undifferentiated as to amount received through external aid. 

The third plan has ambitious ob)ectives for the training of physicians 

and paramedical persrnnel (see Table 111). 'vhile the training objectives for 

physicians (I physician per 15:000 population) appear to be within reach, the 

objectives for paramedical personnel seem more remote. 
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Table III
 

PHYSICIANS, NURSES, AND MIDWIVES
 

Five training schools kincluding one private)
 

Cost Per
 

Objec- Exis- In To Be Year
 

tives ting Training Trained (mil. CFA)
 

Registered nurses (Diploms) 1,298 656 97 	 128 154
 

336 128
Nurses (brevetes) 2,762 952 130 


Nurses aides 4,990 580 185 845 80
 

400 250* 209
Physicians 

(I MD/15,000 persons)
 

* 87 Cameroonian, 163 foreign 

It appears that Ministry of Health and government policy will be sub

ordinate to more visibly successful efforts in controversial areas. The govern

receptive to divergent viewpoints and open to new ideas. This would
 

seem to apply to research efforts in health problems (including population issues)
 

ment seems 


as it has to conference topics.
 

The government endorses the politics of rural medicine and guarantees
 

that at least the earlier "Centre Uriversitaire des Sciences de la Sante" (CUSS)
 

areas. Experiments
graduating classes will settle in semi-rural, if not rural, 


in rural health will be gladly undertaken, as is now occuring in the DASP zones
 

own design.
where the Chinese, Canadians, and the UNDP direct programs of their 


CUSS is integral to the government's third Five-Year Plan for health
 

implicit but unspecified research expectations. Although

care services and some 


quite proprietary about
 separate from the Ministry of Health, the latter is 


own ends, such as
CUSS and able to demand from it certain actions to meet Its 


the Premiere Journge Medicales (first Cameroonian International Medical Confer
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ence). CUSS often takes advantage of its prestigious position to gain financial
 

and other special treatment. The attention of the developed world seems to have
 

turned on Yaounde, evidenced by the number of countries and projects involved
 

in CUSS and in the rural projects of the Ministry of Health. Offers are being 

considered and accepted with something less than enthusiasm or serious interest. 

The desire for distinction among estern and other African nations 

is a major preoccupation of the Mi:istry of Health and af CU'SS. There 

is no other explanation for the r--pid series of four Yaoundi-hased international 

medical meetings held over a span of five months durin2 late 1973 and early 

1974, tith their attendant and largely unreimbursed costs at a time of budget 

crisis and inability to meet normal operative costs of the ,inistry of Health
 

and CUSS. 

Two influentiai members of the 'inistry of Health are worth a special 

mention as they relate frequently w.:ith CUSS. 

Dr. Peter Charles .lafiamba, a fluently bilingual Cameroonian, received
 

its preliminary education in Nigeria and India and did his medical studies at 

Lucknow., and Calcutta. He returned to Cameroon in 1961 aad served as medical 

officer in five major rural and urban hospital posts through mid-1966. He was 

in Great Britain from 1966-69 for the study of obstetrics, and he received the 

F,R.C.O.G. in early 1970. Dr. '.1afiamba .as appointed Chief of Service of PMI 

(Protection Naternele et Infantile) in late 1969 and was immediately transferred 

to a remote hospital in the north. In mid-1970, he returned to Yaounde as one of
 

a small handful of truly bilingual people in the Ministry of Health. In late
 

1972 he was appointed Deputy Director of Health with special responsibility for
 

teaching matters (School of Nursing) and liaison with CUSS. Dr. Mafiamba is in
 

an excellent position to make innovations in the delivery of maternal and child
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care services prohealth services and to collect data relating to the health 


The ministry operates the major hospitals
vided by the Ministry of Health. 


the Cameroon and will employ the physicians graduating from
 and dispensaries in 


CUSS and the nurses graduating from the several schools.
 

Madame Delphine Tsanga is a French trained nurse who was a deputy in the
 

tive years and has been vice-minister of Health for three years.

Assembly for 


She is well known as a supporter of the broadest definition of family planning,
 

'nd has frequently spoken pubincluding infertility treatment and diagnosis, 


lically on the subject. She is president of the Union of Women and is devoted
 

in all areas. She privately supports the inclusion
 to the education of women 


of family planning training for all health personnel 
in appropriate services
 

officially recommended curricula
 but maintains that the government has never 


On previous occasions she has indicated that
 
changes ini training institutions. 


medical and paramedical personnel were expected to give 
classes to secondary
 

summer courses in sex education
 
students in contraceptive methods during the 


There is an expressed need for sex education
 
organized by the Union of Women. 


in the schools.
 

III. 	 POPULATION POLICY
 

The population policy of Cameroon appears to favor population growth
 

and at the same time tolerates family planning services for health reasons.
 

Cameroon, which has never conducted a census, is among the African nations par-


Cameroon has
 
ticipating in the UNFPA-funded Four..Year African Census Program. 


causes of sterility in the
 
also received assistance from the UNFPA to study the 


While the government takes a pronatalist stand
 eastern region of the country. 


in regard to population, the Ministry of Health is devoted to reducing infant
 

and maternal mortality and morbidity and in this context permits private family
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planning services, prescription sale of contraceptives, and education to health
 

professionals. Similarly, from a legal point of view, an anticontraceptive law
 

condemns the advocacy of contraceptive information, but physicians are allowed to 

prescribe contraceptives and pharmacists to fill medical prescriptions. In
 

August I74 theL Vinister of Me'th declared at a National Seminar on Coopera

tive Education and Population that "Cameroon, while acknowledging that the
 

rapid growth of the world's population represents a major problem of our time,
 

es,:imates that it. own realities of a large country, rich in natural resources
 

and partially underpopulated, fully justify its pronatalist policy... Never

theless, such a choice does not mean that we neglect individual cases; it should
 

not either imply the proliferation of large and needy families."
 

M,. UNIVERSIT: AND INSTITUTIONAL DATA
 

This report deals primarily with the University Center for Health
 

Sciences (CUSS). There is no comparahle national program in demography and
 

related social scianctus within the federal university. Information about the
 

United Nations-sponsored regional population institute in Yaounde (IFORD) can
 

be found in the regional overview on demogiaphy and related social sciences
 

in Africa.
 

University Center for Health Sciences
 

CUSS was founded in 1969 at Yaounde as one of the schools of the
 

University of Cameroon for the training of physicians and other health personnel.
 

WHO efforts, dating from 1963, when the government requested a study of the
 

feasibility of creating a school of medicine, were central in delineating the
 

medical needs and assets of Cameroon and its closest neighbors. The creation
 

1. Translation by the Population Council
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of a planning commission for the faculty in 1965 and the appointment of a
 

WHO advisor on medical education culminated in September 1969 in the estab

lishment of the school with a modest faculty and a first year enrollment of
 

This class will complete the sixth or internship
thirty-nine medical students. 


that time enter the services of the Ministry
year in September 1975 and will at 


of Health for a term of obligatory salaried service in the hospitals and
 

clinics of the government. The-students receive generous and ascending
 

This is followed by a provisional obligation of
stipends for all six years. 


sites to be chosen by the government. The strongly stated comten years at 


mitment of the government to provide better health services in the more rural
 

areas will, if acted upon, assure a wide dispersion of graduates to district
 

hospitals.
 

the British General
Candidates for studies in medicine have received 


the equi-
Certificate of Education, advanced level, with a science emphasis or 


valent of the French baccalaureat. They must show facility in either English
 

or French with competence in the second language. Their choice is based on
 

complex formulae including their region of origin in Cameroon. Of the 209
 

there are only six medical students from other countries.
enrollees in 1974, 


Several aspects of the school distinguish it in theory from more
 

There is an absence of ri.gid departmental
traditional medical faculties. 


an effort to discourage specializastructures with professorial chairs in 


the second
Emphasis on conmunity and rural medical endeavors begins ill
tion. 


year and increases in each subsequent year through the sixth. This is
 

formation of broadly trained general practicioners
intended to encourage the 


able to meet effectively the physician manpower demands of the nation in
 

the next decade. The success of a faculty in inculcating these desirable
 

goals has yet to be seen. (A faculty educated in large part in urban France,
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England, Senegal, and Nigeria, with graduate training 
in specialities and a
 
paucity of rural Cameroonian and African experience.) Another intention of
 

the curriculum worthy of comment 
is the training of different types of
 

medical personnel 
to work in teams. The desirability of 
new graduates of
 
different skills sharing common approaches to patient care needs at the 

outset of their joint 
service is obvious.
 

CUSS currently trains four non-physician disciplines. 
Since 1972
 

the Centre d'Enseignement Superieur en 
Soins Infirmiers (CESSI), 
a WHO
 

funded program (two year), has provided advanced nursing training with 
approximate l, twenty nurses per class, of whom a large part (70') originate 
in other francoohone African nations. Acceptance into the program usually 

requires a three-year course in nursing (yiclding the diploma d'etat degree), 

a minimum of two years nursing experience and successful completion of the 
entrance exam. Thesc students share certain curriculum aspects with medical 
, tudents, including a six week shared rural clerkship in Northwest Cameroon 

,'1972-73 and 1973-74).
 

The enrollment of laboratory, pharmacy, and sanitation technicians
 
was seventeen in 1973-74 and will double in 1974-75. The first year of the
 

three-year program is common 
to all technicians. 
The last two years are spent
 

in a specialty. 

In 1974-75 joint programs are 
to be initiated through CUSS and the
 
Ministry of Health for the production of six 
or 
seven nurse anesthetists per
 
year, and with the Center for the Re-education of the Handicapped of Yaounde'
 

and CUSS for 
the training of physiotherapists. 
CUSS has also slated health
 

education training at 
the master's level by 
1976 and is committed to 
the train

ing of dental technicians able 
to 
perform basic dental services at a future
 



date.
 

Of the 214 medical students enrolled initially, 209 are presently
 

in the program (1974 exam results are not available) making an average of 
41
 

can be seen on the following table.
enrolled per year, as 


Table IV
 

NUMBER OF STUDENTS BY YEAR AND SECTION
 

1973-74
 

Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
 

Year Year Year Year Year
Section 


42 38 51 41 36
Medicine 


24 21
CESSI 


Health Technicians 
 17
 

in the fall of 1974, Cameroonian hospitals and
For the first time, 


health centers, public and voluntary, will have the benefit of thirty-six in-


They will rotate through a
the first class enters its sixth year. 


newly created community emergency service at Central Hospital and widely scat

fifth-year
 

terns as 


tered provincial hospitals. Potentially they wilI help guide the new 


instruction of fourth-year students. The
 
students and add to the support and 


a longer clinical experience before their
fourth-year students will have 


(Previously, students went in
 fifth-year rural clerkship in West Cameroon. 


their fourth year.)
 

first class of CESSI students graduated in June 1974. Most of
The 


those from Cameroon are in new teaching and administrative posts. Currently,
 

for CESSI training, recognizing their
 less qualified teachers are Votwapplying 


The Ministry of Health is relentinadequacy when new graduates are assigned. 


lessly trying to raise the appallingly low standard of nursing in 
Cameroon.
 

Interestingly, Cameroon has the only school of nursing in tropical 
francophone
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Africa directed by a nurse instead of a physician.
 

Expansion of the CUSS influence into a new training area will 
start in
 

September 1974 with two rural health centers 
sixty kilometers from Yaound6.
 

Fourth-year medical and CESSI students 
are to live for three days a week at the
 

sites of tile two chosen centers, which are inferior, particularly in the quality
 

of the staff and program, to those used in W'est Cameroon. They may not furnish
 

the best training ground but the CUSS presence should help raise the 
standards
 

of the centers if sufficient supervision is maintained. 
Team training will be
 

difficult to sustain because health center 
staff examples are lacking and CESSI
 

students may be unable to participate. Because of transportation problems and
 

teacher shortage, the national school of nursing will not be able to send stu

dents the way its counterpart in test Cameroon has done, 
thanks to German tech

nical aid and transport. 
 However, the national school will be integrated for the
 

first time in the community medicine program at Mvolye 
---the CUSS annex semi

rural health center bordering Yaound6*.
 

Research studies carried out by students in the new area called the
 

Mefou, are 
likely to receive strong encouragement, since this 
was one of the areas
 

recommended 
for research by, the UNDP evaluation team in March 1974. Probably the
 

recent decision to import research advisors to guide students who must present 
a
 

thesis to qualify for an >I.D. 
also originates from the team's recommendation that an
 

advisor with field and teaching experience be recruited for three months in 
two
 

successive years.
 

The new teaching unit at the Central Hospital has been completed and
 

.,sed for case presentation, outpatient clinic teaching, and lectures 
-- events
 

not possible previously. 
It is the site of the new Harvard University projecti6
 

maternal and child health training. Students at last have a place free from the
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in which to learn about health care, read and prepare
 pressures of patient care 


duty. With such a facility there is hope
 
cases, and to eat and sleep while on 


launching some research projects, whereas previously the 
hospital was over

of 


burdened with competing pressures that led to error and prejudiced perception.
 

Construction has begun on the new University Community Hospital unit,
 

a $6.4 million, 150-bed teaching hospital, financed 
by Cameroon, French, and
 

Clinical teaching of outpatient medicine should 
have greater


American funds. 


functioning, than it can have
 impact starting in 1975 when part of it should be 


is taught is negated by the environ
in the present hospital where much of what 


ment and the practices therein.
 

-- from a total of seven
 
The faculty increased sevenfold in four years 


The breakdown in terms of origin follows:
 
in 1969-70 to fifty in 1973-74. 

T echnical 

Year Total Cameroonians Assistance 

1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 

7 
22 
22 
40 
50 

3 
10 
10 
19 
26 

4 
12 
12 
21 
24 

The technical assistance faculty derives from 
WHO, France, Canada, and
 

four years.

the United States, and terms of service vary 

from two to 


TRAINING AND RESEARCH INTEREST IN DEMOGRAPHY, 
MCH, OBSTETRICS AND RELATED
 

A. 


BASIC SCIENCES
 

In regard to curriculum, all medical and paramedical students 
receive
 

Medical students have an additional seven
 twenty hours of population studies. 


and one-half hours on sex education and family 
planning and eight to ten hours
 

on problems of infertility.
Major emphasis is placed

on contraceptive methods. 


The problems of sickle cell disease and hemoglobinopathies 
are discLssed with
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genetic counselling. 
The importance of demographic training is acknowledged, and
 

CUSS has proposed that IFORD be incorporated into the university's system to
 

improve the quality of training and statistical credibility, a nationally weak 

drea. 

1. Public Health and Community Medicine
 

Dr. Daniel N. Lontum is well-known to several people at the Population 

Council. He received his .B.B.S. at London in 1962, a diploma in Tropical Medi

cine from Liverpool in 19b5, and both a master's degree and doctorate in public 

health from Tulane in 1968-1970, where Dr. 
Joseph Beasley served as his advisor.
 

At CUSS Dr. Lantunm is coordinator of the Public Health Unit, one of the three 

units of CUSS, and professor of community health since 1970. le has been chief 

of service from 1972-74 at the Grande elcssa Dispensary, a major ambulatory public 

adult clinic. Dr. Lantum, an anglophone, is .-ell-known in the Cameroon bottil 

through his relatively long tenure in government hospitals and CUSS, and 
through 

his diverse writings in popular Cameroonian publications on folklore, sociology, 

paganism, Christianity in African expression and contemporary politics. Few
 

topics escape his commentary, but demography and population problems predominate.
 

his health-oriented publications tend to focus on health issues .ith strong over

tones of social commentary. His research consists of an abortion study begun in
 

1971, with aspects presented at Journees Nedicales de Yaounde"and at the IPPF
 

Conference in 1971 in Accra, and a KAP survey on ideal family size among West
 

Cameroonian women in 1972-73.
 

He is responsible for the health and demographic survey (including
 

fertility study) of the Mbandjock area requested of CUSS by the government. If
 

he can get funds he would like to do a comparative study using the same variables
 

in West Cameroon in an attempt to discover, among other things, factors influencing
 

the wide differences in the number of living children per woman.
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Dr. Gladys Martin is associate professor of community medicine in
 

charge of the CUSS annex at Mvolye, a primary community teaching facility for
 

medical and nursing students. Trained primarily at Ibadan, she completed a year
 

of pediatrics residency at the University of Rochester in 1969-70, followed by
 

an M.P.H. at Harvard School of Public Health. She is anglophone and an ener

getic proponent of family planning, an enthusiasm that led to her arrest in
 

Victoria several years ago at a time when family planning was a still less
 

acceptable topic of public discussion than it is in 1974. She has written
 

several papers. The most recent being a paper submitted for the 1974 Interna

tional Pediatrics Conference in Buenos Aires. She is well-disciplined, interested
 

in community medical problems, demography, and the practical matter of village
 

a detailed health survey of Mvolye, a village peripheral
health. She has done 


to Yaounde, and has already detailed the reproductive history as well as the
 

health status of virtually all stable families in the village. Intended as an
 

"open laboratory" for medical students of the fourth-year, it would readily lend
 

itself to a number of longitudinal studies should Dr. Martin wish to pursue them.
 

She is aided by a second anglophone, a bilingual, qualified midwife,
 

Grace Walla, who shares her broad interests in community medicine centered around
 

the young family. Mrs. Walla is presently doing the data collection on inter-


Both encourage students to do genetic counceling where sickle
 pregnancy interval. 


cell disease is a problem.
 

Dr. Martin has written two proposals which she would like to see funded:
 

The Trend in Mortality of Children from Birth to Five
 

Years in Mvolye Community, 1969-74.
 

Haemoglobin Concentration in Children Born at the Mvolye
 

Maternity from Birth to Six Months of Age.
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2. Obstetrics and Gynecology
 

Dr. Boniface Nasah is an anglophone Cameroonian who, since 1972, has
 

served as Chief of Service in Obstetrics and Gynecology at Central Hospital in
 

Yaounde. He has served as lecturer at CUSS since 1969 and is under current
 

discussion for promotion to professor of obstetrics and gynecology. He is con

sidered the best obstetrician and gynecologist in Cameroon and is an excellent
 

technician and teacher. He is perhips one of the most important conveyors of the 

art of patient care to the student body at Yaoundj. Dr. Nasah received obstet

rics and general surgical training from 1964--66 at Ibadan; a year at the Univer

sity of Liverpool as registrar in obstetrics and gynecology from 1967-68. He 

passed the N.R.C.O.C. in 1968. 

Dr. Nasah has published several papers concerned with subfertility, 

infertility, and socio-cultural and pathological conditions affecting fertility 

in Cameroon. He has research underway on the pathogenesis of oligospermia and
 

the utility of fetol in the anemia of pregnancy. He runs an infertility clinic
 

and has a good balance of clinical interests, including a concern for the availa

bility of family planning services which he makes available to the extent that
 

his time allows. His time and counsel is probably more sought after than that of
 

any other doctor in Yaounde.
 

In 1969 he was the Cameroonian representative to a workshop on fer

tility and population problems in Africa held in Addis Ababa. Hie remarked that 

he was asked by the government to talk on "anything" and to say that the govern

ment was "not interested" in any family planning activities. He sees a mellowing 

of attitude and virtually no resistance to making services available to those who 

request it. He was a guest in 1970 at a USAID sponsored seminar on family plan

ning management in Washington and in 1973 at an Ibadan conference sponsored by ECA 
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and IDRC on the correlates of subfertility and infertility in Africa. He serves
 

on a WHO task force addressing the same topic and as consultant to the International
 

Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics and International College of Midwives on
 

the training of midwives and auxiliaries in Africa.
 

Dr. Nasah has appalling responsibilities, the cardinal one being
 

responsibility for a dreadful 9,000 delivery per year central maternity that
 

lacked running water fue a three-month period last year, and in which the bulk
 

of women have had little or no prenatal care. He has also received in 1973-74
 

the first in-service medical students, with the subsequent demand for teaching
 

supervision and has had very little assistance with the task. -mproved facili

ties and the arrival of one or two well-trained obstetricians ard a teaching
 

midwife should be of great help in the next few years. He welcomes the availa

bility of obstetric services and the opportunity to upgrade the practice and
 

has the capability for sound clinic.-based research. What will be required is time
 

to accomplish it.
 

Dr. Ferdinand Pensy-Nsere is a Cameroonian. He returned to Cameroon in
 

mid*.1973 where he took up the post of assistant chief of service at the Maternity
 

Unit of Central Hospital. He also holds the post, charge d'enseignement at CUSS.
 

He is a Bordeaux graduate of 1966 and completed a residency in obstetrics and
 

gynecology at the University of Geneva in Switzerland in 1972. He would like to
 

pursue his interests in family planning and demography, masculine and feminine
 

He teaches all methods of
infertility, and prevention of postpartum infections. 


contraception from Ogino to sterilization, and claims a commitment to teaching
 

all medical and paramedical personnel basic family planning methods.
 

Dr. Moyo Kamdom, a Cameroonian who returned from France in 1973 to
 

take up his post at the Central Hospital Maternity, is charge d'enseignement at
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CUSS. 
He has an M.D. 
and a diploma of Tropical Pathology from Strasbourg Medical
 
School. 
 In addition to a certificate in gynecology and obstetrics, he holds a
 
certificate in hygiene and health and social action for which he wrote a paper 
on
 
contraceptive failure. 
 He qualified as a specialist in gynecology and obstetrics
 

in 1973, probably at Strasbourg, when he wrote his thesis on 
low birth weight
 

infants. In 
1973 he taught six hours 
on contraception to third-year medical 
stu

dents and 
one class 
to nursink4 students.
 

3. Biochemistry
 

Dr. Gilbert Cotand is French and a member of the 1IIO teaching faculty 
at CUSS in the field of biochemistry. He is Paris trained, expected to stay at
 
least an additional tv:o years in Yaounde, and has authored several papers on
 
metabolic problems. He presented a review 
 n.per, "The Prostaglandins," in con
junction with Poll-Gouater, Aqu-iun and Eben-.ousst at Premieres .Journees Medi
cales de Yaounde in December 1973. He h1as a 
 research endeavor underway in the 
area of prostaglandins. 
 Dr. Cotand's efforts 
are entirely in the teaching area
 

and include no clinical responsibilities. 

4. Support Considerations for CUSS and itsFaculty 

The funding and manpowc-r problems of CUSS are perhaps growing more
 
rapidly than 
 the institution. Funds for travel, medical journals, research 

interests, secretarial service, and other aspects of professional support 
are
 

in short 
supply and hinder most people. 
 The need for direct financial subsidy
 
on an institution-wide basis is well recognized by most technical aid personnel,
 

apart from the 
need for improved management practices.
 

The existence of CUSS and its 
teaching needs, along with the needs of a
 
growing population (a sevenfold increase in Yaounde in 
thirteen years) have been
 
cited in 
the Third Five-Year Plan as 
the justification for the 
construction a new
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general hospital with over 1,000 beds and a 150-bed university hospital funded by
 

multiple donors and currently under construction. These capital assets, if they
 

materialize, will vastly increase future Cameroonian institutional support 
costs
 

and probably compound the funding problems of CUSS.
 

times

The importation of foreign-manufactured equipment, while at 


initial outfitting, is extremely troublesome for
 
indispensible for research and 


the faculty in face of the inadequacies of the CUSS administrative structure and
 

80 percent o1 its operative
import tariffs for over
the government dependency on 


For these reasons, direct financial support rather than supply 
of equip

budget. 


Availability of dollars
 ment is 	least troublesome for Cameroonian nationals. 


a
 
and sterling, obviating the French franc bloc exchange problems, would be 


further convenience in paying for disbursements outside Cameroon and could easily
 

be used 	for conferences, tuition, and travel expenses.
 

B. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS
 

I. 	The Harvard University Project
 

a projected four-.year USAID Title 10-funded institution-building
This is 


a four-person team
 
work project intended to provide full-time faculty support for 


The team is to have a pediatrician, obstetricianin maternal and child health. 


gynecologist, nurse-midwife, and extended role pediatric/public 
health nurse.
 

They will serve to teach, strengthen the curriculum, and directly render services
 

to patients within the framework of CUSS and its related teaching institutes
 

(Central Hospital, Yaounde; CUSS Annex, Mvolye).
 

A central activity of the team will be to introduce 
in September 1974
 

a well-mother and child clinic open to medical and nursing 
students at Central
 

the medical hub of Yaounde and the principal teaching 
site. They


Hospital --


their prenatal

intend 	to follow a limited number of pregnant women 

and assure 
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care, the administering of fundamental vaccines, growth monitoring during the
 

first year of life, and provision of family spacing guidance and assistance.
 

These services generally are not provided to the community and are rarely taught
 

to medical and nursing students. This bodes ill for a student body that should
 

have the principles of preventive medicine in practice inculcated early and
 

repeatedly if they are to effectively change the health standards of the Cameroon
 

and its neighbors.
 

An expected outgrowth of the Harvard Project will be the opportunity
 

to study mothers and children who enjoy unusually good health and to focus on
 

preventing infectious disease and malnutrition. Development of a Cameroonian
 

growth curve for children is intended and the opportunity to add factors relating
 

to hemoglobinopathies, hemoparasites, and birth intervals will present themselves
 

both during the life of the project and in later follow-up that may be pursued by
 

interested faculty.
 

Funds provided for the prospective training of Cameroonians at CUSS
 

and related governmental agencies may also be deployed for the training of can

didates from other African countries. Expected fields of study for Cameroonians
 

will be in maternal'-aid child health areas and in health care organization and
 

delivery.
 

2. The Canadian Project
 

The Canadian International Development Agency's (CIDA) bilateral pro

gram has been responsible for the major financial burden in connection with the
 

Public Health Unit building opened in 1973. It has also provided nine teachers
 

since launching the public health project in 1969. With the help of WHO teachers
 

at CUSS, in 1972, the Canadian team initiated the Health Care Demonstration
 

Training (HCTD) project in northwest Cameroon at Bamenda. In keeping with the
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government health priorities for the development of integrated basic health
 

services and increased numbers and quality of personnel, 
the program was created
 

to work in teams in rural areas. The
 
to train medical and paramedical students 


students would learn to apply their skills and knowledge 
in a village situation.
 

Both theoretical and practical teaching would 
be provided by CUSS and local
 

The students would be under the direction of the health 
center staff
 

teachers. 


two, a laboratory technician, and a
 headed by a nurse, including amidwife or 


leprosy worker.
 

Fourth year students were distributed among six 
health centers, along
 

with CESSI and Bamenda's two-year nursing students, 
under the tutelage of a
 

a WHO rural health specialist, and a sociologist.

public health nurse educator, 


a Cameroonian doing his thesis research
 Teaching assistance was also provided by 


local health practices, the director of the nursing school, the Canadian chief
 
on 


medical officer for preventive and rural medicine 
for the DASP zone, and visiting
 

at CUSS. Only one tutor remained in Bamenda
 
teachers from the Public Health Unit 


during the last six months. The shortage of permanent teaching staff is only one
 

is still considered
Nonetheless, it 

of the many problems afflicting the program. 


the high point of CUSS and CESSI field training. The program has been
 
by many as 


see no students in the HCTD
 
suspended for fourth-year students, so 1974..75 will 


In the
 
is to be reinitiated for fifth..year students in 1975-76. 
program. It 


meantime, the Canadian team will concentrate 
its efforts on developing'the team
 

two Mefou health centers to be developed for 
rural
 

spirit and practices in the 


experiences in community medicine.
 

Mr. Draper, a medical sociologist with the 
Canadian team at CUSS,has
 

milieu physique et la population du Cameroon," which will touch
 begun work on "le 


the human and
 
on environment (natural resources, climate, 

geologic formation), 
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social dimensions of the nation (ethnic, linguistic, religious, tribal dispersion,
 

distribution), and a major democraphic study. lie anticipates laying heavy emphasis 

on fertility and infertility, migration, influence of sexual mores, and job status. 

For his available resources formal census materials are lacking, but he will be 

aided bv OCAM (Organisation Commune Africaine Malgache et Mauricienne) and IFORD, 

the United Nations demographic research and training center for francophone 

Africa, both based in Yaounde. Perhaps more important will be his opportunity 

to avail himself of the newly initiated Canadian team involvement in a demo

graphic survey being made of >Iband jock, north of Yaounde, as part of a government 

effort to develop a new industrial and population center there.
 

3. University of North Carolina Project 

The government of Cimeroon has approved the establishment of a regional 

office for the University of North Carolina'stAfrican Health Training Institutions 

Project (HTIPi' tG be based at CUSS. The regional director will be Dr. Jean Martin. 

This is a USAID Title 10-funded institution-building project intended to heighten 

the awareness of African institutions to the concerns of family health. It will 

include teaching methods of fertility management, social and psychological aspects 

related to child spacing, and the diagnosis and treatment of infertility. The 

program, which has the official approval of the Association of African Medical 

Schools, aims at increasing the capability of academic health professionals in 

Africa to teach family health, develop and test new techniques and teaching aids, 

and improve health curricula through various short courses, field work, consultants,
 

foreign training, conferences, and publications. The project is to run for five
 

years, and the culmination of these efforts should be a pool of teaching tech

niques, tools and aids appropriate to the needs of the individual countries, and
 

a body of trained health science teachers capable of integrating the various as

pects of family health into maternal and child health programs.
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If the University of North Carolina Project is well-executed, CUSS 

will benefit from the presence of much needed expertise. If it is received 

a university not yetfavorably in Africa, CUSS, desiring to gain credence in 


of age, will be gratified. The potential prestige, rather than the inherent
 

family planning elements (of which not a word has been publicly spoken or
 

written), is the reason for acceptance.
 

C. INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANPOWER NEEDS
 

Thoughtful, long-term plans made by WHO have done much to prepare
 

Ten candidates
Cameroonian teachers for the Cameroonian health structure. 


Several have already returned, and a
have been sent for training abroad. 


number of others will return within the Third Phase (1974-77). WHO has funded
 

two Cameroonian CESSI teachers to go to the United States and Canada for two
 

years' academic training to qualify for CESSI faculty posts.
 

The French Technical Assistance Agency has twenty-eight students
 

currently in France on training stipends, of which six are students of public
 

health in Rennes, eight are studying medicine, ten are in pharmacy and two in
 

dentistry.
 

CIDA has funds which are earmarked for training in public health

related areas and is currently subsidizing one nutritionist and is 
seeking
 

other government proposed applicants.
 

USAID also has generous funds that have not yet been committed.
 

It has proved difficult to locate training sites in keeping with
 

Fear of excessively long (or
language capabilities and with donor demands. 


permanent) absence is a consideration that may or may not be contributory 
to
 

delays of one to two years in attaining government approval by candidates 
for
 

departure. Time-locked technical assistance programs often find it difficult
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may not be started for severalto commit themselves to support training whid 

years and which could outspan their own duration. 

In regard to clinical medicine and medical and social disciplines,
 

it seems to be a diminishing necessity to consider subsidized training in these
 

The presence of CUSS has generated a wealth of inquiries from Cameroon
areas. 


seem to be seeking an opportunity
ians in foreign residence and training. Most 


in the CUSS structure.return and establish themselvesto 

for teachers of fundamental preclinical disciplines
To meet the need 

on 
and clinical specialty areas, UNDP has arranged funding and, cont ingent 

of resident teachers to continue a formidable listavailability, has planned 

two years. A UNDP mid-project evalua)f t,'.o months tothrough 1977 for periods 


recommended continuation through 1978..
 
tion team that visited CUSS in larch 1973 


managerial
'if a more vaorrisome character are the areas of visible 

failure to meet commit
incompetence reflected by faulty money management and 


ments to students, faculty, and suppliers. The poor maintenance of buildings,
 

grounds, and costly equipment falls into the same category. These are problems
 

a competent manpower infrastructure inherent in non
compounded by the lac of 

change rapidly. Virtually all
This seems unlikely to
industrialized countries. 


are ready to send managerial consultants to assist
 
technical assistance groups 


to train Cameroonians. These
 
management of CUSS and the Ministry of Health and 


yet received local acceptance.
offers have not 


In summary, the institutional manpower needs of CUSS now reflect the
 

the outset. Remaining needs may now be met in
 careful planning efforts made at 


interests of non-resident Came
large part by the drawing power of CUSS and the 


roonian health professionals. The managerial problems are another issue. As
 

factors strongly influence the development
long as nepotism and non-qualification 
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of financial and administrative management, graduate training for Cameroonians
 

and consultant efforts will be of limited value.
 

V. 	CONCLUSIONS
 

CUSS is a young and innovative institution commited to the training
 

of a health team whose responsibility will be to provide basic health services
 

to most of the population of Cameroon.
 

The faculty is anxious to receive support for its research interests.
 

Apart from a handful of people already receiving grants (UNDP/WHO) in areas not
 

related to population issies, virtually everyone is plagued by difficulty in
 

obtaining all domestic supportive services. This is apart from the difficulty
 

in obtaining funds for travel and maintenance experienc by all but a few po

litically high-ranking members.
 

As Africa's newest medical school, CUSS is trying very hard to estab

as much
lish its credibility. The government is solicitous and it is perhaps 


it is to
 an effort 	to be innovative and responsive to legion local needs as 


self-aggrandizement.
 

CUSS in a 	decade should enjoy the prestige of Ibadan or Dar es Salaam,
 

and in the 	face of the magnitude and diversity of donor support should have an
 

easier time enroute. Cameroon, although smaller and less wealthy than many
 

countries, 	does have a certain balance of resources and developing industry.
 

While the government outwardly shares the views of its many poor
 

African neighbors on population planning, it is so hungry for recognition and
 

distinction as a medical leader that they will host virtually any respectable
 

a broadly perceived need of the developing world.
health endeavor that speaks to 


The broader the better.
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ETHIOPIA 

Joel Montague 

I. COUNTRY SETTING 

The empire of Ethiopia covers an area of approximately 1,274,737
 

square kilometers and has a population of approximately 25 million people.
 

It should be noted that there are no accurate figures on population in 

is no system ofEthiopia because a census has never been taken, and there 

However, the Ethiopian Government Central Statisticalvital registration. 


Office has undertaken rural population surveys and a National Sample Survey.
 

The first round of a National Sample Survey (1964-1967) estimates the
 

crude birth rate at 50 per thousand and the crude death rate at 25 per
 

thousand with a rate of natural increase of 2.5 percent per year. A
 

general fertility rate of 215, a total fertility rate of 6.6 and a gross 

will be takenreproduction rate of 3.2 were calculated. A national census 

in 1974 with the assistance of the United Nations. Several small and 

in Gondar and other areas, which show alocalized surveys were conducted 


birth rate from 38.19 to 47.4 and infant mortality rate from 115 to 152.
 

to 2.5 percent
The population of Ethiopia has been estimated increase at 


yearly on average and at 6.5 percent in urban areas. The population
 

20 persons per square kilometer.
density is low, with an average of about 


The vast majority of the population live on the highland plateau, which
 

is relatively free from acute infectious diseases such as malaria. The
 

population is scattered and is a mostly rural one (91.4 percent). Only
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8.6 percent of the population is urban and lives in aboqt 200 cities and
 

towns with more than 2,000 inhabitants.
 

Economically, Ethiopia is still one of the least developed among
 

GNP at about U.S. $80 in 1973.
developing countries with per capite 


Furthermore, it is characterized by a large young population 
with 45.7
 

percent of the population under 15 years of age. Ethiopia is still an
 

total population engaged
agricultural country, with 83.7 percent of its 


in subsistence agriculture, and 7.7 percent of the population engaged in
 

Out of the total land area of 1,274,737 square
commercial agriculture. 


kilometers, 68.8 percent of it is arable land with only 10.9 percent of the
 

are not usable because of intotal being cultivated. Fertile low lands 


festation with malaria, bilharziasis, and other acute infectious 
diseases.
 

New land under commercial agriculture will only grow about 
4 percent yearly,
 

and under subsistence agriculture (pastoral areas not included) by not
 

more than 2 percent yearLy, according to the Planning Commission.
 

The Ethiopian government has undertaken a series of planned
 

The First Five-Year Development Plan covered the
 
development areas. 


period of 1957-61, the Second, 1963-67, while the Third extends from 1968-


The Third Five-Year Development Plan targeted a 6 percent 
rate of
 

73. 


growth (at constant prices) and real income per head growing at 
3 percent
 

per year. However, most of the Third-Year Plan targets proved to be
 

The health sector had prepared a modi-.
 ambitious and impossible to meet. 


cover the third part of the Third-Year
fied three-year health plan to 


However, it includes no family
Plan in more realistic and practical ways.
* 


planning activities.
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A good indicator of Ethiopia's problems is educational statistics.
 

Presently, the participation rate for primary schools is only 12 percent 

and only 2.5 percent for secondary schools, with roughly only one-quarter e/ 

them being girls. Furthermore, due to the high drop-out rate, only about 

4 percent of all children in the first grade eventually enter the twelfth 

grade. Therefore, the literacy rate in Ethiopia is very low, with an 

average of 6.6 percent for total population, 11.6 percent for male and only 

1.7 percent literacy rate for females.
 

In 1962 there were 701 government schools with 6,154 teachers, 

199 mission schools with 1,207 teachers, 193 private schools with 999 

teachers, 99 church schools following the Ed'cation Ministrv curriculum 

with 288 teachers, and 170 schools with 511 teachers, which were run 

under community control. A large percentage of all teachers are foreign, 

and a relatively small percentage of teachers are women. Primary educa

tion accounted for the highest proportion of all students -- 410,000 out 

of the 477,000 in 1967. Two tendencies can bh seen in the elementary 

level- namely, that there is a growing proportion -f females ;It this level, 

and that there is a sharp drop, sometimes as much as 40 percent per year, 

in the total number of students at the elementary level. in the academic 

year 1966-67 there was a total of 2,105 schools with 11,983 teachers and
 

a total of 476,686 students. 

II. HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS 

Life expectancy at birth is estimated to be 37-38 years. The
 

national health services in Ethiopia have been likened to a pyramid, with
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the health stations at the base, the health centers in the middle, and
 

the hospitals at the apex. All are supervised and coordinated by the
 

provincial health department in each province. The provincial health
 

departments are under the overall guidance of the Ministry of Health in
 

Addis Ababa. At the present time the system is composed of some 94
 

hospitals, 82 heal.th-centers, and 527 health stations and clinics. The
 

basic philosophy underlying the system is that decentralized and general

ized health services siiould be provided to the majority of Ethiopians in
 

rural areas. However, the development of basic health services is still
 

not more than 20 percent of the total
rudimentary and probably covers 


lack resources to staff the
population. The government appears to 


While all health centers and
existing centers or to staff new ones. 


health stations are operating under the Ministry of Public Health, only
 

43 of the 94 hospitals are run by the Ethiopian government, while the
 

rest are run by various ministries, and so forth. Of the 51 nongovern

mental hospitals, many are run by the Haile Selassie I Foundation, mis

sionary groups, and private firms. Except in Addis Ababa and Asmara,
 

there are practically no private health practitioners covering the prac

tice of modern medicine. Because of inadequate government public health
 

services, there are many illegal but accepted local drug stores and
 

The traditional healers
medical practitioners of a traditional nature. 


work in the field of herbal medicine, religion, and spirit healing.
 

Although MCH services are considered an integral part of the
 

health centers program, they are reported to be poorly organized, and it
 

is doubtful that many Ethiopian children under five years old benefit from
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their services. It is estimated that the infant mortality rate is 195
 

per 1000 live births. It is also reported that not more than 2 percent
 

receive any kind of skilled medical attention.
of all expectant mothers 

It has been estimated that among the more than 1,250,000 deliveries 

a year, there will be 26,000 infant dead under twelve months old and 

more than 2,500 maternal dead during delivery per year. Needless to 

say, a vast majority of deliveries are attended only by village midwives 

who are usually older women or neighbors of the pregnant woman. Local 

trained midwives exist only in very small numbers. 

The health manpower shortage is a key factor and, to a large
 

extent, has contributed to the weakness of the present system. 

A Public Health College and Training Center was established in Gondar in 

1954, with a unique training program for health personnel who were to work 

in local areas. the Faculty of Medicine was established in 1963 and, as 

of the present time, has graduated 48 physicians, These physicians com

prise almost 40 percent of the total number o Ethiopian doctors, and they
 

are occupying key positrions in the health system Nonetheless, the dis

tribution of graduates is extremely poor, with the doctor/patient ratio 

in Addis Ababa being, perhaps, 1-3,000. 'lhe ratio for the rest of the 

country is 1:100,000-250,000, 

There is also an absolute shortage of all other categories of 

health personnel. These personnel tend to be concentrated in urban areas,
 

as is the situation with physicians. Other categories of personnel, such
 

as Health Officers, Community Nurses, Sanitarians, and Dressers are
 

available in large numbers.
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III. POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

Ethiopia has no population policy. Moreover, family planning is
 

a politically sensitive issue. The Orthodox Church, which has consider

able influence both on the attitudes of high government officials and on
 

the population, looks unfavorably on any family planning program. The
 

fact that the emperor did not sign the World Leader's Statement has been
 

interpreted by some to mean that he is against family planning. Although
 

some high officials realize the importance of the population issue and
 

the need for family planning in Ethiopia, no one is willing to take re

sponsibility for making decisions. Therefore, there is no government
 

policy or program in family planning in Ethiopa so far.
 

The last two years have seen a somewhat more favorable attitude
 

toward family planning among goveinment officials, and several family
 

planning clinics now operate in Addis Ababa and other large cities. Govern

ment officials in the health sector ate interested in developing limited
 

family planning programs as part of the basic health services, particu

larly with MCH services. The Planning Commission, although not support

ing family planning programs in the country, has agreed to support urgent
 

basic research "into ways and means of persuading families to space
 

their children wisely so as to protect the health and welfare of the family."
 

Family Guidance of Ethiopia, a volurtary association operating
 

under the auspices of the Haile Selassie I Foundation, was created in
 

1966. It started with one family planning service at a hospital in Addis
 

Ababa, but it was not until 1969 that it started operating systematically
 

in Addis Ababa and parts of the interior of the empire. Although the
 

government does not support family planning and does not approve of any
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kind of mass media information and advertisement, family planning services
 

are allowed if they are integrated as part of MCHI services.
 

Family planning sessions have been integrated in MCH centers,
 

community centers, hospitals, and other health centers. 
 About sixteen
 

clinics and hospitals in Addis and thirty-four clinics and hospitals in
 

the provinces are 
giving family planning services by the Association or
 

with the assistance of the Association.
 

The staff of the Familv Guidance Association consists of 

seventeen full-time and five part-time emplovecs. four physicians, four 

nurses, 
two social workers, and two dressers. Most of the staff members
 

have had a number of years of experience in their respective fields, and 

they have undergone a training program in Kenya under the sponsorship of 

the Association.
 

TOTAL CONTRACEPTIVE AC(EPTORS BY HELIHOD 

Year Pill Loop ln.ection Other 

1970 6102 3653 218 

1971 8968 3472 86 
 154
 

1972 6054 54
903 180
 
(6 months)
 

The Orthodox Church has agreed to the 
limited availability of
 

family planning services in 
large cities provided there is no propaganda.
 

Several international and bilateral agencies have been interested 
in
 

recent years, notably WHO, UNICEF, ILO, World Bank, USAID, SIDA, and
 

others.
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IV. UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL DATA
 

Institutions of higher education in Ethiopia are Haile Selassie I
 

University in Addis Ababa and a new Catholic university in Asmara established
 

in 1967. There is also a Polytechnical Institute at Bahir-Dar. Discussions
 

on Ethiopia held in the United States indicate that there was relatively
 

little interest or possibility of activity in the field of population at
 

the University of Asmara and the Polytechnical Institute. Therefore, no
 

site visits were made to those intitutions. A list of all medical, public
 

health, and auxiliary medical and public health training schools is avail

able in Table I to this section (courtesy of the Department of Preventive
 

Medicine and Public Health, Faculty of Medicine, HSU I -- dated May 1970).
 

Information on population activities conducted under the auspices of
 

Haile Selassie I University at its Public Health College at Gondar are
 

included in the following section.
 

Haile 	Selassie I University
 

Haile Selassie I University began in 1961 with seven colleges
 

and faculties and an enrollment of 948 students. The following table
 

shows the university's instructional units in the order of their establish

ment.
 

Name 	 Year Established
 

I. Faculty of Arts - U.C. 	 1951
 

2. Faculty of Science U.C. 	 1951
 

3. 	Faculty of Technology - College of
 
Engineering 1953
 

4. College of Agriculture (Alemaya) 1954
 

5. Building College 	 1954
 



Name Year Established
 

6. College of Public Health (Gondar) 1954 

7. Faculty of Education 1962
 

8. School of Social Work 1959 

9. Faculty of Theology 1960 

10. University Extension 1962
 

11. College of Business Administration 1963
 

12. Faculty of Law 1963
 

13. Faculty of Medicine 1966 

All but two of the faculties or colleges of the university are 

located in Addis Ababa. The two colleges outside the capital are the 

Agricultural College at Alemaya, about 500 kilometers from Addis Ababa, 

and the Pubiic Health College dL Gondar, 748 kilometers from the national 

capital. 

Under the university (harter, {.1.M., the emperor is chancellor 

of Haile Selassie I University. The prc.sident, appointed by the emperor, 

reports to the board of governors, te policy mcikrs for the university. 

The university is a chartered government institution and relies 

on government appropriations. The annual opErating budget of this univer

sity is about Eth.$2,000,000, of which 25 percent is financed by'gifts 

and grants from external sources. 

Admission requirements to laile Selassie I University are a grade
 

point average of 2.0 in Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate and in five
 

subjects including English language, mathematics, and Amharic. Degree
 

requirements include 130 total credit hours for a bachelor's degree, as
 

well as a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.0. Degrees awarded
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are B.S. in Agriculture (four years); B.A. in Arts (four years); B.A. in
 

Business Administration (four years); B.A. or B.S. in Education (four
 

years); LL.B. in Law (five years); M.B.Ch.B in Medicine (five years);
 

B.S. in Science (four years); B.Th. in Theology (four years); B.S.W. in
 

Social Work (four years); and a Deploma in Building (three years). The
 

school library contains 95,000 volumes in the main library and 85,000
 

volumes in branch libraries. The John F. Kennedy Library is a very im

pressive building and is quite obviously frequented by the students. The
 

total university enrollment in 1967-68 was about 4,000. The university is
 

free to all Ethiopian students.
 

Department of Preventive Medicine and Public Health
 

The focus for interest in population activities at Haile Selassie I
 

University has been entirely in the Department of Preventive Medicine and
 

Public Health. There seems to be relatively little interest in other
 

divisions. Needless to say, potential for work in the population field does
 

exist in the Institute of Development Studies at the university.
 

At the present time there are four full-time teachers in the
 

Department of Social and Preventive Medicine at the university. These are:
 

Prof. Wen Pin Chang, WHO professor and head of the departir rt; Dr. Yayehyirad
 

Kitaw, lecturer and deputy head of the department (counterpart to Dr. Chang);
 

Ato Hadt-Ab Zerit, MPH; G. Uhlman, Ph.D. (overseas intern from Johns Hopkins
 

University); a part-time assistant is Dr. E. Nordeberg, assistant professor
 

in the Nekemte project; Dr. R. A. Rankin, resident field supervisor, Nekemte
 

project.
 

Several departments of the medical faculty are actively partici

pating in the teaching of comprehensive community health both in Addis
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Ababa and the Nekemte rural area. The concept of utilizing medical students
 

as a team to work in rural community health is useful. In the Nekemte
 

project, supported by SIDA, base line surveys in the community have been
 

undertaken, and demographic, sociological, nutritional, and epidemiologic
 

studies, supported by SIDA and others, are underway. There is also a WHO 

research grant, financed by the UN Population Fund, being negotiated to 

study the impact of health education and family health. Basic studies in 

population dynamics in Ethiopia are being undertaken in conjunction with 

Dr. L.P. Chow 01 tihe !),paltmLnt of Popullt ion D)Nnamics at the Johns Hopkins 

University School of livgiene and Public Health with support from USA1D. 

Dr. Chang has pionecred population activities in Ethiopia in con

junction with the medical faculty. A KAP study undertaken by Dr. Chang 

and Dr. L. Pausewang, which was supported by the Population Council, has 

been completed and the medical section of the study will be published in
 

a Journal of Ethiopian Studies.
 

A cop\ of the initial study Linder-.akcn by Dr. Chang's department 

and the Johns Hopkins i'niverslLy SLhool of Hygicnt and Public Health in 

the Nekemte area is available. Notable are the questions related to 

pregnancy and attitudes toward family pldnning. Givcn the support from
 

Johns Hopkins University, to Dr. (,hang's d~ptrtnwnt, there seems to bc reLa

tively little need for additional activities at this time unless the sltua.

tion, according to Dr. (.hang, warrants additional support. A considerable
 

amount of credit for the development of new and innovative ideas in
 

public health in Ethiopia (an be attributed to Dr. Chang's work at the
 

university and, of course, to the work of Dr. Prince in the field of public
 

health generally.
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Institute of Pathobiology and Institute of Development Research
 

The activities of the Institute of Pathobiology are only indirectly
 

related to population. The director of this institute is Dr. Aklilu. The
 

institute is doing basic research on parasitology, entemology, malariology,
 

and radiobiology. The Institute of Development Research has potential for
 

doing work in the population area in the future. Its research program is
 

outlined in the following document: Institute of Development Research
 

Activities, Haile Selassie I University, January 1973.
 

At the present time the Director of the Institute of Development
 

Research is Dr. Assefa Mehretu. Three research associates work with him:
 

Dr. Eric Rahim, Mr. Gerard Gill, and Mr. Richard Disney. He has an admin

a board of advisors numbering thirteen, who are
istrative staff of five and 


chosen from the university and various government ministries. The main
 

research so far completed is the Wonji Socio-Economic Survey, which is an
 

analysis of the Food for Work reforestration program in Tigre and Wollo
 

provinces; an analysis of the phenomenon of faked trade declarations; a
 

summary of studies of the Ada district; and a conceptual framework for a
 

Research is
socio-.economic baseline survcy of the Ada project area. 


and units of production in tradipresently underway on rural feed roads, 


tional agriculture in the Ethiopian economy. It is contemplated that The
 

Journal of Developmental Research will be published. The institute has re

ceived financing from Haile Selassie I University, the Inter-university
 

Council, USAID, and the Ford Foundation,
 

The Institute of Development Research Activities lists as their
 

research objectives (a) the development of a conceptual framework for the
 

study of demographic processes, family formation, migration, and projections
 

of population growth and mobility; (b) research on differential fertility,
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infant mortality, population growth, population structure, mobility,
 

family planning, and other relevant variables as they are affected by
 

area of residence, socio.-economic characteristics for representative
 

sample areas all over Ethiopia; and (c) publication of and training on
 

demographic and population problems in Ethiopia.
 

Given the limited staff and commitments of the Institute of
 

Development Studies, it is entirely unlikely that they will be able to
 

conduct research in the area of demography and studies in population
 

growth and mobility as 
they had planned to do in the immediate future.
 

Institute of Ethiopian Studies and Statistical Training Center 

The Institute of Ethiopian Studies is headed by Dr. Pankhurst. The 

Population Council supported the Ethiopian KAP study previously mentioned. 

The grant was made available to the institute, though the work was actually 

done by Dr. W.P. Chand and Dr. S. Pausewang. The Institute of Ethiopian 

Studies was established in 19f3 ta opLratc a special library of books, pam

phlets, articles, and archival material and maps on Ethiopia and works such 

as manuscripts produced in the country itself. it was also designated to run 

the university's museum of ethnographic and historical interest in music
 

and other tape recordings. Lastly, it was to coordinate, encourage, and
 

conduct research on Ethiopia. The institute has a number of publications
 

including its useful Register of Current Research on Ethiopia and Most of
 

Africa and a List of Current Ethiopian Periodicals. The institute processes
 

most of the visiting scholars attached to the universities and handles 

questions of visas, and so 
on. It is doing no work specifically related to
 

population at the present time, but remains ready to assist 
individuals who
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wish to do doctoral work or other research in the field. The Statistical
 

Training Center, as of June 1973 (Statistics No. 378), covered the following
 

subjects: (1) sources and types of demographic data with special emphasis
 

on Ethiopian data; (2) elementary demographic rates and ratios and their
 

interpretation (sex ratio, child/woman ratio, different ways of calculating
 

population growth, crude rates, age specific rates, infant death rate,
 

various fertility and reproduction rates); adjusted and standardized demo-

graphic rates, examples from Ethiopia and other African countries; (3)
 

introduction to detection and revision of errors in population data; (4)
 

the life table for one and five year groupings, synthetic and actual
 

cohorts, calculation of life table from real life data; (5) introduction to
 

differences and problems involved in measuring mortality and fertility; (6)
 

theoretical population models, calculation of stable population, population
 

projections using life-tdble techniques; (7) statistics on migration and
 

Barclay, Techniques
miscellaneous other problems. The books utilized are: 


of Population Analysis, CSO, Statistical Abstracts, (most recent issue);
 

Population in Ethiopia, CSO, United Nations Demographic Yearbook.
 

Other courses taught are in statistics, probability, computer and
 

programming courses, data processing, sampling and survey methods, experi

mental design, social accounting, field work, econometrics, operations re

search, simulation and systems analysis, and so on.
 

There was no evidence that the Statistical Training Center con

siders population as a priority component of its program.
 

Public Health College at Gondar
 

The Public Health College and Training Center at Gondar was
 

established in 1954 by the Imperial Ethiopian Government with the coopera
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tion and assistance of the WHO, USAID, and UNICEF. 
It became one of the
 

chartered colleges of Haile Selassie 
I University in 1961. The objective
 

of the school was to train middle-level health workers 
to deliver health
 

care to the rural population of Ethiopia in an integrated, curative, pre

ventive, and promotive health service utilizing the health 
team approach.
 

The core of the health team was 
a health officer, community nurses, and
 

sanitarian. 
 The health officer was and is admitted through the regular
 

channels 
of Haile Selassie I University after completing the 12th grade.
 

He is given a specially designed four-year course that enables him to earn
 

a B.S. in Puhlic Health. The coTImmunity nurses and sanitarian are trained
 

at the same school and, in many cases, 
in the same classes. The community 

nurse is given a comprehensive three-year nursing course with particular 

emphasis on maternal and child health, midwifery, and so on. At the present
 

time she is recruited after completing the 10th grade. The course for the
 

sanitarian is also a three-year program, with particular emphasis 
on en

vironmental health subjects such 
as the protection of water resources, 
con

struction of simple sanitary facilities, vector control, food and milk
 

sanitation.
 

All three categories of students undergo an internship during
 

their last year of training. 
 During the period of internship the students
 

are 3ssigned to one of the rural training health centers located within 100
 

kilometers of Gondar for six to eight months. 
 The internship program is
 

designed to give the students practical and realistic experience under
 

close supervision by senior faculty members. 
 Upon completion of their
 

internship, the Ministry of Health assigns 
the students as a health team to
 

a rural health center in one of the eighty-five health centers in the
 

empire. All eighty-five health centers 
are staffed by graduates of the
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college. In addition to training the three categories of health workers,
 

the college has also trained laboratory technicians and, at irregular
 

intervals, midwives. The enrollment of these two categories has been
 

about fifteen to five students per year, respectively. During the period
 

1958-72, the number of graduates by category were: 352 health officers,
 

357 community nurses, 32 community nurse.midwives, 314 sanitarians, 108
 

laboratory technicians,
 

Dressers were also trained from 1965.68, and a total of 80
 

graduated. At the present time the teaching staff is entirely Ethiopian,
 

and the total force is about 40. The college is located in the same com

pound with a 200-.bed hospital, which is the only medical facility for the
 

province of Begmdir and Semiem.
 

The graduates of the Public Health College are the mainstay of
 

A health team should conthe government's health scivice in rural Ethiopia. 


sist of two health officers, two to four community nurses, and two sani

tarians per health center. Due to the shortage of graduates, however, most
 

health center teams consist of one health officer, one or two nurses, and
 

Since 1958 there has been a considerable slippage among
one sanitarian. 


the Gondar graduates. More than 60 percent in ali categories have gone
 

into other occupations. Health officers, most notably, have gone to medical
 

school. Statistics provided in a government report indicate that out of the
 

total number of graduates, as of 1972, there are only 207 health officers,
 

221 community nurses, and 200 sanitarians employed by the Ministry of
 

Public Health who were Gondar grAduates. It is therefore apparent that, in
 

order to meet the health personnel needs, the college must produce more
 

health workers than it is doing now, or make working conditions sufficiently
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attractive so that its graduates stay in government service. Presently the
 

maximum enrollment in the college is about forty-five health officers,
 

forty nurses, thirty-five sanitarians, and twelve laboratory technicians
 

per year. Enrollment cannot be expanded with the present teaching staff
 

and facilities and given the posture of the major donor organizations
 

toward the public health college, it would seem unlikely that its staff
 

facilities can he improved.
 

Because of the problems that the Public Health College was hav

ing with regard to its graduates, a Presidential Committee for the Evalua-

July 1, 197t. Memberstion of Programs was formed. It issued a report on 

of the committee included: Dr. Assefa Tekle (director of the Imperial 

Central Laboratory & Research Institute), Dr. W.P. Chang (professor of 

& Public Health, HSU), Ato Lulsegeb Nengiste (Director-Preventive Medicine 

General for Training, Ministry of Public Health), Dr. Zelleke Bekele (dean, 

College of Public liealth), and Professor R.O. Whipple (dean, Faculty of 

(the report is available), the
Science. HSL). WJithout going into details 

major recormmendations of the team were that: 

(1) The present structure of bachelors' degrees for health officers,
 

diplomas for community nurses and sanitarians should be retained. However,
 

the degree should be changed from 11.S. to B.P.H. 

(2) The entry level of sanitarians and nurses should be upgraded.
 

(3) All three groups should have their curricula integrated into
 

common courses as far as possible, especially during the first year of study.
 

to have a
(4) Curricula for all groups should be modified so as 


large measure of applied social science, to reduce the basic science com

ponent, to increase the practical emphasis in all courses, and to increase
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the emphasis on preventive and environmental health throughout the college.
 

(5) The departments of the college should be reconstructed.
 

(6) There should be better scholarship support for grant study
 

in public health for interested graduates in preparation for teaching
 

appointments at the Public Health College in Gondar.
 

(7) A permanent ministry-university liaison committee should be
 

created.
 

(8) Negotiations with the ministry toward eventual budgetary and
 

administrative separation of Gondar College and its hospitals should take
 

place.
 

(9) Further external support from interested agencies should be
 

solicited to provide much needed additional facilities,
 

The above recommcndations were based on the committee's opinion
 

that the major defect in the existing training program was not too much
 

They indicated that the
instruction, but instruction of the wrong kind. 


health officers showed some ineffectiveness in the field due to gaps in
 

their training, particularly in comprehension of community social structure
 

The report also noted that part of the relative ineffectiveand dynamics. 


ness of many Gondar graduates in the field could be traced in part to de

fects in the ministry's ozganization and operation. These were, in turn,
 

faced by the government
related to deficiencies in the financial resources 


proband, more importantly, a tendency on the government's part to treat 


lems of hospitals and medical doctors with more urgency than those of health
 

centers and health officers. In short, the usual conflict between clinical
 

The report also noted that the facilities
and preventive medicine exists, 


of the Gondar Public Health College were in no way adequate. At the
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present time some family planning is taught, but demography and population
 

dynamics are not taught. In 1971, Mr. Cole of AID recommended instruction
 

the Public Health College.
in obstetrics, gynecology, and family planning at 


The dean endorsed the proposal, which was sent to USAID in Addis Ababa.
 

The proposal was not accepted. Subsequently, a group of Meharry Medical
 

College visited Gondar and also recommended work in family planning and 
a
 

to
cooperative staff exchange with 'leharrv in Nashville. Nothing seems 

have developed on that. Vlie staff of the Public Health College greeted the 

report of tile President's commission with little enthusiasm and feels that 

many of tile statements in the report are unsubstantiated. 

In short, there was much dissatisfaction among individuals in

volved in Gondar. Morale is generally low. Given the above factors, one 

finds it surprising that any effort is being put into family planning, ex

cept that there ate a number of dedicated staff members. It seems unlikely 

that these activities can he expanded, given the government's posture on 

family planning, the lack of resources, and gtneral problems at the Public 

Health College. Cumulative service statistics have been requested by mail. 

SOURCES OF DATA:
 

Site visit to Addis Ababa and Gondar, May 1973; mimeos from Department of
 

Preventive Medicine and Public Health, Haile Selassie I University,
 

September, 1972.
 

Population of Ethiopia: Results from the National Sample Survey, first
 

round, 1964-67. Central Statistics Office, Addis Ababa, 1971.
 

May 1973
 



TABLE I 

MEDICAL AND PARAMEDICAL TRAINING FACILITIES IN EIHIOPIA 

Medical and Public Health Trainirg Facilities 

Owner- Class - Enrollment 

Name of School Town ship Cczrse ist 2nd 3rd 4th Intern Total 

1. Medical Faculty Addis Ababa IEG a. Medical Doctors 14 18 21 10 4 67 

H.S.I. University b. Pharmacists - 13 6 11 12 42 

2. Public Health Gondar lEG a) Health Officer (5tb yr.) 

College, H.S.I 4 vrs. 43 42 40 43 168 

University b) Commzz,-.c N-rs= 
3 yrs. 28 29 40 97 

c) Saricariar.s 
3 yrs. 22 25 30 77 

d) lab. Tecir'i-iar. 
Juni:r 2 yrs. 11 11 

Nurses Trai.ir.g Fac .liclzs 
!-Er.r¢,- - lmen.t 

Owner - : ISE 2nd 3rd 4t 

Nam- of School Town s ip Crad- Y-er 19'3 19 '2 19-i 1970 Total 

1. Princess Tshai Hcsp. Addis Abaha MPH 23 26 2i 23 93 

2. Empress Z :wdit- Hosr. Addl.s Ata . SDAM 9 0 13 33 

3. Army Hcsp. Addls AtL."a MOD 22 i6 13 0 51 

4. Itegue Me-er. HcSF. Asmara MPH 0 3-: 26 31 132 

5. Tafferi Makonren Hcsp- Nekemt . MPH 10 0 9 i0 29 

6. Red Cross Addis Ababa Red Cross 0 0 16 15 31 

7. Duke of-Harrar Hosp. Addis Ababa MPH 26 0 0 0 26 

8. St. Paul Hosp. Addis Ababa MSIF 20 0 0 0 20 

TOTAL 150 77 98 90 415 

Abbreviations: lEG Imperial Ethiopian Government MO - Miniscry cf Irr.erior 

MPH - Ministry of Public Health MOD - Mi-isry of DefEtns= 
APM - American Presbytria . Missier. NIM - Norwg^igLa Lrtl-rar MisSicn 
GHM - German Hermmar.st,-.rg. Mission MM - S-,da- IL.t.r Mis -

HSIF - Haile Selassie I Four-.datic- SDAM - Seve;.th Day AdvNitifst Missic_ 

http:Seve;.th
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TABLE I (Continued)
 

Technicians
 

Province Town Name of School 	 Type of Training Enrollment
 

Shoa Addis Ababa 	 Medical Auxiliary Training 1) Junior Laboratory
 
School-Menelik II Hospital Technicians Course 12
 

2) Junior X-Ray
 

Technicians Course 	 15
 

3) Hospital Pharmacy
 
Attendants Course 	 19 

Shoa Addis Ababa 	 Imp. Central Laboratory Senior Laboratory Technicians Course 9
 

Dresser Trairing Schools 1969/70
 

Type of Training and Enrollment
 
Province Town Name of School Owrtrship Elem. Advanced
 

1. Shoa Addis Ababa M.A.T. Mcnclik losp. MPH 34 	 26
 
2. Shoa Addis Ababa Policc Haosp. 	 MOI 37 
3. Shoa Ambo Door of Life Hosp. SDAM! 12 	 8
 
4. Sboa Nazareth H.M.M. Ftihamid Hosp. M --	 13 
5. Wollega Demi Dollo Demi Dollo Hlosp. APM --	 4 
6. Wollega Aira Aira GHM --	 3 
7. Illubabor Mettu Mettu Hosp. 	 MPH 14 

8. Harer Dire Dawa H.S.I. Hosp. MPH 13 	 -
9. Wollo Dessie Asfa Wosen Hlosp. MPH 	 14 


10. Tigre Mekelle 	 Luel Ras Seyoum MPH 11 -
11. Eritrea Asmara 	 Iteque Menen MPI 20 20
 
12. Gojjam Debre Marcos 	 Debre Marcos Hosp. MPH 16 -
13. Arussi Asella 	 H.S.I. Hosp. MPH 14 -
14. Sidamo Yirgalcm 	 Yirgalem Hosp. MPH -- 16 
15. Sidamo Negelle 	 Negelle Hosp. NLMI 16 -
16. Sidamo Soddo (Wollamo) 	 Soddo SIM 25 15
 
17. Keffa Jimma 	 Ras Desta D. Hasp. MPH 19 9
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GHANA 

John C. Caldwell, Rocco A. De Pietro, Jr.
 

I. COUNTRY SETTING 

Ghana lies in the hot, moist lowlands of West Africa. Cocoa, timber, 

industrial diamonds, bauxite, manganese dioxide, coffee, and gold have in the 

past made Ghana one of the richest countries in tropical Africa (1973 per 

capita income was estimated at S310). However, the wealth is not evenly 

distributed geographically. Cocoa and timber, both in the south, have accounted 

for over 70 percent of the country's exports in recent years. The savannah 

country in the north has no such cash-export products, This dichotomy is 

reflected in many social and economic aspects of the population. 'rhe southern 

three-fifths of the country contain four-fifths of the population. The popula

tion in the south tends to be better educated, subject to lower mortality,
 

more likely to live in towns, more likely to know about contraception, and less
 

likely to be predominately concerned with the growing of subsistence crops,
 

than the population in the north.
 

Ghana'a immediate prospects for economic growth, however, are rather
 

dim. Production of cocoa, its major expbrt crop and valuable source of
 

foreign exchange, is down at a time when world cocoa prices are at their high

est in years. The sharp cutback in imported goods has affected even cassava
 

and canned sardines, staples for many Ghanaians. The major government response
 

to the food crisis has been "Operation Feed Yourself," a massive agricultural
 

program designed to increase local production and storage of basic foods. Yet
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the gains thus far have been small relative to the acute need. An editorial
 

in the Ghana Times noted: "The per capita income of many families has fallen
 

sharply to the extent that the barest necessities of life cannot even be •
 

It's now the order of the day for an average family to be conprovided ... 


tented with one meal a day in the evening with children literally starving
 

in the morning and afternoon."
 

By tropical African standards Ghana is highly urbanized, with over
 

30 percent of the population living in urban centers of over 5,000 inhabitants
 

in 1970. Ghana's crude birth rate is estimated at 47 per thousand per year,
 

the crude death rate at 18, producing a rate of natural increase of 2.9 percent.
 

At this rate the population, estimated at 9.9 million in mid-1973, would
 

double in twenty-four years.
 

Ghana's present population position is unique in West Africa. It
 

has a population policy and a family planning program, which have existed
 

through three very different government regimes, and which have survived two
 

coups aimed at reversing many existing policies. Most Ghanaians now take it
 

that the family planning program is part of the accepted policy of the country
 

and will remain through political vicissitudes. There is little opposition
 

voiced in the press by public figures. There remains some scepticism as to
 

how culturally acceptable family planning is (especially in rural areas), and
 

hence how hard it should be pushed and how closely one should be identified
 

with it.
 

The official government position on the role of population in national
 

development planning is presentEd in detail in the March 1969 policy paper
 

Population Planning for National Progress and Prosperity. The paper notes
 

that Ghana has embarked "on an ambitious programme of planning and develop

ment aimed at achieving progressively advancing levels of productivity and
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well-being" for the people of Ghana. However, "these objectives are
 

threatened by the current rate of population growth, by trends in rural to
 

urban migration ... and by open immigration and the resulting problems of
 

deployment of non-Ghanaians in the economy." Subsequent sections of the
 

paper describe current population characteristics and trends in Ghana and
 

the adverse consequences of rapid population growth for national development
 

goals. To implement the policy, collaboration between public and private
 

institutions is urged, and special mention is made of the role of the Central
 

Bureau of Statistics and the Demographic Unit at the University of Ghana.
 

The University of Ghana indirectly played a significant role in
 

the preparation of the paper. It is widely known that the paper drew heavily 

on the second volume of The Study of Contemporary Ghana, but is less widely 

known that most of the material in that study was originally analyzed in 

class exercises in the demography program at the university and that the two 

Ghanaian civil servants who undertook the sifting of sourct- data for the 

paper had come from those classes.
 

Cooperation between the universities and the government in popula

tion matters ha.s generally been quite good. As noted below, the Institute of
 

Social, Statistical, and Economic Research (ISSER) is partly responsible for
 

evaluation of the National Family Planning Program. Demographic studies
 

have on occasion been conducted at government request by others at the uni

versity. For advice on population movements related to urbanization, man

power planning, and such projects as the Volta Lake Resettlement Scheme, the
 

government has relied heavily on assistance provided by the University of
 

Science and Technology at Kumasi. Thus training and research in population
 

is formally perceived as an integral part of national d(velopment planning.
 

In Ghana, the universities have been and remain the most appropriate insti
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tutions through which external agencies can play a role in influencing 
and
 

assisting in the implementation of official population policies.
 

HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS
II. 


The major health problems are malaria, dysentary, and pneumonia,
 

which are the biggest killers of children. Infectious and communicable dis

eases such as measles, hepatitis, tetanus, and tuberculosis 
are also lead-


Many maternal health
ing causes of mortality and morbidity among adults. 


problems are related to pregnancy and childbirth and their complications.
 

Abortion is also a problem in urban areas among young, unmarried 
women. With
 

the high cost of living and food shortages, nutritional problems are likely
 

to become more critical in the near 
future.
 

Health, which has a relatively low priority in Ghana's scheme
 

of social and economic development, is associated with little creative policy
 

Although there are plans for the expansion of medical school
thinking. 


facilities, basic health facilities, and environmental health 
schemes,
 

simply not available for these purposes. The health
 
government funds are 


planning capacity of the government is weak and thus far it has not been ably
 

assisted by the medical school.
 

Most funds for health are spent for the recurrent expenditures of
 

When funds do become available, they usually
government health facilities, 


Some of these facilities
 go for the construction of new health facilities. 


are run jointly by the health ministry and medical school. In such instances,
 

to help revamp the organization and pattern of
 the medical school is able 


health services.
 

The rural health and family planning project, known as 
the "Danfa
 

Project," is a major medical activity which is being closely watched 
by the
 

The Danfa Project could assist the ministry in setting 
the
 

health ministry. 
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future pattern of family planning growth within the government health structure.
 

The Ghana medi-
Like Nigeria, Ghana desperately needs more doctors, 


cal school.is turning out only fifty-five doctors per year, a level it is
 

the next five years. There are pressures for a new
likely to maintain over 


medical school at Cape Coast, but the government has resisted them thus far
 

a whole has only about 600 doctors,
due to lack of funds. The country as 


most of whom are concentrated in the national capital, Accra, and other major
 

is about 2,500. Most have
The number of registered 	nurses
southern cities. 


some formal midwifery training.
 

large cities and towns, there are general or district
In most 


and technicians, The smaller district

hospitals staffed by doctors, nurses, 


some even without physicians. Nurses form
 
hospitals are often understaffed, 


the rural health centers and
 the backbone of rural health services. They run 


are a number of nursing and midwifery schools. Although

MCH centers. There 


Ghanaian schools award basic degrees in nursing and medicine, they do not
 

offer many post-graduate degrees. As a result, both nurses and doctors spend
 

in England and Scotland for post-graduate training.
considerable time 


Ghana's economic prospects have not been aided by its rapid rate
 

To help check this rapid growth, the government launched
of population growth. 


the first
the Ghana National Family 	Planning Program (GNFPP) inMay of 1970, 


so. GNFPP successes have not been spectacular. The

West African nation to do 


32,000 for 1973, a 23 percent
number of new contraceptive patients was up to 


due largely to the
increase over the preceding year, but the increase was 


addition of new clinics noc the improved performance of old ones. Various
 

categories of government personnel have been trained, including family plan

ning nurses and social workers. The persistent problem of coordination
 

http:school.is
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between the GNFPP and other ministries has prevented these personnel from
 

being effectively deployed. While a few very worthwhile projects have been
 

contracted to research organizations and individual social scientists, the
 

program continues to lack the capacity to use researchers and research for
 

its maximum benefit. With the secretariat understaffed in key program areas,
 

staff development is a very high priority.
 

Research and Evaluation
 

The GNFPP's research program is action-oriented. It is designed
 

to meet priority program needs. Lacking expertise to plan and execute large
 

research projects, the program has adopted the policy of contracting research
 

to prepare monthly
to various institutions. For example, ISSER at Legon is paid 


reports on family planning acceptors. It is also undertaking a pilot survey
 

(to be followed by a national one) to verify the impact of the GNFPP. GNFPP
 

officials perceive the study as a major program evaluation. Researchers at
 

ISSER consider it another KAP survey with any possible changes infamily plan

ning attitudes, knowledge and practice only indirectly attributable to the
 

GNFPP.
 

less satisfied with ISSER's performance,
GNFPP officials are more or 


although they would like the monthly clinic reports to be prepared on time.
 

feel that the program is moving at its
ISSER researchers, on the other hand, 


own momentum and that it is providing poor leadership in the planning and
 

management of its research activities. Mrs. Maxine Kumckpor, a black Ameri

can sociologist who is in charge of family planning data analysis at ISSER,
 

a data system -- a means of colbelieves that the major program need is for 


lecting information on a national basis. She feels that a first step in this
 

direction would be systematizing the patient clinic, referral, and interview
 

forms which currently have different identification numbers making it im
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possible to coordinate patient data. Mrs. Kumekpor's primary concern, however,
 

is that the program acquire the necessary expertise to plan and manage its
 

research activities so that program needs are well-articulated and relevant
 

research findings have a chance to be absorbed.
 

Mr. S.K. Kwafo, who heads te GNFPP's research and evaluation unit,
 

noted five priority research activities. They are:
 

I. cost-effectiveness of various family planning delivery
 

systems with different manpower mixes;
 

2. location of clinics and how distance affects the flow of
 

contraceptives and stock levels;
 

3. optimum scheduling of training programs consistent with
 

manpower requirements;
 

4. contraceptive acceptability and effectiveness; and
 

5. oral contraceptives and sickle-cell anemia 

Of the above studies only the fifth on. is currently underway. 

The contract for it went to Dr. Konotcy-Ahulu of the Ghana ,Medical School. 

GNFPP's research activities should be considcrably strpngthened by
 

the arrival of Dr, Abraham David as the new Ford Foundation advisor. One of
 

the key organizers of the Population Dynamics Program at the University of
 

Ghana, Dr David is an able social scientist with exp7rince in developing
 

research and evaluation projects. With his ext(ensive contacts at the univer

sity and with the Ford Foundation's strong program interest in the social
 

sciences, Dr. David will be in an excellent position to improve the GNFPP's
 

capacity to generate and oversee needed research. Therc will still be a
 

need, however, to encourage family planning medical research. Dr. S. Armar,
 

hPoad of the GNFPP. has definite interests in this area. Through his initiative,
 

the sickle-cell and oral contraceptives study was funded.
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Training
 

After more than three years, Ghana still does not have regularized
 

training programs for various categories of family planning program personnel.
 

All programs are hastily pulled together when a fair number of applications
 

or commitments are received, and when trainers at the university and medical
 

school are available. Most applicants are self, rather than institution,
 

sponsored, a factor which helps to explain why many have been unable to use
 

their newly acquired skills after returning to their jobs. Only recently have
 

institutions, such as the Ministries of Health and Information, begun to
 

sponsor staff. Unfortunately, the health ministry has been the least coopera

tive in releasing staff for training and in effectively deploying trained
 

personnel.
 

The GNFPP is becoming more rather than less operational in training.
 

It no longer seems willing to depend solely on the medical school or other
 

outside institutions to train its staff. In the next five years, there are
 

plans to develop a national training center at Accra. Adapted from the
 

Indonesian model, the center would emphasize the training of trainers to feed
 

regional centers. Multi-purpose in scope, it would house the five track
 

program and add additional tracks for information, education and communica

tion specialists and fieldworkers.
 

While Dr. Armar spoke assuringly that the training center would be
 

cstablished, his head of training, Ms. Catherine Addo, was much less certain.
 

Armar might be talking up the notion of a training center to set the stage
 

for some hard bargaining with the medical school which has put fotward its
 

own plans for a national family planning research and training center.
 

Planned Parenthood Association of Ghana (PPAG)
 

The PPAG is a private organization allied to the GNFPP. It serves
 

about 12,000 new family planning patients annually, about one-third the number
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served by the GNFPP. It is extremely well managed, and its executive director
 

Its major
has been an outstanding spokesman for family planning in Ghana. 


role has been to assist the GNFPP in family planning information and educa

full-time fieldworkers and information, which it does through its several 


tion officers in various regional centers.
 

III. UNIVERSITY DATA 

Ghana has three universities: University of GhaiA at Legon, Uni

versity of Cape Coast, and University of Kumasi. The pr,,ssures for higher 

education are strong in Ghana, but the government has resisted them because 

funds are needed for institutional growth.
 

Family Planning and Public Health 

I. The Ghana Medical School. After a rathrr stormy beginning,
 

the medical school was established from purely Ghanaian resources in 1963; the 

first class of thirty-nine medical students graduatod in 1969. Since then, 

the average size graduating class has been about fifty-fivc and should re

main at that level for at least the next fiv years 

The Korle Bu Teaching Hospital, with 1,200 b ds, is used for under-


There are plans for a new teaching hosgraduate and postgraduate teaching. 


the country's poor economic prospects the government
pital, but because of 


has withheld funds for construction.
 

The medical school has fourtean departments with a staff over 

Prof. S.R.A. Dodu, the dean, is a soft-spoken intel80 percent Ghanaian. 


lectual with limited power and resources. Dodu admits 
thdt he cannot tell 

to do and must rely on mere suggestion to puthis department heads what 


the medical school's best interest.
forward ideas which he believes are in 


Within dppartments, as well, individual physicians s,-t their own rcsearch 
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priorities.
 

The two departments most directly concerned with public health and
 

family planning research and training are obstetrics and gynecology and com

munity health. Both have contributed significantly to past achievements and
 

both have a significant role to play in the future.
 

2. Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. Prof. K.K.O. Bentsi-


Enchill, the department head, and Prof, D.A. Ampofo have spearheaded the
 

department's family planning research and training activities. After more
 

than three years of arranging ad hoc training programs for the GNFPP, depart

ment leaders now wish to organize training on a regular program basis. TowArd
 

this goal, they have proposed the establishment of a national family plan

ning center which would serve as the country's major research, training, and
 

service facility for family planning. The proposed center would be supported
 

by the dean under the following conditions: "that it serves a useful purpose,
 

the responsibility for running it rests with the department of obstetrics
 

and gynecology, and its purpos.s are clearly in line with the goals of the
 

GNFPP."
 

Dr. Armar approves in principle the need for such a center but in

sists that the GNFPP control its growth and development. If Armar can bring
 

the proposed training center under the wing of the GNFPP, he will approve its
 

However,
establishment and welcome funds from outside donors for its support. 


if the department of obstetrics and gynecology are unwilling to make this
 

concession, Armar, with the dean's support, could effectively block the
 

center's establishment.
 

The proposed center would be the department's major new project.
 

Training would consist mainly of advanced courses in family planning methods
 

for doctors and nurses and clinical training for medical and nursing students.
 



include studies on menstrual regulation, 	age and parity

Research would 


use
 
analysis of contraceptive patients, family planning 

continuation rates, 


providers of family planning services,
of traditional birth attendants as 


and abortion.
 

In sum, the department has the capable and committed staff to 

in the areas of trainthe GNFPP, especially
become a viable resource base for 


A period of sensitive negotia
ing and program-related medical research. 


medical school officials before plans for 
tions must ensue between GNFPP and 

the center can advance further. 

According to Dean Dodu,
7. The Department of Community Health. 


public health in Ghana has had a less Physicians have notthan glorious past 

sought public health positions out of keen interest, but have come to them by 

virtue of their senioriv of age. The acting department head, Dr. .1K.E. 

French-
Amorin, would seem to fit this discription. Amorin is on. of the few 

attractive candidate 
speaking Ghanaian physicians, a fact which makes him an 


for a high paying WHO ob in West Africa 

department member, Dr. S. Ofosu-Amaah, is

The qecond most senior 


Amorin, h seems the more
 
qaite the opposite. Of the same faculty 	ranking as 


A trained pediatrician, hi has both

dynamic and dedicated to public health. 


which make him a doubly valuable public
the clinical and community experience 

to a number of activities, including a
health physician. While committed 

next few years
large nutrition study, Ofosu-Amaah's principl work for the 

lealth Center. An urban center servwill be the development of the Mamprobi 


ing about 6,000 patients, its size and range of facilities put it in thf. class
 

of a small general hospital.
 

the center with staff provided by the health
Ofosu-Amaah is to run 


ministry. His basic approach is to create a high quality service which will
 

another
 
attract and hold patients. lie has tried 	this approach before at 
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health center and was successful. At Mamprobi, he first had groups of medi

cal students gather some baseline demographic and health data on the com

munity. The data are not very good, but Ofosu-Amaah feels they are
 

adequate to assess the community's current health status and future gains.
 

He and the dean would like to see the center's research and evaluation activi

ties strengthened if the necessary resources were made available.
 

The center will serve as an urban teaching facility for the medical
 

school and a demonstration center for the health ministry. Center staff
 

would include two or three consultant physicians who would attend to patients
 

screened by nurses and help train medical and nursing students in community
 

and environmental health. Ofosu-Amaah will train his 
own health superinten

dents to oversee routine clinic operations. Staff nurses and midwives will
 

be assigned responsibility for serving particular sections of the community
 

to maximize areas served by 
the center. A highly trained hospital administra

tor would also be a key member of the center's staff,
 

A separate family planning clinic, offering a full range of ser

vices, would be set up at the center. Patients would be referred to the clinic
 

by various center staff,
 

Under Ofosu-Amaah's direction, the center could develop into an
 

excellent urban training facility for medical and nursing students and
 

special categories of health personnel. Ofosu-Amaah is looking for support
 

for the training of health superintendents, laboratory equipment, family
 

planning clinic supplies, and salaries for extra staff nurses.
 

Other department members with strong public health and family plan

ning interests are Drs. Fred Wurapa and G.A. Ashitey. Wurapa is one of the
 

co-directors of the Danfa Project, the joint rural health and family planning
 

project of the University of Ghana and UCLA. The five full-time American
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staff are to be phased out by 1976 and Wurapa will retain major program
 

it until 1978, the project termination date.
responsibility for 


The Danfa Project, which has been the medical school's major re

five years, has been described elsewhere.
search activity for the past 


Apart from its significant contribution to the development of family plan

ning research in Ghana, a few instructive criticisms have been made of its
 

dean and senior lecturers of 	 the community health department fel:work. The 

that Danfa was not being used adequately as a rural t,.aching facility because 

of restraints imposed by researchers. A researcher at ISSER felt that Danfa
 

had not provided sufficient guidelines for the development of rural family
 

The head of the GNFPP felt that Danfa had shifted itsplanning projects. 

research priorities and was not producing very much program-related research.
 

Dr. G.A. Ashitev, an epidemiologist, is an outspoken proponent
 

of family planning. Though saddled with heavy teaching rt-sponsibilities, he 

could become a fine prospect 	for future support as his research and training
 

interests develop.
 

Demography and Related Social Scienc, s 

Ghana is one of th-. two original universitiesI. The University of 

It is now
in anglophone West Africa rLhc other is the University o' lbadan). 

a quarter of a century old and enjoys unrivalled prestigu in the country. 

Its present vice-chancellor, 	Professor Alex Kwapong, has strongly supported
 

in the days when it did not have its present
DARSS in the university even 


from 1960 to 1973, the
wide acceptance. Over a period of thirteen years, 


,250,000 in support of demographic training
Population Council provided over 


and research to the university. The program expanded from one of limited
 

teaching within the Department of Sociology under expatriate faculty to an
 

independent Demographic Unit fully staffed by Ghanaian nationals.
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Early in 1960 a proposal was developed in negotiations between
 

university staff and the Population Council to support demographic training
 

within the Department of Sociology. The goal was to provide such training
 

to second and third year B.Sc. and B.S. (Honors) sociology students. Funds
 

were provided for short term consultations involving an English and an Ameri

can demographer. The first year's teaching program utilized an Israeli
 

demographer hired on local terms (for expatriates) through funds made
 

available by the Population Council, At that time a study of vital rates
 

was instituted by the demographer, part of which was later incorporated into an
 

M.Sc. thesis by one of the Ghanaian staff.
 

Subsequently, the Israeli demographer was replaced by an Australian,
 

followed by a New Zealand demographer, each for two year periods. These
 

individuals provided continuous tEaching and research supervision for several
 

major studies including urbanization, knowledge, attitudes and practice of
 

family planning, mortality and migration studies. In 1966, Professor K.E.
 

de Graft-Johnson, a Ghanaian sociologist interested in the development of
 

population studies, was appointed acting head of the Department of Sociology,
 

and with funds provided for local staff through the Council, two additional
 

staff members 
-- one at the Ph.D. level and one at the M.Sc. level -- were
 

added.
 

By August of 1966, about 100 students in the B.Sc and B.A. (Honors)
 

program had received training in demography as part of their sociology
 

program. From this group, individuals were selected to work in the Demo

graphic Unit as research assistants. The unit, established in 1966, 
con

sisted of two full-time faculty members, one part-time, and two research
 

assistants. The faculty members and the research assistants were supported
 

during the period of 1966 through 1968 under a Council grant. The university
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built a separate building for the unit, and provided utilities, supplies, a
 

secretary, and a clerk. With Council support additional fertility studies,
 

mortality studies, and migration studies were undertaken. These studies were
 

supervised by nationals, although short term consultant visits were made by
 

staff from the London School of Economics.
 

Thus, by the beginning of the 1966-67 academic year, the Demo

graphic Unit was operating as an integral part of the teaching program at
 

the university and carrying out a wide range of research projects which were
 

published and widely distributed locally. At the same time, the staff mem

bers served as consultants to the Census Bureau.
 

The year 1968 marks a significant turning point in the operation of
 

the unit. The university agreed to assume full responsibility for the
 

recurring expenditures of the unit in terms of housing, equipment, and
 

salaries. The Population Council grant for the period 1968-73 provided re

search funds only.
 

The Demographic Unit has proved to be remarkably successful, pro

viding a base for research and publication, organizing conferences, seminars,
 

housing a demographic library, and attracting other university faculty to
 

use its accommodation and regard it as their intellectual home. It proved
 

the value of having a separate institution in a separate building, and pro

vided the model for requests for similar institutions elsewhere in West
 

Africa. When the Council announced that its grant for thc period 1968-73
 

was intended for demographic research rather than core support for the unit,
 

the vice-chancellor began to explore the possibilities of other support.
 

He soon discovered that the Economic Commission for Africa was looking
 

for a base for a demographic training and research institute (later RIPS),
 

and that the University of North Carolina had ideas for generally diffusing
 

population training and courses through selected universities (later the
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Population Dynamics Program or PDP). Accordingly the vice-chancellor decided
 

to phase out the Demographic Unit (at present physically phased out because
 

RIPS is occupying the building), but the decision was reversed in 1971.
 

Since 1971-72, the University of North Carolina and the University
 

of Ghana have cooperated in establishing a Population Dynamics Program, with
 

all funding from UNC. The University of Ghana project director is Dr. Nelson
 

Addo and the UNC advisor is Abe David. This program has funding for numer

ous activities and the potential for both a great deal of development and
 

possible trouble. The possible trouble would loom if the university should
 

develop an angry student or faculty movement or indeed if the national govern

ment shows such tendencies. The program is known to believe that it should
 

encourage population interest and involvement in as much of the university
 

as possible and that staff should bc! "retrained" for this purpose (these
 

The money is available
statements appear in easily available written form). 


and, apart from the easily justifi(.d appointment of a local director, has been
 

used to pay half the salary of the dcans of the faculties, who are influen

tial people in matters such as the desired remolding of curricula (much
 

harder in the British university system than the American one). The program's
 

main components are the change of curricula, retraining of staff and loan of
 

replacements, the provision of short-term consultants, and the support of
 

multidisciplinary research Good research projects have not always received
 

support either because they were insufficiently multidisciplinary or artifi

cial means were adopted to meet this criterion. Projects are currently under

way in the Faculties of Theology (religious views in Ghana on antinatal
 

practice) and Economics and in the. Institute of African Studies (traditional
 

Such grants are almost
communication with reference to antinatal practice). 


entirely in the hands of a Ghanaian committee and there
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has been some infighting to protect departmental and personal interests. Re

quests for loan staff have been 
lodged by the Geography Department for a lecturer
 

on urban geography and by the Medical School fora biosocial statisLician. Ad

vanced training overseas for faculty is said to be available anywhere, but the
 

faculty claims that there is pressure to go to North Carolina. Highly expert, 

short-term consultants, willing to help design research projects or to give
 

specitic advice on matters like sampling, do not seem to have been as easy to 

get as some of th, tacultv had hoped. 

The decision to retain (indeed, to resuscitate) the Demographic Unit 

was made when the vice-chanc-llor and others found, much to their surprise, 

that the existenc,- of the two major population efforts, PDP and RIPS, pro

vided no way for the universitv, either of its own initiative or at the 

b.ht-st of the government, to initiate population research projects. It was
 

further felt that tht, univw-rsity would only retain enough lcvt-rage with RIPS 

if it had its own home for demographers (including countcrpart dmographers 

working part-time with RIPS). This matter, as well as r,-lat lons with PDP and 

RIPS, is under consid-ration by the University Population CommLttf, (under
 

the chairmanship of Professor K.E. de Graft-Johnson of thr Sociology Depart

m-nt), but the Committe, has rarely met and giv,7s the impression that it is 

waiting to be guided by evnts. 

The ccntrAl (or, of demographic interests in thf univ-rsity (at 

present a triangle betw--en the Sociology Departme.nt, PDP, and RIPS) consists 

of four demographcrs. Dr. S.K. Gaisie is full-time with RIPS; Dr. N. Addo 

is full-time director of PDP (an administrative post); Mr. F. Arye (ltctures 

very competently in demography and did the Princeton coursi in 1961-62) is
 

working for his Ph.D. at Toronto; and Mr. T. Kumekpor is in thr Sociology
 

Department, limited in obtaining counterpart positions by his failure to
 

http:Departme.nt
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get a Ph.D. at Princeton. The Sociology Department still offers two popula

tion courses, one substantive and the other on techniques, but its teaching
 

strength is at present stretched thinly. In addition, the Economics Faculty
 

now offers a part course in demography as does the Statistic Department (partly
 

taught by Dr. K.T. de Graft-Johnson of ISSER).
 

The university also has two research institutes with interests
 

in population: the Institute of African Studies and the Institute of Social,
 

Statistical and Economic Research (ISSER). The Institute of African Studies
 

first appointed a demographer in 1965 (Nelson Addo, who moved to the new
 

Demographic Unit within a few months, and had no successor). The institute
 

had no great interest in population studies until its sociologistsand anthro

pologists began to move that way as PDP money became available and other
 

research funds began to dry up with increasing financial stringency in Ghana.
 

At present several researchers are working on the fringes of demography.
 

Dr. Christine Oppong (who worked with Professor Jack Goody of Cambridge) is
 

probably the most competent and imaginative researcher.
 

ISSER, since its evolution from a United Nations-supported institute,
 

has had a somewhat checkerd history largely because of its inability to
 

recruit the kind of staff it wanted. It has had as demographers: Nelson Addo,
 

acting director for a period; Dr. G. Kpedekpo (now with the United Nations'
 

Statistical Institute at Makcrerte University, Uganda), who did some inter

esting work on vital rates.; Mrs. Maxinc Kumekpor, who is working in collabora

tion with the family planning program on evaluation; and the relatively new
 

deputy director, Dr. K.T. de Graft-Johnson, a capable demographer and statis

tician, who was previously head of the Demographic and Social Statistics Unit
 

of the Central Bureau of Statistics.
 

ISSER is organized into six units, of which the Factors of Agricul

tural Growth Unit is the most active, currently undertaking several major
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research projects. The other units are the Cocoa Economics Research Unit,
 

Population "ift, Statistics Unit, Economics Unit, and the Data Processing
 

Unit. Since 1971, the Population Unit has been conducting a continuous
 

registration project in three areas of Ghana with UNICEF funding. Of
 

particular concern to the project are levels and patterns of morbidity and
 

mortality, especially among infants and children. An attempt is also being
 

made to analyze weaknesses and improve the vital registration system in
 

these areas. ISSER is also responsible for the evaluation of data collected
 

through the Natioral Family Planning Program. Several new forms have been
 

devised for the collection of data, and several sample surveys have been
 

conducted. Under a grant from the Inte-national Labour Drganization,
 

ISSER is also participating in a study of the influence of demographic,
 

-ciAaL, economic, and cultural factors on labor force participation rates 

in Ghana.
 

Because the nedical School is eight miles away, collaboration with
 

ISSER in population studies has been impeded. Interest, however, has been
 

shown: a collaborative plan with the Sociology Department for work on Togo
 

did not proceed; Profps;or F. Sai was interested in joint work on family
 

planning, before joining the IPPF in London; and there is at present some 

interest in the Department of Obscetrics and Gynecology in the measurement
 

of the incidence of abortion. 

2. The United Nations Regional Institute for Population Studies 

(RIPS). RIPS is the English-language demographic training and research center
 

for all of Africa; it is the counterpart of the UN centers in Yaounde, 

Cameroun (IFORD, French-language) and Cairo (English and Arabic). It has
 

now been in existence for three years. The students must be graduates deemed
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suited to graduate studies. It offers a Certificate after one year, a
 

en-
Masters Degree for selected students after a further year, and, it is 


visaged, will offer a Ph.D. -- all these qualifications being those of the
 

This is an interesting and worth-
University of Ghana, not of RIPS as such. 


while experiment, but has resulted in considerable strain between the
 

The stuuniversity, RIPS and the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA). 


dents come from nearly all the twenty-two independent countries (or
 

British island colonies) of Africa where English is the official language
 

or one of the offical languages, and their educational backgrounds neces

sarily differ and are difficult to assess from Ghana. Some of them quite
 

to go on to graduate work if they had
obviously would not have been allowed 


not previously been at the University 3f Ghana; the difficulty is com

pounded because ECA resists initial ex.amination and the dropping of stu

dents in mid-course because of the political affront to their countr'-s.
 

Hence it is difficult to show that the standards of the Certificate course
 

are above those of the University of Ghana Honours Bachelor Degree. The
 

institution has gained variety but has probably lost educational cohesion
 

by the variety of its staff, a Swedish director and colleagues from Poland
 

African full-time staff
and India. The absence until about a year ago of an 


becamc a Ghanaian counterpart) was serious and
member (until S.K. Gaisie 


faculty had background experience of a British-type African
meant that no 


RIPS was not really successfully communicating with either the
university. 


insufficiently African image.
University of Ghana or ECA and it had an 


These defects should be correlated with the arrival of the director-elect,
 

RIPS has so far failed to develop a
Professor Chukuka Okonjo in July 1974. 


research program, a cause of some friction with ECA. It takes in about twenty
 

students a year (rarely more than two from any one country) and about half
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will go on to M.A. 's. They seem to be taught too much and to do too little
 

of taie normal postgraduate work: field research, individual reading in
 

libraries, essay writing, and so on.
 

RIPS is at prf-.s(nt in temporary quarters, but ther, is some hope
 

that a permanent building and .
staff housing will be erected (th present
 

government does not fet I committed by the 
promises of its predecessor).
 

3. University of Capc coast. With funds providod by USAID, the
 

Population Council is currently supporting a population project at the Uni

versity of Cape Coast in southicon Ghana. The grant in ludes funds for an
 

expatriate demographer to teach courses in technical and substantive
 

demography, two rearch projects, and related equipment .and support
 

pe rsonne l.
 

The Univer!-ity of Cap(- Coast was formally establishfd in October
 

19/1. 
 It evolved out of Osagyefo Teacher Training Collrg, and the University
 

College of Cape Coast (196--1971). Present student rnrollmcnt is approxi

matEly 1,100, most of whom are Enrolled in teacher training courses. The
 

distribution of students in the 1973-74 academic yrar 
was as follows:
 

Faculty Total Students Education Majors
 

Arts 632 
 494
 

ScienLc 346 144
 

Education 131 131
 

TOTALS 1,109 769 (69X)
 

Although plans exist on paper for postgraduatc training at Lh#. Masters and
 

Ph.D. level, these programs will not be implementpd in the foroscEable future.
 

The two other Ghanaian uniwrsitics (Legon, 3,000 students; Kumasi, 2,000
 

students) are older, 1argor, and more prestigious. The. pr.'sont military
 

governm.nt in Ghana has not accorded much priority to 
high'r education, and
 

http:governm.nt
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plans to expand UCC have been temporarily shelved.
 

Other than Peter Morton-Williams, chairman of the Sociology Depart

ment, and S.K. Jain, the demographer supported by the Council grant, only one
 

other faculty member has any demonstrated interest in population. Professor
 

E.V. Engmann (Ph.D. Edinburgh), chairman of the Geography Department, has
 

written several articles on population-relevance (two of which appeared in
 

Ominde and Ejiogu, Population Growth and Economic Development in Africa) 
and
 

is currently working on a book on the population of Ghana. Professor Engmann
 

is Ghanaian.
 

Dr. S.K. Jain, a Ph.D. demographer from Australian National Uni

courses in technical and substantive demography to third
versity, teaches 


year sociology and geography students. Enrollment in 1973-74 consisted of
 

four sociology majors and eight geography students. In light of the very
 

weak mathematical background of the students, Jain has proposed that each
 

to a full. y~ar so that he can devote more time to basic
 course be expanded 


(Jain's wife is a M.Sc. statistician from
mathematical/statistical skills. 


Banares Hindu University and will teach statistics in the Geography Depart

ment beginning in September 1974.
 

Two research projects wEre envisaged under the grant. The first
 

town of Cape Coast,
was a societal-anthropological-demographic study of the 


campus. The demographic component of the
about four miles east of the 


study would be an attempt to establish levels of fertility and mortality,
 

to analyze the factors leading to presumed changes in traditional methods
and 


of fertility limitation. The project has not been started owing to Morton

a Ghanaian research assistant to direct the
Williams' inability to find 


both used the offer
field work. Two candidates were offered the position; 


to improve their salaries in their present jobs.
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cannot be found by July, the project will be dropped.
 

The second project is a longitudinal s'tudy of eight villages in
 

th- wet forest area of the we.stern region of southern Ghana. The research
 

design includes an original baseline census of the population (approximately
 

23,000) and continuous r.-gistration of births and deaths ovrr a period of 

hopefully three years. Tie data collected will be used to estimate age

speific mortality racts and to analyze causes of mortality, 

The baseline census has already been completed, and the analysis 

will probably be completr-d in September. The framework for the continuous 

obseirvation consists of threce distinct clusters of villages, each cluster 

having a full-time rcgistt,ir assigned to it. I'o of the t.lusters will 

have assistant registrars. Each village has at least one full-time infor

m-int who keeps a daily rocord of births, deaths, and other important (socio

logical) events. Thr registrars are responsiblP for collrcting this informa

tion and supervising the informants. All the informants wrvr, enumErators in 

tn, 1910 Ghana cO-nsus and ir also school t*aAcht-ti abl.- to k.- p rf(ords in 

English, Thr rgistrats -ire either headmasters or formr omnunity dvctop

m.nt officcrs, Dr. Jain make a complete round of all th vilal;gs once 

every two weeks, taking threec daiys to complete the circuit 

Data collrction should continue for a total of at l-.st three years, 

and hop.fully five or mot,- years, in order to be rcason-lbly (irtain about the 

reliability of th. data and to be able to perceiv- approximat,- levrIs and 

likely trends, Th g.,nreration of age-specific mortality r-itf s and the. anal-. 

ysis of casual factor- ar-i among the most nee-dd cypc.s of r, s arch in tropi

c l Africa. The results of the:. study will be of dire(t policy relevance and 

hop,:fully will providt- data upon which the govrnment of Ghana will feel it 

could act with somc conlid,:n((- and conviction. 
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4. The University of Science and Technology at Kumasi. This
 

university is the preeminent technological institution in the Country. It
 

does not have social sciencths as such but does have a Department of Town
 

Planning with a strong social sci.nce bias under Professor Austin Tetteh
 

(a contributor to The Study of Contr.mporary Ghana and a graduate of Pennsyl

(an Ashanti interested in
vania's Population Center). TeLteh and Gaisie 


Kumasi, the cultural capital of the Ashanti) have discussed the possibility
 

formal courses are
of a demographic component in Tetteh's program, but no 


currently being considered.
 

IV. 	LESSONS FROM THE COUNCIL'S EXPERIENCE IN GHANA IN DARSS
 

Several lessons have emer.ged from the Council's experience in
 

Ghana that are relevant for institutional development efforts elsewhere in
 

tropical Africa.
 

Probably the most important lesson has been that of the low pro

file in policy and administrativ- matters. The administrative head has
 

always been a Ghanaian (K.E. dc Graft-Johnson). He reported to the vice

chancellor for both tha original program and the. Demographic Unit and,
 

oth;r responsibility. He and other Ghanaians
ultimately, took financial arid 


in dt-bat~s likr.ly to affect national depresented the program's findirkgs 


cisions. Without question, a untv-,rsity administration, at.LC.mpting to
 

it was not being subjected to undue
explain to 	a "uspicious gov- rnment that 


an

American influence, welcom,-d tht. range of nationalities of the advisers: 


a good deal of sympathy for
American who made it quite clear that hr had 


an Israeli, an Australian, and a
social experiment by new African Iitions, 


The Council also found its policy of disregarding the politi-
New Zealander. 


lacking sympathy for some of
cal color of the country (which does not mean 


not only because it provides the

the national goals) was the correct one 
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soundest moral basis for foreign programs, but also because it takes into
 

fluid political situation in much of Africa and the sensitivity
account the 

of Africans to outside judgment. Of the major American funding bodies, 

only the Council rcmainied in Ghana during 1964 and 1965 -- a decision that 

was approved at the time by all Ghanaians concerned, no matter how strongly 

the-y were opposed to thr rcgime, and has, without exc,:ption, b-:cn described 

to CounciI reprisentativ.- as the only proper policy b spokrsmen for the 

thre" vory diffetnt rgimEs that have followed, 

Two points about appointments were also lcirned. The first is 

that an adviser is in ajfar morc impregnable position it he has a standard 

post in a natiorial in.stitution (preferably an institution with a good dr.al 

in a univerof local prestigE:); this means a teaching and/or r,-rarch post 


sity rathe.r than an advis.-r to a foreign assistan-,. program to that 

university. lie shouIld ttko his place on lo al coMIn it,- on th, basis of 

this post (whil] . letting his other affiliation also b- known) dnd on this 

b-sis secure visas, aec,.ss to government offiials and so on. "h sfecond 

point is that such univrsty postings should go through th., normal appoint

m'-Pts procedur'- ot Lhe university. This do.s not mr.-n that a s F7lc tion 

c)mmitt,-.should bo abl; to appoint anyone oth:r than the sugg-sted appoint -, 

but v'-rv considorablr- danger exists if pressure is applii-d for a higher 

status appointment becius,. outside funding is involvd. Thr. s- lection 

(ommittoe must go through its normal procedures without anti ipating 

t~sistancE. from thr. funding body if they suggest an appointm.nt to a lower
 

status post than was at first suggested, or, if th-y rej.ot thP appointee
 

as not meeting the usu-il minimum qualifications for thr post
 

More p.rhdps than any other le(sson, the program in Ghana taught
 

thr. importance of an integrated teaching/r-search/sta f:training program. 

http:appointm.nt
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In order to gain the confidence of the other members of the university staff,
 

the donor agency representative should show that he can teach a fairly full
 

program in his subject and at any level, More importantly, he should give
 

adequate training to one or more groups of students, and will inevitably
 

learn a great deal from th..m about th- society. For most researchers, this
 

is the main early contact with the society. But, in developing countries,
 

where quantitative concepts arc nor easily grafted onto the culture, lec

ture courses in demography or :oonomics caan hav . surprisingly little value and
 

can influence students very littl,- in their later careers as public servants,
 

unless the lectures and a sort.ous field research program have gone ahead
 

hand in hand. Much of the research should be planned in class; much of it
 

should use students in all phAscs from pilot tebting to final reports.
 

Also, no program is saft Qrom subpicion, or, in fact, is secure in the long 

term, unless, from the baglOrtrng, university staff members (often the youngest -

such as junior resparch follows) and then graduating students are given 

further training with the obvioais intntion that they should inherit the pro

gram. A foreign rxpert, whon asked by politician., administrators, or his 

own vice-chancellor, who will b" av.ijnb, to tako over his post and how soon 

that might be, has to ba able to qotc nam.s and dates. In terms of the level 

of training nceded, and thr d.at.rminAtion of the new African universities 

that they should have staff of widr experieneo, this has meant (at least until 

now) scholarships for graduate work in ovarnias universities. 

We gained somicx.aputy-n.c in the very difficult matter of where to 

place a demography program in a university and how to graft it on. In 

Ghana, the best base se.m.d to be chi Sociology Departmont for a number of 

reasons, which have quitc wid. uppliinability in anglophone Africa. Sociology 

students are often ke-en to acquirc a nuw skill that offers employment pros
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poets; economics and medical students nearly all plan to become economists
 

or doctors, while geography students are usually allow-.d by their department
 

to undertake demography only as a more specialized distributional study.
 

In addition, population research in Africa frequent!y involves social sur

veying, and non-governmvntal research is most often concerned with social 

inte rrc-lations of dtemographic phenomena. From 1966, some of the demographers 

moved into thc Demographic in it, but all retained joint appointmnts with 

tht Sociology !,epartm,-nt. Admittodly, these mnasur, -,, while maximizing the 

output of persons int, r-td in being demographers, wre probably the major 

r-ason for the ,low pen. trcition of economics and stdtistics courses in the 

early years. 

Mistake- were alto made. Not until 1968 was a rrlativoly small 

amount of money found to illow the head of the Sociology Departmnt (whose 

assistance had ben vitdl) and a colleague, neither of wnom wishtd to do 

pure demographic research, to undertake research on iirbn soc iology with 

som-. population contnt. Th, do lav was dangerous , not h. c List d,-p;ir tm'-nta I 

,upport has to bt bought, but because w;, had undrrmin.,d I,. -tiutu t of tht 

depal tm.nt by making it i,sy for thos-e faculty rnimb- in r .i t,,d in doing 

d..mogitjphic rese-.rch to g, t funds, technical advic,., and Out l-'ts for publi

cation. The best stude.nts had been srnt overs,-as tor graduate, work so that 

th. most highly qual.iftied applicants for faculty positions, as the depart

mrnt oxpanded, were our studrnts riturning from ov-rs;.:, 

The importance of -.
authoritative publications m'rgtng from the 

program (in impressive covers and with good layouts) was not r(ralizd early 

enough. The delay arose partly from the comnitmcnt to tlim Ghana Ac-(idemy of 

Science: to report the 1962-64 research program in Thc Study of Contemporary 

Ghana. This volume itself should have been publi-shed siimultaneously in Ghana 
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and overseas, with a wide distribution in Ghana, but against advice from the
 

Council program, no local edition was arranged. The Demographic Unit mono

graph series did not get underway until 1968.
 

Cooperation in research projects and publication did not start
 

soon enough; in the early years there was no parallel to the pattern that
 

developed from the outset in Nigeria, for instance. The reason was that
 

population was an unknown ficld of study in tropical Africa fifteen years
 

ago, and Ghanaian academics were not going to risk their futures by being
 

lured into it. It was also not cortain _::at it was politically wise.
 

Council advisors proposed such cooperative research again and again, but
 

no Ghanaian faculty member was willing to venture into the field until the
 

first of the program's returning graduate students came bqck in 1965. If
 

the Ghana program had enjoytd in th- :arly 1960's the kind of research
 

money that became widely avatlab. in ch,. late 1960's, there is little doubt 

that we could have attracted some senior Ghanaians into research with con

siderable benefit to the program. 

But our grpate.st ls-on, and onr still not properly appreciated
 

among those supporting programs in tropical Airica, was that of student
 

numbers. By 1965, over on,-. hundred graduates of the University of Ghana
 

had taken demography courses as a major component of their degrees; by now,
 

the number has probably passed 150. This would be the equivalent of Nigeria
 

training a thousand or Zaire three hundrd. Yet Ghana has ncver experienced
 

a surplus of demographers and at present could absorb more both at the level
 

of the Central Bureau of Statistics and at that of university teaching where
 

both RIPS and ISSER are critically short of Ghanaian demographers. The students
 

who took demography courses for their degrees were absorbed by the Central
 

Bureau of Statistics and'in the! statistical sections of other government
 

http:grpate.st
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departments. It was discovered that, in a society where the public service
 

had always had difficulty in securing sufficient people who could handle
 

numbers easily, the demographers were at home with the social statistics and
 

othtr quantitative records in education, health, social welfare, labor, and
 

a range of other fields. They secured, on the whole, unusually rapid promo

tion. After the first coup, a :Manpower Office was established, which attracted
 

it was
 some of the better demography 	graduates -- a fortunate occurrence as 

this office which was 	 subsequently given the task of preparing a population 

policy.
 

V. 	 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOLENDATIONS 

Family Planning and Public Health 

In some areas the GPVP is receiving as much support as it can 

effectively absorb. It ztiil suffers from basic organizatlonal and staffing 

problems which inhibit its ability to assume responsibility for promising 

USAID, the major donor, realizes this inadequacy
new program possibiliti-.s. 


and has as its highest priority the strengthrning of thp program's planning
 

and management capacity. Short-term consultant and tdvisorv services have
 

been provided and support given for training program stAff.
 

USAID intends to ht:.p bolster 	 the program's rtsearch and evaluation 

the. hiring of a special assistantcapability by providing funds 	 to permit 

to the executive directo- for evaluation. Consulting services might also
 

be provided to assist in the preparation and coordination of family plan

ning proposals from various research institutions.
 

At the medical school, USAID's primary interest continues to be
 

the Danfa Project. Their main objective is to ensure that the findings of
 

used to promote the more efficient use of availoperation research can be 


abl. program resourccs. Through the University of North Carolina, USAID is
 

also supporting nursing education in family planning and social science
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family planning research at the University of Ghana and Ghana Medical School.
 

Through its resident advisory staff and numerous subcontractors, USAID is in
 

a pivotal position to influence the flow of assistance to the GNFPP and
 

medical school.
 

The Ford Foundation is to provide the GNFPP with the residential
 

advisory services of Dr. Abraham David, the former representative of the
 

Univer3ity of North Carolina group at the University of Ghana. Dr. David
 

is likely to strengthen considerably the program's capacity to plan and con

tract needed research and work effectively with various research institutions
 

allied to the program.
 

The Department of Community Health at the medical school should 

be strengthened by provision of public health physicians with expertise in 

epidemiology, maternal and child hkalth, family planning, and population 

dynamics. MPH fellowships should b' provided as part of staff' development. 

With the planrcd r.pid ixpan ion of medical education in Africa, 

staff development in public health is a high priority, Medical schools re

quire staff primarily for t; a :hng, but arrangements could be,made whereby
 

staff were provided as part of a r-:esearch. training, and servic- program.
 

The rural and urban t.aching facilities of the medical school
 

should be improved by s,-lecttiv- support for the reorganization of MCH ser

vices including family planning and for research and evaluation.
 

The Ghanaian Medical School is planning to establish rural and
 

urban teaching facilitils. At most of these facilities, family planning
 

would be included as part of MCH services and research would be undertaken
 

to assess the impact of h.e:alth service programs. The re organization of MCH
 

services often requires funds for remodelling the physical facilities,
 

hiring and training of additional staff, and equipping clinics. While
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most medical schools recognize the need for adding research and evaluation
 

to their teaching and service facilities, few have fhe necessary resources
 

to build a high quality component.
 

Demogr;phic and social science research units in Ghana should be
 

oncouraged to forge closer links with medical school departments wishing to
 

measure the impact of health programs.
 

Medical school departments, for the most part, lack the expertise 

to evaluate satisfactorily th- impact of their servic, programs. The demo

graphic and social -i'ince research units would seem to bie a valuable source 

of such expertise. Through a suitable contractual arrangcmnt, some of 

thpse units could begin providing this useful service to the medical school. 

Excellent opportunitit: would -eem to exist at Accra. 

Although postpartum family planning programs are, bcing phased out
 

in Ghana, high quality family planning clinics at the medical school should
 

receive increasing support.
 

It is crucial that the medical school based family planning clinic
 

at Aecra is re-evaluated in terms of the critical role it plays in setting
 

the standard for government and private clinics, the ex.-llcnt base it pro

vides for training programs in family planning methods, and for its vital 

function in contraceptive rcsc.arch programs. 

Support for contraccptive research should be broadly conceived
 

:nd should be made available both for purposes of institutional growth and
 

profcssional growth of deserving individuals.
 

hile there is significant interest in contracrptive research,
 

there is equal interest in research on infertility, mr.nstrual regulation,
 

pregnancy, venereal disease, and uterine cancer Support for broad areas of
 

obstetrics and gynecological research would have far gr.ater appeal to re



searchers and would enjoy far better prospects of acceptance by medical facul

ties than a narrowly conceived contraceptive research program. Only medical
 

schools with large, well-managed family planning clinics, such as the one at
 

Accra, would seem to be eligible for institution building grants. Since
 

presumably all could not qualify, there would also be the need to support
 

the family planning studies of other physicians. Medical schools do not
 

reward doctors for high quality service, but for high quality research.
 

that the family planning research
Therefore, efforts should be made to ensure 


interests of medical school physicians become ehicles for their professional
 

development and advancement.
 

Funds should be provided to medical and nursing schools and to
 

their professional associations to study the current status of medical and
 

nursing education in family planning and to detcmine appropriate ways in
 

which family planning could be intcgrated into teaching programs at various
 

levels.
 

Some family planning and population dynamics is taught at most
 

medical and nursing schools, but it is done on an unsystematic basis with
 

departments, and often individual professors, deciding on specific course
 

Most medical schools have curriculum or education planning committees.
content. 


Though often not very strong, thes? coiainittees are often charged with major
 

to attend courses
curriculum reform. Committee members could be supported 


on medical or nursing education in family planning or to visit schools
 

where family planning has bc.tn introduced into undt.rgraduate or postgraduate
 

levels. Private and government medical and PUrsing associations could be
 

given small grants to study the current status of family planning research
 

and training in schools and be encouraged to make recommendations to their
 

governing bodies and to circulate their findings to leading members of their
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professions.
 

Demograpyand Related Social Sciences 

Ghana's real importance may be as 
In terms of population interest,, 

is why RIPS is there). It 
work (that, for instance,

a base for pan-African 

it no longcr suffers from con
has a good educational and research record; 


and has an established, if somewhat
 
troversies about population policies 

is large enough to be im
national family planning program; it

desultory, 

threp changes of govern
so large as to be conspicuous; its 

portant but not 

to make fundamental differences 
ment have shown that politics are unlikely 

strongly rcprcsrnting any
and have left it not 

to educational institutions 

in contract, it has
 
ideology amongst African nations;
particular politioal 


of educated and
 
a stable and gc-n:e socitv; it has a considerable pool 

some of the prestige for being the
 
it scill retains
sophisticated perqoni; 


gain its independenct after World War II.
 
first country in tropical Africa to 


train as many studcnts to the first
 
Ghana is in a position to 

dgrc s as is desired.DASS component in their 
degree level with a major 


from Ghanaian lecturers limiting the number
 
The only bottleneck might come 

oi students at the University of Ghana, a 	 problem which may well occur in
 

staff feel worritd about compe
other parts of the region a4 well. Local 


a way that ior' ign staff
 
tition from younger demographers coming on in 


ond abroad arc much
both at homeFurthrmorn, plauditsobviously do not, 

for thuir taching. The mechanism 
for their research and writing thangreater 


is (asy. standards will
 
is simple and justification to oneself and others 

ctrtain statistical 
be higher if the courses are restricted to students with 


stud.nts graduating with a
The number of 
or mathematical prerEquisit¢c. 


in 1964 to three in 1969,

demography component dropped from over thirty 

it has since risen slowly partly because of prrssure from the exter
although 

could bt encouragcd.undergraduate training
nal eraminor, Further expansion of 
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RIPS is capable of producing as many master's level graduate stu

dents as will be needed, as it has a special relationship with Ghana and
 

particularly the University of Ghana. However, there will remain a case for
 

some persons, destined for university faculty or high positions in govern

ment, undertaking graduate work ove rsreas or post-doctoral work after their
 

RIPS training or while in employmoe.nt. 1 bdlieve that this need could be
 

met during the next decade by providing on average one new fellowship and
 

one post-doctoral fellowship ppr year.
 

Most foreign technical dssistance will be provided by PDP, but
 

special projects may require an expert for short periods of two or three
 

months.
 

In the past, foreign personnel have been critically needed. In the
 

normal teaching ani r-suarch progums this is no longer the case. The ex

ceptions are specialized personn .1 for a specific project (e.g. Jain at
 

Cape Coast) or shorter-term advisors. The longk.r-term personnel should be
 

employees of local institutionb with full salaries or topping-up salaries
 

paid from abroad if netcessary. Expaitriate advisors must plan projects or teach

ing programs with local sta.ft Exp,_-rtise that (omes from a distance as the
 

revealed word, with no chanLo. of discussion to put lo(J views or explain
 

real cultural differenc' s, is bitterly rtsentid (not only by the local na

tionals but even by the 1xpaitriot-. advibors) Literature and library re

sources are needed, usually dcspelratcly -- not only the Council library but
 

multiple copies of standard ttxts in countries where foreign exchange for
 

books is hard to get and wher students are poor, Similarly, teaching pro

grams need desk calculaiors, and research programs need vehicles and main

tenance. Programs for computers can sometimes be useless unless competent
 

computer operatorg are sent at least for some periods. There are real prob

http:employmoe.nt
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lems in keeping computer centers working in tropical Africa (important NISER
 

projects have taken two years for punching and the production of marginals
 

and simple cross-tabulations at the prestigious Rockefeller Foundation data 

processing center at the University of Ibadan). 

Gencral budgctary support can be dangerous, although external 

agencies can supply nearly l the financial supoort in a bundle of separate
 

items Such budgets should be worked out in closer collaboration with local 

people than is oftcn the case. But the items should be specific and there 

should be local counterpart funds or provision of amenit ir.. Thcrc should 

also be a clear undt rstanding about future developmrnt Formeriy, we have 

probablv undc-rctimar ed rir importance of providing sonc ,oni v for the local 

publication of pr'p -Crntabl monographs and research reports for prospntation 

to government. We ma,. do w,-l1 to give morc support also to srminirs on 

sp-cific themes whith produce published reports for circulation within the 

country. Sometimes a vinit from a publishing cxpert could b, of value. 

African (ountrics are so small twith thr possihl, rxceptions of 

Nigpria and Egypt) that international demographic orgonizations must be 

dvloped and th;- must have journals or publishing progrdms There is every 

r,.ason for giving strong support to the Population Association of Africa, 

but it rcmains a moot point whEthcr it will b- ab]' to stick togotthr as a 

single organization or whther it will split into two with th. Sahara forming 

thv lin- of clavage. It is to be hoped that dvewloped countries will 

sponsor participation in thc meetings. In addition, Ghan, should occasion

ally be the site- for fairly high-level demographic or population planning 

scmnnars with mixcd foreign and Ghanaian representation Ghanaians should be 

drawn from both univr.rsity and government. It is possible that thE- best 

route to increasing local knowlrdge would be to get govwrnmfnt sponsorship
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for a new version of The Study of Contemporary Ghana to be undertaken in a
 

revived demographic unit.
 

In summary, dmography and related social sciences are largely
 

institutionalized in Ghn-), and Ghanaians remain ready to discuss projects
 

some help in putting things into action.
accompanied by funding, planning, and 


For any further developmnts in thEse population-related areas, the uni

versities and the govinmont r,-main very approachable, and a reasonably
 

firm base for future activities exists in the University of Ghana, probably
 

the most advanced examp1- of cstablished teaching research in DARSS in Africa.
 

SOURCES OF DATA
 

March and
Site visits: j.C. CaldwelI 19?2-74; Rocco A. De Pietro, Jr., 


April 1974.
 

June 1974
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IVORY COAST
 

Robert G. Castadot, M.D.
 
and Helen Ware
 

I. 	COUNTRY SETTING
 

In 1973, 
the Ivory Coast had an estimated population of 4.5 to 5
 

million in 322,000 square kilometers. 
The crude 	birth rate is estimated to
 

be 46 with a crude death rate around 23 per thousand. The rate of natural
 

increase 	is estimated to be around 2.4 percent with a very strong addition
 

due to in-migration. 
In Abidjan (500,000) it is estimated that half of
 

the African population is of non-Ivorian origin (from Mali, Upper Volta,
 

and so on). Forty-five percent of the country population is estimated to
 

be less 
than 15 years old and life expectancy ranges between 40 and 45
 

years. Infant mortality is reported to be between 130-159 per thousand.
 

The urban 	population represents 10 percent of the total. 
 Eighty-five per

cent of the active population is employed in agriculture.
 

The gross national product (GNP) has increased by 6-7 percent per
 

year for nearly twenty years. 
 With a GNP of US$310 per capita, the Ivory
 

Coast is considered a model of success 
among the Francophonic countries of
 

West Africa. 
It has indeed the highest GNP in West Africa. The Ivory Coast
 

is the one example, it present, of sustained economic growth in Wcst Africa
 

which has not been the result of fortuitous mineral discoveries. Neverthe

less, one 
should be careful about such a judgment, as wealth seems to be
 

concentrated mostly in the city of Abidjan. 
 The Ivory 	Coast has a prosper

ous, growing, urban middle class and, one would assume, a potential demand
 

for family planning. The percentage of children in primary school is nearing
 

60 percent. 
 Western firms compete in rural production with 30 government
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corporations and state cooperatives. Exports are dominated by forest
 

products (mostly wood), coffee, and cocoa. State investment, rather
 

surprisingly, tends to be capital intensive. University students per
 

million population now exceed Ghana, although Ghana's lead in local grad

uates has yet to be overtaken. Twenty-two percent of the state's budget
 

goes for education versus 10-12 percent for health.
 

II. 	HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

Dr. Blaise N'Dia Koffi, former Minister of Health, has described
 

the priorities of public health in the Ivory Coast as social medicine in

cluding sanitation, mass campaigns against communicable disease, maternal
 

and child health, mental health, and health education. He also stated that
 

the hospital system would not be neglected, as witnessed by the building
 

of the luxury university hospital of Cocody, and the modernization of
 

the second university hospital of Treichville and Bouafl,. Nevertheless,
 

it should be remembered that the hospital system delivers health services
 

to only 5 percent of the population. The main bottleneck in establishing
 

a national health delivery system is tht-. lack of personnel. The two uni

versity hospitals are expected to provide medical training, and the Insti

tute of Public Health to provide public health training. For most of the
 

population, and particularly in ,r< areas, the major health problem re

mains the 	association of infection., nd nutritional diseases.
 

III. POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

Based on the steady increase of the GNP and the consequent need
 

to employ foreign workers, th& government has tended to favor demographic
 

growth. Even the idea of family planning for maternal and child health
 

reasons has not been endorsed.
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Nevertheless, in the past two years a number of physicians have
 

become concerned with the increasing number of illegal abortions among
 

young women, particularly students. Dr. Malik Sangaret, Chief of Obstetrics
 

and Gynecology at the Hospital of Treichville (Abidjan), has reached large
 

audiences with his conferences and newspaper articles in which he strongly
 

endorses family planning and raises the question of the need to legalize
 

abortion. Although there are neither governmental nor private family
 

planning programs in Ivory Coast, physicians and some hospitals provide
 

family planning services on request.
 

The government of the Ivory Coast has become interested in some
 

aspects of population, particularly the relationship of population change
 

to economic development. The Ministries of Planning and Finance have
 

participated in planning for the forthcoming census. Dr. Barbara Lewis
 

of Rutgers University has been conducting a study of the relationships
 

among fertility, employment, and the status of women in Abidjan with
 

Population Council funding but also with the support and cooperation of
 

the Office of Development Studies within the Ministry of Planning. The
 

data will be analyzed at Rutgers, and the ministry has asked to receive a
 

full report by January 1975 for use in urban planning. The University of
 

Abidjan has shown an interest in studying the impact of rapid population
 

growth on social and economic development.
 

IV. UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL DATA
 

Two institutions were surveyed: the University of Abidjan and
 

the "Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mei'(ORSTOM).
 

University of Abidjan
 

The University of Abidjan is one of the key institutions in
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Established in 1964, the university's degrees
francophone West Africa. 


are recognized in France as equivalent to French degrees, and the univer

sity's stature is recognized as well throughout West Africa.
 

Demography teaching at the university is located primarily within
 

the Faculty of Economics. All students take a compulsory semester course
 

course in
in demography during their first year and may take an optional 


their fourth. The chief government statistician used to teach the basic
 

taught by a French economist (M.A.) who was
course; but, in 1973, 	it was 


to handle the load of 90 students. He has since left
understandably unable 


conttnt is not very extensive.
in 1973, but the demographic 


Abiujan and has not been replaced. A unit on population geography is 

include in the basic geography course, taken by approximately 120 students 

There is no 

demography at the university.
postgraduate training in 


The rector of the univL-rsity, Professor V.Ch. Diarrassouba, has
 

expressed an interest in expanding demographic teaching at the university.
 

In 1973, in his then capacity of Dean of the Faculty of Economics, he re

quested the Population Council ro provide a senior demographer for three
 

years who would expand demographi( teaching in the faculty, cspecially on
 

the interrelationships b-twe.n population change and economic development,
 

and who would also act as an advisor to the Ministry of Planning. The
 

the rector wishes to
individual would have to bp fluent in French, but 


broaden his faculty to include persons traineK, outside the French tradi

tion. The Council was 	unabl. to respond favorably to the request owing
 

in part to discussions then underway between the Univrsity of Abidjan and
 

the University of North Carolina for possible establishment of a Popula

tion Dynamics Program at Abidjan, and becaus. of heavy Council commitments
 

The expressed interest, however, of the university, its prestige
elsewhere. 
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in francophone Africa, and the rapid economic change taking place in Ivory
 

Coast, continue to make the University of Abidjan a prime candidate for
 

institutional development. Previous demographic teaching at the university
 

has had little impact because it has been intermittent, because the teaching
 

has been done by junior academics from other disciplines (usually economics
 

or geography), and because there has been no research program to comple

ment the teaching and 
to actively engage the students. A senior demographer
 

of full professorial status and international repute would be necessary
 

to launch an effective teaching and research program.
 

Attached to the university are several research institutes, of
 

which CIRES and the Institute of Ethno-Sociology are most significant. 
No
 

population research is currently underway in either institute. 
 Dr. Diarras

souba was formerly head of CIRES and maintains an interest in it. His
 

replacement has not yet been chosen, but the institute's interests in the
 

social sciences suggest it as the 
likely focus of future DARSS research.
 

Fatulty of mt.dicine of Abidjan 

The School of M.dicinc was opened in Abidjan in 1962, with technical 

assistance from the Faculty of Medicine of Rennes, France. 
 In 1966 a
 

temporary medical school was 
created at the H1ospital of Treichville with a
 

capacity of 200 students. In 1968 the School of Medicine became the Faculty
 

of Medicine of the University of Abidjan. The second university hospital
 

at Cocody and the new Faculty of Medicine were inaugurated in 1969. The
 

University Hospital Centcr of Cocody is a very modern thirteen-floor struc

ture closely associated with the new Faculty of Medicin. 

For the academic year 1969-70 there werc a total of 417 students
 

in the Faculty of Medicine of the University of AbidjAn. The distribution 

of students by country of origin revealed that 171 were Ivorian, 88 French
 

* Ivorian Center for Economic and Social Research 
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140 other Africans, and 19 other nationalities. Among the French students
 

more than one third were female while among Ivorian students about 5 per

cent were female. In 1973 there were 170 medical students in the first
 

year and 33 in the sixth year.
 

The curri'ulum follows the French norms and includes seven years.
 

The first two years are devoted to basic sciences. The third, fourth,
 

and fifth years are devoted to pathology, therapeutics, and related
 

sciences. At the end of the fifth year the students are divided into
 

two groups: those who have passed the exam to become interns and those
 

who have failed. The few who are accepted for internship will spend four
 

years in clinical work which will orient them toward hospital medicine and
 

the specialities. For those. who are not accepted for internship, the sixth
 

year will include public health and rural medicine. They will be back at
 

the university hospital for the seventh year which is devoted to clinical
 

the university
activities and writing a thesis. One should note that 


hospital has health responsibility in the rural village of Attiekoi,
 

twenty-five kilometers from Abidjan, and also uses the rural demonstra

tion area of the Institute of Public Health at Bouafle and Adzope.
 

The French influenc! is still predominant through thr- provision
 

of most of the faculty including the president tnd deans of the univer

sity, most senior staff, and through the training in France of Ivorian
 

candidates.
 

In the university hospital of Treichville are two schools for
 

paramedical personnel: the National School of Nursing and the National
 

School of Midwifery. The National School of Nursing was opened in 1961
 

and offers a three-year curriculum. In 1964 it graduated ten nurses and
 

in 1969 it graduated seventy-seven, of whom sixty-six w-re Ivorian. The
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National School of Midwifery was also opened in 1961 and graduated thir

teen students in 1964 and twenty-four in 1969.
 

There seems to have been little interest in population or family
 

planning activities in the School of Medicine with the exception of
 

Professor Malik Sangaret at the University hospital of Treichville. Dr.
 

Sangaret is undertaking a campaign of legitimation of family planning
 

by giving conferences on sex education, family planning, and abortion.
 

A lecture that he gave during my stay in Abidjan (May 18-20, 1973) was
 

printed entirely in the local newspaper. He advocates sex education in
 

the school curriculum, availability of family planning services, and
 

liberalization of abortion laws. The conference I attended generated
 

interest beyond the capacity of the large auditorium of the medical
 

school and produced no negative reaction among the audience. Dr. Sangaret
 

and his staff are also interested in carrying a medico-social study of
 

the Ivorian child and the risks associated with pregnancy in Ivory Coast.
 

He provides some family planning services on d,-mand in his department.
 

The National Institute of Public Health
 
(Institut. National de la Santc Publique)
 

The creation of the National Institute of Public Health of
 

Abidjan is the result of efforts undertaken as early as 1956 by Dr. Pierre
 

Delormas and others to integrate family and public health concepts into
 

the training of medical and paramedical students in Abidjan. The creation
 

of such an institute was among the priorities of th 1960-70 plan of the
 

gove.rnment of Ivory Coast. The first funds for a feasibility study were
 

providF.d by French technical assistance in 1961. Later, funds were made
 

available by the Europ,:an community in Brussels for the building of
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facilities and purchasing of equipment. The institute was completed in
 

1970 at the total cost of 525 million CFA francs (350 million for build

ing and 175 million for equipment). The modern buildings, implanted in
 

a large park, include 12,500 square meters of usable surface.
 

The National Institute of Public Health has a dual administra

tive status. It is an autonomous department of the Ministry of Public
 

Health and Population on one side; on the other side it represents a
 

department of public health in the medical faculty.
 

The institute is divided along vertical lines into three major
 

technical sections -- MCH, sanitation, and communicable disease -- and
 

the minor sections of venereal disease, tuberculosis, mental hygiene,
 

nutrition, and social medicine.. To assure the integration of training
 

and research the institute is then divided horizontally into services
 

which include sociology, health education, epidemiology and statistics,
 

documentation and a library. Most of the operativu budget comes from
 

the Ministry of Health with some funding for teaching from the university.
 

The institute can receive outsid,. grants and is apparently ne.gotiating via
 

intermediaries with USAID for a study of the Ivorian child.
 

Surrounded by a beautiful campus of fifteen hectares, with
 

access to several demonstration ar.as, the institute is located in Adjame,
 

an Abidjan suburb of 8,500 pt.oplt-.. The institute has responsibility for 

delivering curative and prevEntive health services in this part of the
 

city. In rural areas, the institute, has set up a demonstration area at
 

Bouafle which includes 60.000 people. fhe priorities in this demonstra

tion area are MCH, nutrition, sanitation, prevw.ntion of communicable dis

ease, and epidemiological studies. In another area (Adzope), the institute
 

has a training zone to familiarize medical and paramedical students with
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the problems and activity of the "Service des Grandes Endemies" which 

used to be the responsibility of the French Military Physicians and is 

charged with the control of communicable diseases.
 

The main emphasis of the curriculum is to integrate public
 

health concepts in different health training programs. It is oriented
 

towards the medical school, towards the school of paramedical training
 

and various other administrative or teaching schools, as well as towards
 

volunteer students.
 

In the Faculty of Medicine the institute provides half a day of
 

teaching per week, all year long, to the first year medical student.
 

During the first quarter the training is theoretical and includes intro

duction to demography, ethno-sociology, medical psycho-sociology. During
 

the second and third quarters students rotate through various sections of
 

the institute (MCH, communicable disease, VD, mental hygiene, nutrition,
 

laboratory, sociology, and surveys).
 

In the fifth year of medical school, the institute has a re

sponsibility for teaching hygiene, public health, legal aspects of
 

medicine, social medicine, and occupational medicine. One hundred hours
 

of theoretical teaching cover epidemiology, health statistics, health
 

economics, public health administration, appltEd biology, nutrition, sani

tation, health education, and communicable disease. Every three weeks
 

the student presents a seminar on a medico-social question such as family
 

planning, relationship of MCH and hospitals, tuberculosis, nutrition and
 

so on. The students also attend practical training in the MCH center
 

staffed by the institute in the urban area and spend four weeks in the
 

rural area of Bouafle where they participate in conunity activities, con

duct surveys, and provide health education training to the teachers of the
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area. The students spend two weeks at Adzope to learn the application of
 

tropical epidemiology.
 

In the Institute of Sociology a two-year program of four certifi

cates (general sociology, social and economic planification, psycho

sociology of development, public he.lth and social development) leads to a
 

master's degree in medical sociology (assistante sociale). In the future
 

the institute wants to create a two-year program for physicians which would
 

give a master in public health with thrce possible options: epidemiology,
 

public health, and sanitation.
 

The institute also provides public health training (twenty-four
 

hours for students in the University Institute of Psychology), and twenty
 

to forty hours of social medicinp to various professional schools in
 

Abidjan. This includes thi National School of Adm, .istration, the Insti

tute of Social Training, th. Wornm-n's Technical High School, the School of
 

Public Works, the School of Agronomy, and the School of Police.
 

In the National School of Midwifery the institute provides
 

thirty hours of teaching of hygi-ne. and public health in the first year
 

and fourteen hours of social medicin(- in the third year as we.ll as clinical
 

field work at the MCH center in the institute and in Bouafle.
 

In the National School of Nursing it provides forty-eight hours
 

of hygiene and public health in the first yeajr and fifty-two hours of
 

social medicine in the third ye'ar as well as field work in the urban MCH
 

center and two weeks of field work at Bouafle and Adzope.
 

The institute is responsible for the training of sanitation
 

agents. It organizes occasional retraining activities for various pro

fessionals and offers two-week courses to Peace Corps members from France,
 

Germany, the United States, and Holland, as well as to other voluntary
 

health workers coming to the Ivory Coast from abroad.
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While the institute is part of the Ministry of Health, it has
 

direct training responsibility at the Faculty of Medicine of the Univer

sity of Abidjan, at the Faculty of Arts and Law, and at the Faculty of
 

Economics, as well as with the Ministry of National Education and the
 

Ministry of Planning.
 

In the first year of the School of Medicine in 1973 there were
 

170 students and in the sixth year 36 students. In the School of Nursing
 

there were 250 students in the School of Midwifery about 150 students.
 

The director of the institute is an Ivorian, Dr. Kona N'da,
 

assisted by Dr. Hellies. Dr. Pierre Delormas is the "Director of
 

Studies" and he has two assistants: an assistant director who is Ivorian
 

and who has university affiliation, and another non-university-affiliated
 

assistant. Each of the major sections has a full-time medical staff
 

while the minor sections have part-time staffs from the university.
 

The institute includes an auditorium for 300 people, an audio

visual teaching room seating 60, four classrooms for 25 students, and one
 

classroom for 60 students, a large meeting room, a library, and a depart-

I
 

ment of documentation. A dormitory can presently house 64 students as
 

well as a restaurant and a bar.
 

There is also a nutrition laboratory and a water laboratory which
 

are apparently well-equipped and a large MCH center which provides services
 

to the population of the neighborhood. The MCH center offers three
 

services: prenatal consultation, infant consultation, and day hospitaliza

tion. The center, which is staffed by several physicians, midwives, and
 

nurses, provides health services, immunization, and health education in a
 

small open-air auditorium. Special consultations are also available in
 



ophthamology, ENT, skin diseases, dentistry, psychiatry, laboratories
 

and radiology, and a referral service to the hospital in Abidjan.
 

The Institute of Public Health has a modern infra-structure,
 

staff, and the potential for imp-act in th. future. At present there
 

seems to be no interest in the population fieid and the relevance of the
 

health services delivered by th,- institute has been questioned by pro

fessionals 	both in the Ivorian Ministry of Health and by foreign visitors.
 

V. 	CONCLUSION
 

The government of Ivory Coast has so far pursued a pronatalist
 

policy with no interest in population programs or family planning activ

ities. The university, following very faithfully the French model, might
 

The National Institute of
be somehow 	out of context in Ivory Coast. 


Public Health, which is a link betw,.n the Ministry of Health and the uni

versity, has great potential for training physicians in public health and
 

to the real needs of the country.
for tailoring the training of param,dilals 


But so far its staff has demonstrated little interrst in population or
 

famaily planning activities.
 

Nevertheless th.rc is a group of young Ivorians, in the Faculty
 

of Medicine, Department of Gyn'cology, who are interested in family
 

planning services as they relatt- to maternal and child health. They have 

undertaken a policy of sensitization of the gov,-rnmcnt and university 

and deserve support. The evolution of the training and research programs 

at the institute of Public Health should be followed.
 

The University of Abidjan is potcntially a prime candidate for
 

institutional development in demography and related social sciences. It
 

is one of 	the most prestigeous institutions of higher education in franco

phone west 	Africa. At least some university officials, including the
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rector, have expressed interest in increasing population-related teaching
 

and research within the university. Any effort to expand DARSS at the
 

university would have to begin cautiously, however, with modest objectives
 

and initially with expatriate staff of international reputation.
 

SOURCES OF DATA
 

Site visit to Abidjan May 18-21, 1973: 
 Professor Pierre Delor

mas, director of the 
"Institut National de Sante Publique," Professor
 

Malik Sangaret, chief of Ob-Gyn at 
the university hospital of Treichville,
 

Dr. Rene Libotte, chief of the Department of Health Programming in the
 

Ministry of Health and Population, Mr. Luddo Welffens, a Belgian economist
 

with a degree in sociology from the University of Chicago who is presently
 

employed in the Ministry of Health and Population, Department of Program

ming, and Dr. Christianne Wlffens, the first woman doctor from the Ivory
 

Coast,who is an assistant 
in gynecology at the hospital at Treichville.
 

Secondary sources: 
 A series of papers on the University of
 

Abidjan, the 
Institute of Public Health, the. Ivorian Health Priorities, and
 

the University facilities, published in Medecine d'Afrique Noire: 
 "Les
 

Deuxiemps Journees Medicales d'Abidjan," Volume 17, Number 2, February 1970,
 

a mimeographed paper by Proftz.ssor Delormas, "Institut National de 
Sante
 

Publique," J.C. Caldwell Trip Report, February 1973.
 

John C. Caldwell, Helen Ware, site visits, 1973.
 

June 1973
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KENYA
 

Roushdi Henin and Marjorie Nicol
 

I. 	COUNTRY SETTING
 

The estimated mid-1973 population of Kenya was 12 million, of whom
 

47 percent were below the age of fifteen and above the age of sixty-four (less
 

than 3 percent in the latter category). The crude birth rate is estimated at
 

48, and the crude death rate at 18, indicating a 3 percent rate of natural
 

increase. 	 The high growth rate and dependency ratio pose problems in health,
 

education, labor, and agricultural production, of which the government is
 

aware.
 

II. HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

The Ministry of Health is responsible for the government health
 

services, which include hospitals, rural health centers, and dispensaries
 

scattered over the country.
 

The rural 	health centers were formerly the responsibility of the local
 

county councils, but they were taken over by the Ministry of Health in 1970.
 

The number of rural health service points is around 600, of which 185 are
 

health centers or subcenters and 414 are dispensaries or small service facili

ties, with or without a trained person in charge. The ratio of the health
 

centers to 	rural population is about one to 58,000.
 

There are about 1,100 registered doctors in Kenya, of whom some 750
 

are in private practice (1973). The remainder are employed by the Ministry of
 

Health to man hospitals (general and special.) and health facilities. There
 

are also 	770 registered nurses, 580 medical assistants, 2,660 enrolled or com
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munity nurses, and 185 health inspectors employed by the Ministry of Health.
 

The majority of the doctors have been trained abroad, since the medical school
 

is only seven years old, and many are expatriates. Most other personnel have
 

been trained locally.
 

III. 	 POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

A national family planning program was launched in 1967, and a five

year plan to expand family pl,,ining and maternal child health services has been 

for LhF Dcln hat, been secured from the World Bank and aformulated. Funding 

The plan aims at averting 150,000 births over theconsortium of other donors. 


five-year period. Training, evatluation, and technical advisory services will
 

be provided in part through the Popullation Studies and Research Center now being
 

established at the University of Nairobi.
 

The voluntary Family Planning Association (FPAK), which started in
 

is still financed by that organization.
1957, was affiliated to IPPF in 1962 and 


Since the government took over re,'ponsibility for the program in 1967, the FPAK
 

has been concerned primarily with educitionl field work and the dissemination
 

of information. Its staff, doing the (lerical work at the clinics, works side
 

by side with government health personnel, The field educators of the FPAK, one
 

of the chief means of reaching the people, are trained for two weeks at the
 

Family Welfare Center in Nairobi, which is run by IPPF. In-service training of
 

There seems to be good
doctors, nurses, and other workers is also held there. 


liaison and cooperation between the FPAK and government officials in charge of
 

the national program.
 

The Ministry of Health is responsible for the administration of the
 

national family planning program, which is run by ministry doctors, nurses,
 

and health personnel in 300 health facilities throughout the country. At
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present the family planning services are offered only weekly or fortnightly,
 

but plans call for daily services at most health facilities as soon as staff
 

is available. Most of the present staff have been through a short training
 

course in family planning, and all new locally trained nurses, doctors, medical
 

assistants, and community nurses are being trained in family planning. There
 

are ten nurse-trainer supervisors who supervise the family planning clinics
 

and train paramedical staff. Seminars have been held to train 200 more field
 

workers as well as community development social workers, nutritionists, and
 

so on. Students at the Karen College (home economics) and at the Egerton
 

Agricultural College are also given training in family planning.
 

The major constraint to the program is the shortage of health Rtaff.
 

Many such staff, already overburdened by curative and other urgent demands,
 

regard family planning as only another burden on overfull schedules.
 

When the program was started, the IUD was highly recommended as the
 

most suitable method, but it has not proved popular, and oral contraceptives
 

are now the primary method used.
 

There appears to be widespread acceptance of the pill on a short-term
 

basis only, and according to the FPAK report for 1971, there is very little
 

evidence of mistakes in the use of pills. For some reason, however, the average
 

length of time an acceptor remains on the pill is ten months. It would be
 

interesting to know the age groups of women on the pill. Percentage distribu

tion of acceptors were: orals, 79 percent; IUD, 11; Condoms, 2, injectables, 6;
 

other, 2. Evaluation so far has been minimal, but there is a very good clinic
 

card in use, and there are plans for an adequate evaluation and research unit
 

in the next five-year program.
 

Many external governments, international agencies, and foundations are
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There seems to be a great deal of
 supporting family planning work in Kenya. 


the field. The five-year population program proposed for
 
activity and money in 


the total sum of US$14.3 million
 1975-79 involves the government of Kenya in 


come from seven other sources. For
 
operating costs, while $14.8 million will 


million for staff
 
example, the Swedish government through SIDA will provide $5.4 


total cost of all contra
training, a new national family weltare center, and the 


is also assisting in the establishment
 ceptive supplies. The Population Council 


the University of Nairobi.
 
of a Population Studies and Research Center at 


present there are many other external agencies and foreign workers
 
At 


family planning program. In time, when more Kenyans

involved in the Kenya national 


trained in demography, statistics, family planning, and administration, there
 
are 


iv1ipers and, presumably, easier coordinawill be l, aeed for.t..soma-

tion of the work at the grass roots,
 

UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL DATA
IV. 


Helth and Fjmily Planning
 

the national university of
This univcrsity,
The University of NaLlrbi 


of the University
nf Nairobi and part

Kenya, was formerly the Universi y College 


in 1970 by the University

of East Africa. It became an independent university 


own degrees. The president of
 
of Nairobi Act of Parliament ind now givcs its 


Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta, is chancellor ot the univ-rsity, and the vice chancellor
 

J. Karanja.
or principal is a Kenyan, Dr. 


city of Nairobi, which include
 There are five campuses, four within the 


the Departments of Arts and Sciences, Engineering, Medicine, 
and Veterinary
 

two kilometers from

The Preclinical and Premedical Departments are
Medicine. 


the main buildings, while the Clinical and Medical Departments are situated
 

three kilometers from the main campus.
in the Kenyatta National Hospital campus, 
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Major research institutes, also situated in the university, are the
 

Institute of African Studies, the Institute of Adult Studies, the Institute
 

for Development Studies, and the Population Studies and Research Center.
 

The Faculty of Medicine started in 1967, and the first sixteen medical
 

graduates qualified M.B.ChB. (a five-year course) in 1972. A two-year diploma
 

course in advanced nursing is also given by the Faculty of Medicine, and the
 

first eight nurse-teachers graduated in 1970.
 

There are about 4,000 students in the University of Nairobi, of whom
 

nine-tenths are men. Most of them live on campus, but shortage of accommoda

tions has forced some to live in the town. The majority of the students are
 

Kenyan in origin, with a small number from other African countries. The
 

entrance requirements are similar to those of British universities.
 

The faculty of the university is drawn from all over the world, less
 

than half coming frmn Kenya. There are seventy-nine members of the medical
 

faculty (though several professional chairs are vacant according to the 1973-74
 

calendar), and five faculty members teach the advanced nursing course. Again,
 

the majority of staff are from overseas.
 

The university is supported almost entirely by the Kenya government,
 

although there are grants and endowments from foundations and governments
 

abroad. It is the main institution of higher education in Kenya and enjoys an
 

excellent reputation both within and outside the country. The staff level is
 

very high.
 

Within the Faculty of Medicine, teaching in community medicine and
 

family planning has high priority During the third year medical students are
 

fourth year they have a twelve-week
introduced to community health, and in the 


course of instruction including forty hours of lectures, integrated with the
 

Departments of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Pediatrics and Child Health.
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taught both to medical students
Family planning instruction and techniques are 


and to the students in the advanced nursing course. The enrollment of medical
 

students in 1972 has risen to eighty-four, and it is hoped the number will
 

1978. Only 5 percent
rise even higher, producing around ninety graduates by 


of these medical undergraduates come from outside Kenya. It is further hoped
 

that most of these medical graduates will be employed by the government.
 

Ministrv of Health Training Institutions. In addition to the Univer

sity of Nairobi there is a Medical Training Center in Nairobi under the Ministry 

130 medical assistants annually. One hundred of these

of Health, which trains 


nurses or community nurses, who are
 are recruited from the ranks of enrolled 


one extra year of training. The other thirty are registered medical
given 


recruited after four years of secondary schooling and have

assistants who are 


three years of training. There are plans for a qecond school for medical
 

(July 1974) with a total

assistants at Nakuru, which is expected to open soon 


There is a great shortage of paramedical personnel to
 
student intake of 300. 


country, and training of this
 
man the network of health centers all over the 


category of worker is considerEd the most urgent priority,
 

from the three nurses' training schools
The present annual output 


e are 300 more enrolled nurses or community

is 170 registered nurses, and the 


from nine other training schools run by th._ Ministry of Health. The
 
nurses 


curriculum of all these schools is being revised by the Nursing Council of
 

Kenya and, in future, family planning will be included. Eighteen mission
 

hospitals also train enrolled nurses, with an annual output of 150, of whom 
half
 

The total number of hospitals in the country,
usually go to government posts. 


A team of Dutch nurses (part of the Netherlands
government and mission, is 200. 


all nursing schools and nursing
government assistance) teach family planning to 


staff already in the field, but this assistance is being withdrawn.
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Demography and Related Social Sciences
 

University-Related DARSS
 

University of Nairobi interests in population date back at least to
 

1962 when, following the census taken that year, a series of 1:1 million popu

lation maps were prepared by Professors W.T. Morgan and S. Ominde. A monograph
 

incorporating the data contained in these maps was published in 
1966. In the
 

same year, Professor D.M. Etherington of the Economics Department did a popu

lation projection analysis of the urban and rural population of Kenya and
 

examined the implications for development policy.
 

In preparation for the 1969 census, the Geography Department, at the
 

request of the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, assisted in
 

preparing large-scale maps of the entire country. The efficiency of census
 

operations was significantly strengthened, because it was possible 
to have
 

detailed records of boundaries of enumeration districts down to the sublocation
 

level. Another major contribution was a seminar on population growth and
 

economic development in Africa held at the university in 1969, from which
 

emerged a volume of the same title in 1972, edited by S. Ominde and C. Ejiogu.
 

The first detailed work on population movements in Kenya was published by
 

Professor Ominde in 1969.
 

In the Faculty of Medicine, Professor F. Schofield has done work on
 

the health aspects of various types of contraceptives. The Faculty of Agri

culture has shown interest in conducting research relating to population growth
 

rateh, the availability of arable land, and food production. Similarly, the
 

Faculty of Veterinary Medicine has indicated an interest in the relationship
 

of population growth rates and the availability of protein sources necessary
 

to sustain such rates of growth.
 

Population Council involvement with the University of Nairobi dates
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back to 1965, when Dr. Donald F. Heisel was sent by the Council to work in
 

the Department of Sociology He was replaced by James Cramer (1969-71), who
 

in turn was replaced by Mr. E, James Fordyce (1971-73). As the Council's
 

Regional Representative for Africa, Dr, John Caldwell lectured in demography
 

at the university from September 1969 to January 1970. Heisel conducted 
a
 

KAP survey among both men and women in addition to his teaching responsibi

ties. Cramer worked on a vital registration system, Fordyce on a study of
 

family planning clinic distribution and utilization.
 

In 1971 the Council made a grant to support the establishment of a
 

masters degree program in demography and population studies in the Depart

ments of Sociology, Geography, and Economics. Three local fellowships were
 

provided under the grant. and student interest was sufficiently great to
 

prompt the university to add four additional fellowships to the program. The
 

seven students are currently being supervised on an occasional basis by
 

Professor Roushdi Henin of the University of Dar es Salaam. The University of
 

Nairobi has appointed an t <patriate so(tologist-demographer for the 1974-75
 

academic year, among whose responsibilities will be supervision of the masters
 

degree students.
 

The Population Council in June 19/4 made a small grant to support the
 

establishment of a multidisciplinary Population Studies and Research Center
 

within the university. The center will involve cooperation among several
 

departments, initially Sociology, Geography, Economics, and the Institute of
 

Development Studies. Faculty in several other departments, including Medicine
 

and the Institute for African Studies, have expressed interest in participating.
 

The center has five basic aims: (1) to support postgraduate training in popu

lation, (2) to create new informition and knowledge about population processes,
 

their determinants and effects in Kenya, by research, (3) to foster the exchange
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of ideas and information among university teachers and research and government
 

personnel, (4) to provide a basis for exchange of demographic information with
 

other institutions of higher education in East Africa and with the United Na

tions regional demographic centers in North and West Africa, and (5) to provide
 

for a population documentation reference library and data processing and com

putational facilities,
 

Under the center, postgraduate population programs will be insti

tuted or expanded within the departments of Sociology, Economics, and Geography,
 

and degrees will be awarded by these departments rather than by the center
 

itself, It is anticipated that twenty-four to thirty two students will have
 

completed M.A. or Ph.D. degrees by the end of the first five years of the
 

center's operation. Of the graduates, possibly fout or five would be retained
 

by the university, partly to replace expatriate staff and partly to meet the
 

anticipated increase in demand for these skills in other parts of the university.
 

Other graduates are expected to be employed by such government agencies as the
 

Central Statistical Office, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Ministry of Edu

cation, Ministry of Health, and Ministry of Agriculture, and by the private
 

sector.
 

These ministries are currently understaffed in terms of demographic 

expertise. Discussions between representatives of the ministries and the 

director-designate of the center have led to an understanding that the center 

will provide seminars and mdsters degree training to selected ministry staff 

to improve their ability to use demographic data for planning and evaluation. 

Research proposals are expected to be developed by faculty in the
 

departments of Geography, Sociology, and Economis, the Institute of African 

Studies, and by In:erested faculty in other departments. Much of this research
 

will be directly relevant to the work of the ministries named in the preceding
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paragraph. Dur. -heir postgraduate training, students who plan to enter
 

government will icipate in research and learn how to use research tools
 

for social and economic development.
 

Anticipated research includes work on interrelationships between
 

demographic trends and socio-economic factors; determinants of fertility;
 

demographic aspects of urbanization and migration, mortality, health, and
 

nutrition; basic data collection and analysis; evaluation of national family
 

planning program projects; contraceptive use and continuation rates; and
 

employment patterns.
 

To ensure mutuality of interest between participating university
 

departments and government ministries the center will have a governing board
 

and a research coordinating board, whose membership will include representa

tives of the university and tht Kenyan government.
 

The primary conceins of the Population Studies and Research Center will
 

relate to Kenya and particularly to the role of population in national develop

ment. At the same time, the cEnter is expected to become an important insti

tution in the field of population in East Africa. As such, its development
 

will have a regional impact, particularly as a resource base for demographic
 

information, knowledge of population procedures, and personnel trained for
 

public service.
 

The Department of Geography consists of ten staff members, of whom
 

two are involved full time in DARSS and a third, an agriculturalist-demographer,
 

is involved part time.
 

Professor Simeon H. Ominde, M.A. (Aberdeen), Dip.Ed. (Edinburgh),
 

Ph.D. (London), is presently head of the department. He was first appointed
 

in 1955 as assistant lecturer in geography at Makerere University College.
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He was promoted to lecturer in 1958 and to senior lecturer in 1963, when he
 

was also chairman of the Kenya Education Commission. In 1964 he was appointed
 

professor of geography and head of the Geography Department at the University
 

of Nairobi. In 1965-67 he was dean of the Faculty of Arts, a post he held
 

again from 1969 to 1971. In 1970-71 he was a member of the Kenyan Public
 

Service Commission of Enquiry on Education, a member of the ILO-UNDP Employ

ment Mission to Kenya, and a member of the Kenya National Committee on Human
 

Environment. He has written and edited a number of books and contributed
 

numerous articles to scholarly journals.
 

Mr. Jimmy Ndaka Muinde holds the B.Sc. (University of Ljubljana,
 

1964), M.Sc. in Statistics and Demography (University of Ljubljana, 1968), an
 

the Diploma in Statistics and Demography (Cairo Demographic Center, 1971). He
 

was a tutorial fellow, Department of Sociology, University of Nairobi in 1971,
 

and lecturer in population studies, Department of Geography, 1972. He has no
 

publications.
 

Dr. R. Odingo, B.A. (London), Ph.D. (Liverpool), is an agriculturalist

geographer. He has been taking some interest in initiating the Population Studies
 

and Research Center since 1971.
 

The undergraduate training program in geography is a three-year
 

course. Students take three courses during the first year, one of which is on
 

world environment and another on the East African environment. During the
 

second year, students take four courses, one of which is population geography.
 

The course contains significant components of both substantive and technical
 

demography. In the third year, students take four courses. Demography is an
 

optional course that may be taken as one of the four (in past years most stu

dents have taken it).
 

There is a masters degree program in geography, consisting of course
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work and a thesis of not more than 50,000 words. The three-hour written exami

course work may include a section on population
nation at the conclusion of the 


geography.
 

Two research projects are currently underway. "Fertility and Employ

ment: A Study of the Interaction of Socio-Economic and Demographic Influences
 

in Kenya" is an ILO-funded project ($30,000) under the ILO World Employment
 

Program, which aims to provide data input for the ILO economic-demographic
 

model studies. The Kenya survey will cover some 8,000 randomly selected house

holds. It is under the supervision of Professor Ominde, Field work and data
 

processing are directed by Mr. Muinde with the assistance and advice of Dr. K.N.
 

Rao and Dr. J. Knowles, ILO experts seconded to the Population Studies and
 

Research Center.
 

The second project is a multipurpose migration study of the town of
 

Kisumu. The objectives are to gather data on the population characteristics
 

of the town, to measure the contribution of migration to its growth, to esti

mate future demands for government services over the remainder of the century,
 

and to study the relationship of migration to fertility behavior. The basic
 

data for the survey will be collected in two sets of interviews one calendar
 

year apart in order to arrive at an estimate of trends. The project is funded
 

through a Ford-Rockefeller Popul-ition Policy Award ($29,000). Professor Ominde
 

is the project supervisor, and Mr. Muinde and Mr. Ali Memon, a tutorial fellow
 

in the Geography Department, are also participating. In addition, the
 

Geography Department team is assisted by several persons from other departments:
 

Dr. Da Costa (Agriculture), Dr. Abilla (Sociology), Dr. Muga (Sociology), and
 

Dr. Mutto (Mathematics).
 

The Department of Sociology has twelve established positions, of which
 

only ten are filled at the present time. Eight of the present staff members
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are at 
least partly engaged in DARSS research. A sociologist-demographer from
 

Denmark has been hired to begin in July 1974, increasing the number of faculty
 

engaged in DARSS to nine.
 

The chairman of the department is Dr. Philip Mbithi (Ph.D. Cornell),
 

who moved over from the Institute of Development Studies in 1973. Dr. Mbithi
 

is a dynamic individual, keenly interested in building up both teaching and
 

research aspects of DARSS. 
The other Sociology Department faculty now en

gaged in DARSS research are the following:
 

Research Project Funding Source
 

Mr. Kabwegyere Small Centers Development Patterns ILO
 

Mr. Kabwegyere Changing African Family 
 Population Council
 
Ms. Walji
 

Mr. Ndeti Sociology of Fertility 
 Univ. of Nairobi
 

Ms. Potash Female Rural Migrants and Unemployment Univ. of Nairobi
 

Mr. Dutto Urban growth 
 Univ. of Nairobi
 

Mr. van Doone Rural-Urban Migration ILO
 

Mr. Abila Kisumu Migration Survey (with Ford-Rockefeller
 
Mr. Muga Geography Department)
 

Undergraduate students take two required courses during the first year:
 

introduction to sociology and anthropology, and rural sociology. Of the forty
 

lectures in the latter course, 
fourteen are devoted to population-related topics
 

(such as land carrying-capacity, rural-rural migration). 
 In the second year,
 

students take four courses, of which demography is one.
 

A masters degree is offered in the department after one year of course
 

work (seven courses) and a dissertation written during the second year. 
 In
 

1973-74 seven students were enrolled in the program, twc in demography and five
 

in general sociology. Three of the five general sociology majors are writing
 



the effects of migration on social
theses on population-related topics, such as 


All seven masters degree students receive local fellowships.
structure. 


Four candidates were registered for the Ph.D. in medical sociology
 

a
in 1973-74. A former Population Council Fellow (Ms. Walji) is enrolled for 


Ph.D. in demography under Professor Henin's supervision. She is presently an
 

assistant lecturer in the Department of Sociology and teaches the demography
 

course.
 

The Institute for Development Studies, a multidisciplinary organiza

tion, was created primarily to conduct research on social and economic prob-


It is governed by a board of eighteen members: the
lems of development. 


vice-chancellor, the director of the institute, six members of the institute
 

staff, the heads of the Departments of Economics, Agricultural Economics,
 

Geography, Government, Sociology, the director of the Institute of African
 

Studies, the dean of the Fdculty of Education, the permanent secretary of
 

the Ministry of Finance and Planning, the permanent secretary of the Ministry
 

of Agriculture, and the general secretary of the National Christian Council of
 

Kenya.
 

Dharam Ghai, M.A.B. (Oxon), Ph.D. (Yale), an economist, is director
 

of the institute and has research interests in DARSS. J. Gachuhi, M.A., Ph.D.
 

(SUNY Buffalo), is a sociologist and deputy director of the institute. He
 

seems to have developed in recent years an interest in family planning research.
 

The institute is funded mainly by the Rockefeller Foundation, although
 

Rockefeller support is gradually changing from institutional core support to
 

support of specific researc:h projects. There is apparently some interest
 

on the part of other donor agencies in providing support of the same nature.
 

The staff is primarily expatriate: of the twenty-two members, only
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six are Kenyans. One of the main problems is the high turnover. The vice

chancellor insists on short-term (two-year) contracts for research staff join

ing the center. This applies also to Kenyans, because he feels that if Kenyan
 

research fellows are given tenure in the institute, it will be difficult for
 

any department to keep its own teaching staff, He has recently promised to
 

reconsider the situation, and a more satisfactory formula may be reached by
 

which teaching staff members would have the opportunity to work in IDS for a
 

period of two years, after which they would return to their own departments.
 

A number of Ph.D. theses were completed at the Center almost solely
 

by expatriate research fellows, Of the forty-six current research projects
 

that deal mainly with economic problems, ten are related -o population. Of
 

these ten, three are on family planning, two are on migra ion, and the rest
 

deal with labor force, employment, social impact of population growth, marriage
 

and prostitution, and nutrition.
 

Research carried out 
in the institute is published in the form of
 

discussion papers, occasional papers, and monographs, Of the 187 discussion
 

papers produced during the period 1965-74, only fourteen were on population.
 

Of these, four dealt with migration and the rest with labor force, unemployment,
 

population data, and fertility. Four were contributed by Dr. Heisel and one
 

by Dr. Cramer. None of the occasional papers or monographs dealt with popu

lation issues. The institute was a cosponsor, however, of a seminar on
 

"Population Policy and African Development" in 1968,
 

The Department of Economics curriculum for the first and second years
 

does not include anything on popularion (except for a brief reference to "poverty.
 

unemployment, limited resources, rapid population growth," 
in describing macro

economic problems of East Africa, in one of the first-year courses).
 

Students in the third year take economic development as a compulsory,
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course, and a demography course is optional. Students also take courses in
 

mathematics in the first year and in economic statistics and mathematics for
 

economists in the second year. These three courses, together with economic
 

development in the third year (all are compulsory), would indeed be useful in
 

producing good economic demographers if "economic demography" were made avail

able as an option in the third year.
 

There is no department of statistics in the university. However,
 

some statistics is taught in the Department of Geography in the form of"quanti

tive methods." There i- a course in statistics in the Department of Sociology
 

and a course in economic statistics in the Department of Economics.
 

Education is divided between the Faculty of Education in the main
 

campus, where education as a discipline is taught, and Kenyatta University
 

College (at what 'sed to be called Kahawa Barrarks), which is a teachers' train

ing college. Ther3 is also an Edi,arLional Research Bureau on the main campus,
 

which is involved not in training but in research. Finally, there is an In

stitute of Adult Studies, offering a Diploma in Adult Education.
 

At the present time there exist no population activities of any kind
 

in any of these institutions.
 

Dr. Kimani, head of geography in Kenyatta University College, stated
 

that the University College will eventually be converted into a separate uni

versity, not only for teachers training, its present function, but for other
 

national needs. It would thus supplement the University of Nairobi.
 

The computer in the university is part of the Computer Center Depart..
 

ment in the Faculty of Engineering. There is a head of department and four
 

lecturers, two of whom deal with systems analysis. There is also a manager for
 

the computer center with two assistants; one looks after handling the data
 

(including supervision of the machine room), and the other looks after the
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computer room. There is a systems programmer, but no data programmers for the
 

time being. Users must do their own programming and otherwise prepare data
 

for the center staff to run. Some statistical packages are available, but no
 

population-related packages.
 

The center's equipment consists of an ICL 1902 16k computer (expected
 

to rise to 32k by mid-1974), a card reader, four magnetic tape decks, a line
 

printer, paper tape reader, paper tape punch, and graph plotter. There is a
 

punch room with three portable punches, five hand punches, six electric punches,
 

and five electric verifiers. The punch room is manned by eight operators and
 

one supervisor. Plans call for converting the center into an independent
 

Institute of Computer Science, with an increased staff.
 

DARSS Activities Outside the University
 

The demographic statistics unit in the Central Statistical Office (CSO)
 

is headed by the government demographer. He is the only person with population
 

training within the unit (M.Sc. in demography, L.S.E.) and devotes the major
 

portion of his time to the Poplab within the Ministry of Finance. A Kenyan
 

national currently studying for an M.Sc. in demography at the London School of
 

Economics is expected to return to the CSO upon completion of his studies next
 

year, and a second may be sent to study at the University of North Carolina.
 

The unit is understaffed in terms of the mounting list of requests for a variety
 

of demographic data and studies from various Kenyan ministries. The final re

port on the 1969 national census has not yet been completed. In addition,
 

there is a need for personnel to carry out an intercensal demographic survey,
 

as well as personnel trained to conduct the population census planned for
 

1979. Contact has been established between the CSO and the director-designate
 

of the Population Studies and Research Center, and the CSO has agreed to
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nominate candidates from among its staff for masters degree training with sup

port from the center.
 

The Ministry of Education has a demographic unit. Its head studied
 

demography at the London School of Economics but did not complete the course
 

successfully. Additional population-trained personnel are needed to relate
 

projected population growth and distribution in Kenya to the needs of educa

tional planning.
 

The family planning evaluation unit within the Ministry of Health
 

is charged with the responsibility of evaluating progress in the Kenyan national
 

family planning program. The unit has available some data processing machines
 

but has had to rely on short-term expatriate personnel. There is need for
 

additional personnel to collccr and analyze baseline demographic data, includ

ing studies on contraceptive usage. The need for trained evaluation personnel
 

has been emphasized by the World Bank loan in support of the national family
 

planning program. The Ministry of Health has been among the most active
 

supporters of the Population Studies and Research Centcr and expects to be able
 

to draw upon its faculty for assif tance.
 

The Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning has been a firm supporter
 

of the establishment of the Population Studies and Research Center. Although
 

the senior economist in the ministry is keenly interested in population, the
 

ministry does not have an economic demographer who could help integrate popu

lation data into Kenya's economic plans.
 

Part of the World Bank's loan to Kenya in support of the national
 

family planning program includes funds for the establishment of a National Family
 

Welfare Center, including a research and evaluation division. The substantive
 

work of this division goes beyond purely demographic concerns into the broader
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areas of population dynamics, family planning management, individual motivation,
 

and program evaluation. The job descriptions of the five senior staff members
 

are shown below as an indication of the broad range of skills needed.
 

Qualifications
 

Division Chief M.A. or 
Ph.D. in one of the related disciplines
 
(sociology, demography, economics, statistics,
 
health science) and graduate training in popu
lation dynamics and family planning, demography,
 
or statistics
 

Senior Research
 
Associates (2) 
 B.A. or MA. similar to those of division head
 

Research
 
Associates (2) College graduates who have had education and
 

training in one of the related disciplines.
 

Some of the senior staff may initially have to be expatriates, in view of the
 

absence of these skills in Kenya at the present time.
 

V. CONCLUSIONS
 

Health and Family Planning
 

A great many outside agencies and governments are helping the govern

ment in its population program and stated aim of redu, ting its high rate of
 

natural increase (3.3 percent). The World Bank has signed an agreement with
 

the government of Kenya for partial support of a new five-year program scheduled
 

to start in 1975.
 

Evaluation of the present program so far has not been satisfactory,
 

as 
the program is quite recent and there is consid-.rable shortage of trained
 

personnel. For reducing the total fertility rate, which is 
7+ (one of the
 

highest in Africa), a more selective approach would appear to be necessary.
 

For instance, very little of the program seems geared to preventing first
 

pregnancies in the teen-age or adolescent group, and health education of young
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people does not appear to be a major priority. One major constraint is the
 

shortage of paramedical staff, but perhaps an equally important constraint is
 

the high level of illiteracy in the country, considered to be perhaps as high
 

as 85 percent (UNESCO standard). in view of the large sums of money involved,
 

it might be important to ascertain more clearly what effect the present program
 

is having on fertility rate,, so that money can be put into areas of the pro

gram that will yield results. The evaluation and research unit of the pro

posed five-year program will be important and should be well monitored, with
 

the Kenya government represented as well as international specialists.
 

Priorities would appear to be training of patamedical and health
 

personnel in general, and not only for family planning. Existing health
 

staff should be not only trained in family planning techniques, but should
 

also be shown the rationile for family planning as a necessary family health
 

component. The encouragement ot women's education should be given high
 

well as health education in 4ll schools. colleges, and institutions
priority, as 


training adolescents. This is a long term measure, which will yield good results
 

eventually and should theit-fore be started as soon as possible.
 

The World Bank has driwn up A detailed plan for a population program
 

for Kenya for the next five ye-irs (1975 79), Obviously a great deal of thought,
 

expertise, and calculation have gone into this plan. Several governments are
 

involved apart from the government of Kenya, which is putting up about $14.3 mil-

lion for operating costs, while seven outside agencies are putting up $14.8 mil

lion in capital costs. This program is going to attract many people, both
 

local and foreign, with foreigners predominating intitally because of the
 

shortage of locally trained health teachers and workers. The Ministry of
 

Health will not have the personnel or the expertise to run the program. In
 

view of the multiplicity of external donors, the government of Kenya will
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probably set up a coordinating board or ministry on which all the donors
 

are represented. It is important that this coordination be done at the local
 

level also, as the enterprise includes the construction of eight community nurse
 

training schools, a national family welfare center, a health education unit,
 

thirty rural health centers, and a ten-year rural health master plan which
 

will include training of nursing teachers (WHO).
 

Much of this involves training and teaching, and it might be organized
 

with help from the University of Nairobi. The Departments of Community Medi

cine, Advanced Nursing, and Sociology and the Child Development Research Unit
 

should contain people able and willing to advise. It will need very careful
 

and efficient administrative organization, and perhaps this is where the
 

Council will be able to help. Evaluation of the program must be built in, with
 

sufficient flexibility to change any part of the program (should it need
 

alteration) at any stage. The objective of better family health might be
 

a more popular objective than that of reducing the population growth rate.
 

Future Needs in DARSS
 

The situation with respect to demogidphy and related social sciences
 

can be summarized in a paradox: much is going on, but little is actually
 

happening. The explanation lies in (i) the multiplicity of and competition
 

among donor agencies and (2) a lack of skills, both local and expatriate, to
 

make judicious use of funds provided by donor agencies. A probably incomplete
 

list of donor agencies currently supporting projects in Kenya includes: SIDA,
 

NORAD, USAID, UNFPA, IBRD, IPPF, Dutch Technical Assistance, PROFAMILIA
 

(West Germany), Ford Foundation, Population Council, and the University of
 

North Carolina.
 

The lack of needed skills is evident in the Ministry of Health and
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the Central Statistical Office, but other examples could be cited as well.
 

There is an evaluation unit within the Ministry of Health charged with
 

responsibility for evaluation studies under the national family planning
 

program. The unit has been provided with machines and expatriate staff, who
 

have since departed. At present there are some forms, some cards, and a key

punch operator, but no evaluation. The World Bank loan, supplemented by
 

other donor agencies, provides for a research and evaluation unit within the
 

national family welfare ccnter, but skilleA Kenyan personnel are desperately
 

needed to conduct management. fertility, and evaluation studies. In the
 

Central Statistical Office, there is one Kenyan demographer who is expected
 

to complete the final report on the 1969 population census, answer requests
 

from several ministries to supply dat-) not reidily available, carry out
 

studies needed for socijl and economic planning, and cooperate with the
 

University of North Carolina Poplib exptriment.
 

Coordination of efforts among the donor agencies is beyond the
 

scope of this report. WhAt follows are some thoughts on a five-year training
 

program to meet the shorta-ge in sktlls, Before making specific. recommenda

tions, two general issues should be addressed.
 

1. Should DARSS gridudte training tike place at home or abroad?
 

This is a real issue, whit, must be considered very carefully. The time is now
 

ripe for graduate training to be undertaken at the home university rather than
 

abroad for the following reasons:
 

- As mentioned elsewhere in this survey, research and graduate train

ing are inseparable. The one should be used to feed the other.
 

- It is important that Kenyans should work for their dissertations
 

with Kenyan data.
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- Local graduate training can be useful in cutting down the effect
 

of the brain drain. It is more likely that a Kenyan with a Ph.D. from Nairobi
 

will start and continue his career in Nairobi than will a graduate from Michi

gan, Princeton, or London.
 

- It is important to take into consideration the problem posed by
 

the brain drain, for it is difficult to plan DARSS staff development effec

tively if graduates disappear to the UN, other agencies, or other countries.
 

Needless to repeat, in the present. situation local staff develop

ment must be preceded by the phased use of expatriate staff,
 

2. It is imoortant that graduate training should be a joint re

sponsibility of a certer for population research and the appropriate dis

ciplinary department. A graduate student should be jointly supervised by a 

staff member, say from sociology or economics, and a research staff member 

from the center. And it is in the center in particular that graduate train

ing and the center's research program should be mdrried. Such a marriage 

is a basic prerequisite for the healthy development of DARSS, The center 

should draw a master research plan, Gradu-Lte students should then be used 

to cover certain parts of this matter plan for their M.A. or Ph.D. disser

tatiois. The students should take part in designing the particular survey, 

the schedule, the tabulation program, and so on. In this way they would go 

through all the problems that face a researcher in the field, in data
 

processing, and in data analysis. When they received their M.A. or Ph.D.
 

they would be ready to be effective demographers in posts either in or out

side the university.
 

Because of the absence, at the present time, of qualified Kenyan
 

demographers to run such graduate training, the following paragraphs will
 

look into the types of skills required and try to -rrlve at a feasible
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recruitment plan.
 

Department of Sociology. One sociologist-demographer, whose duties
 

would be:
 

(a) to supervise three to four Ph.D. and M.A. candidates,
 

courses
(b) to introduce two more courses so that there would be three 


available for sociologists at the undergraduate level: an introductory course
 

in demography in the second year, a course in technical demography, and another
 

in social demography in the third year, and
 

(c) to conduct research as part of a master research plan in the Popu

lation Studies and Research Center.
 

Department of Economics. One economic-demographer, whose duties would
 

be:
 

(a) to introduce an undergraduate course in economic demography in
 

the third year, for economists,
 

(b) to introduce an MWA, economics program with specialization in
 

economic demography,
 

(c) to supervise three to four Ph.D. and M.A. candidates,
 

(d) to assist the Ministry of Finance and Planning to incorporate a
 

population component into economic planning (this should be his main research
 

activity), and
 

(e) to generally create the necessary awareness for this type of
 

skill, both in the university and in government ministries other than the plan

ning ministry.
 

Population Studies and Research Center. One senior formal demographer,
 

whose duties would be:
 

(a) to act as advisor to the director of the center,
 



(b) to draw, in connection with the director, a master research
 

plan for the center, in accordance with national needs,
 

(c) to draw a five-year master plan for graduate training (M.A..Iand
 

Ph.D.) to meet the university and the government sectors, and
 

(d) to supervise three to four graduate students.
 

One statistician-demographer, whose duties would be:
 

(a) to set up the organization and procedures for the evaluation unit
 

of the family planning program in the Ministry of Health,
 

(b) to initiate the evaluation program, and
 

(c) to supervise three to four Ph.D. and M.A. candidates, particularly
 

in technical demography and evaluation programs.
 

The advantages of this plan are: it will not entail extra costs to
 

the departments during the anticipated period of external funding; it will
 

create an important skill presently lacking in the Department of Economics;
 

it will ensure continuity of demography teaching in the Departments of Sociology
 

and Economics; and it will strengthen the ties between the departments and the
 

center. As noted earlier' twenty-four to thirty two students will have com

pleted M.A. or Ph.D. degrees by the end of the first five years of the center's
 

operation. Of the graduates, possibly four or five would be retained by the
 

university, partly to replace expatriate staff and partly to meet the anticipated
 

increase in demands for their skills in other parts of the university. Other
 

graduates are expected to be employed by such government agencies as the Cen

tral Statistical Office, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Ministry of Health,
 

Ministry of Education, Ministry of Agriculture, and by the private sector.,
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The role of the Population Studies and Research Center. The follow

ing is a summary of the role that the Population Studies and Research Center
 

should play in developing DARSS.
 

I. The center should be used as a vehicle to establish DARSS
 

training in the departmentsof the university both at the undergraduate and
 

postgraduate levels, rather than as an end in itself.
 

2. The center should prepare a master research plan to serve a dual
 

purpose: (1) to fill in gaps in demographic knowledge about East Africa in
 

general and Kenya in particular, and (2) to be a training field for the graduate
 

program.
 

as a leader and advisor for all interested
3. The center should act 


institutions in the country.
 

4. It should aim to coordinate activities of relevant institutions.
 

5. It should not attempt to monopolize research but should encourage
 

and give expert advice to researchers in other departments.
 

6. The center should give advice to the relevant ministries on popu

lation issues, until these ministries have their own population specialists.
 

7. It should aim not only to satisfy existing demands in the govern

ment ministries for DARSS specialists but also to create such a demand where
 

necessary.
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LIBERIA 

Marjorie Nicol, M.D. 

1. 	COUNTRY SETTING 

The Republic of Liberia lies on the west coast of tropical Africa 

in what was formerly known aq Upper Guinea. The 350-mile coastline is 

bounded on the northwest by th, ropublic of Sierra Lrone, on the north by 

Guinea, and on the east by Ivory Coast. Most of its A3,0()0 square miles are 

in the dense rain fores t bet wiciih gives way in the northwoi. to a plateau 

region of grassland and open park-Iike country. Th,-to arc ,d fw mountains 

in the eastern and western parts, th, highnst peak being just ovar 6,000 feet. 

Considerable iron ore d-posir- and a fww othcr min-rals at, found. Rubber, 

coffee, and piassava (hcmp) aro the chief agricultural produtLs. 

The population of Liboria waq ,stimared at 1.67 million in 1973, but a 

new census is now; being takcn. Somr r0(,'nt fIQgr;4s for 19 3 Lo.timared thre 

crude birth rate at 50 and the c rude d--ath rate at 23 p.-r thousand. The popu

latinn growth rate was cstimatd at 2.7 purcent. 'lh- infant mortality rate 

is very high, estimated at about 188 pat thousand liv hittrrh tor the whole 

country. Accurate figur(s ar, difficult to obtain, bcas- many births and 

deaths go unrecorded. Life ,-xpecrtancy is eqtimatd at around 50. The per

centage of people living in thr towns is around 29.5 perr.nt, many of whom live 

in the capital --Monrovia -- and one or two smaller towns. The majority live 

in villages or in farming areas n-ar th, towns. 

The history of Lib-ria is intprrsting because, unlike most African 

an
countries, it was not colonized by a European power, It came into being as 
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independent state following the founding of the American Colonization Society
 

After
in 1816 for the resettlement of freed blacks from the United States. 


several skirmishes, more with the British than the French, its present bound

aries were fixed. It is ruled mainly by the descendants of these early
 

settlers, formerly called Americo-Liberians. The majority of the inhabitants,
 

however, belong to several tribal groups, such as the Kru, Mudingo, Vai,
 

Bassa, and Kpelle. The Vai is one of the rare African tribes that still
 

uses an original script.
 

More than half the people profess some form of Christianity. There
 

are also some Muslims and a few pagan tribes in the interior. Although no
 

figures are available, illiteracy is considered to be very high, especially
 

the new governin the rural areas. Schools are being built in remote areas, as 


ment feels this is the key to national development.
 

The economy, which was growing fairly rapidly about ten years ago,
 

now has a very slow growth r-ite of 1.percent or less. The per capita income
 

in 1972 was thought to be U.S.$250. The country as a whole, apart from
 

Monrovia (population 100,000), remains untouched by development. There are
 

few roads and no other towns of any size. The new government of President
 

find outside assistance to
Tolbert is doing its best against great odds to 


diversify the country's economic base. (Previously Liberia's economy was
 

closely tied to the operations of the Firestone Rubber Company of the United
 

States, one of the main comparties in the country.)
 

II. HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

The Ministry of Healtb, only recently founded, does not have any
 

stated policy on population, although the new minister, Mr. Bright, an
 

articulate lawyer, is aware of the new figures, including the high infant
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mortality rate. aie sees th provision and imiptov, m,,t at -ah ,i re - 

,aspuc ially in the Long-neg, octd rural areas - - as one Of t h urgent priorities 

of the government. Recruiting tuitablci health c--ii trainoi. who will remain 

in the ror t1 area, is another of hiz prior'iti,'.s, alth igh th, ,,o,m try-wide 

shortage of h.alth personne l and tho- highr salari',- ,'Ll-i-.d in tirbmn and 

areas will make such rccruitmonL difficult. A Five -Y,-ir Dtvfelopmentmining 

Program is being drawn up in which Miinisttr Bright m tvt r o i,i hnludo a 

favorable statement on family pl ,nning. 

USAID starred a hl ailth train i g progrm itr. Li h wih ,'h a 

numb " of midwive. and mAat ra and li Id hl 110 w. Ik, ' W, I . tri n. d ev- ry 

yoar, with family p.anning part t this training. 1', t,i .I y. , this 

projct was di scont in,,cd Ia.st V, J . According t,, th, CSAID ipr.,- , t ative in 

Monrovia, USAID is now oncr rs ing ittt at(.,1 to1 0' i . L om.' af the 

e(.( t r. -- agrict-[gural innovaitton, puhlii -tdm r) r-ti, a ,. ,,,d' tlinsportation. 

It is unfortunate that LSAiD noli. v in rtgard Io ail h hgnd b, re local 

healt'h resources had be, n d.. lopid . r r, i- , rtag- drugs 'Ind of 

tr'in.id manpower to staf cv-ln rudimrn tir h. ilh .-. vi,., -- i, t ru1l areas. 

Outside of %1onrovia, wit th,- -. (, ptiion f r .;,-r ot.tanding 

mission hospitals, health car a sfrv c-s a -,r- N. i v I udJT11- 'nt-n ifd,, d, and in 

moct C(-se nonexi tent. Th, I-ibr '-r- ct. -. t* " rlg p r sonit I 

f.r h-:alth care services in r.nral tjr.,is huv-i ro t it L Wit , ,.o ,-s, po-sibly 

becauise they have boen fashionod on mod., I. in mr.' dvaulop. d , auntri,,s or 

hav, been planned by wi.lI-m.aning pi .pl, who hlv. lit I -nd. t ' ,nding of the. 

sitat ion. A major con traint i- h.- paucit y of .u.-.,,t i ,I f-ut lit ios out-id' 

it ,th- ca-pital , a sitation th:,, hip. l,: ly b, irig mar - id ind- r Pr., idrnt 

Tolbert. Both child and dii It diid]:C, t ton -,r. pri ot I I-I'.- By , v ,ig an adequate 

5 
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number of semiliterate adults with a short training in hygiene and nutrition,
 

as well as indigenous midwives and trainee midwives also instructed in hygiene
 

and simple home nursing, a good deal of basic health care could be provided
 

in the remote parts of the country. This appears to be one of the most im

portant health priorities of the country.
 

III. POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

There is no stated population policy of the Liberian government in
 

terms of the need to increase or decrr:tase the population. On the whole there
 

is a general feeling among most members of the cabinet that the country needs
 

people, and it is very unlikely that family planning for demographic
more 


purposes would be acceptable. At the moment it is regarded only as a health
 

measure, to counter the high infant and maternal mortality, and to improve the
 

health of the children.
 

However, the president stated in May 1973 in the course of a public
 

address that: "It would be self-defeating to advocate thc raising of living
 

standards whilst at the same time denying the need for qualitative growth.
 

impor.ant as reaponsible fiscal policy."
Responsible parenthood is just as 


of the local
This has been interpret-d as a favorabl. rrspnnse to the E-ffotzt 

Family Planning Association. a volunt-iry Association funded by IPPF. 

small group of people in 1956
Population conc;ern started among q 

following a visit from a representative from the Pathfinder Fund. Meetings 

were held, a Family Planning Association waq formed, and a small clinic was 

opened with help from Pathfinder. The clinic was run by a small local com-

In 1966 the IPPF started to support the association,
mittee for ten years. 


and the work greatly expanded.
 

The FPA is active, operating eleven clinics -- three in Monrovia and
 

(two of which are in mining areas). Last year
eight in the rural areas 
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Mr. Foday Massaquoi, a faithful voluntee.r, was appoint.d Pxrlutivo secrtary. 

The IPPF supports the association with $63,000 por year, SO,O00 being raised 

locally.
 

The Broad Street Clinic. tho! main on-' in Monrovia. is opon daily, 

with a Saturday clinic for men. It is a mullipuirpo o clintc, offIring all 

types of contraception, nutrition, ante-natal sprviq,is., and irl.lrtility in

ve-stigations, plus doing a cons idorablk amount -'ft>-iwhtnv and p,;blic educa

t-ion. Th.- FPA realized from th. b,'ginning th--t b, hII:-flt cdr! Ls not 

w.-01 dov,.loped in Lik.rL, family pl-inntng cannot h oft.-rt-d a- a seprate 

,-rvice but must bo part of ,i wid,.r systnm of holth c;tr,, Throlorti, in 

order to offer family planning, th.' widor sorioa mu-t jl,-o b- oft.ercl. This 

has caused some troublt with IPPF, which bj,-ct to ising it.s re-sourcos on 

ntrition and othpr service? indirectly r..lat .d t'o fmilh plinning. 

It seems clear that th- t ime has com,, f. r g v-3rrr- rt to t-ke over 

,th'- family planning service,, as p-itt of -i larg-r cumpri. n-iv ,'yst.-imof 

health car,. Therce is - fully tr-,in .d f.jll-timo H'-jtrh Ed,, .t,.r paid by the 

FPA who will probably bt- ijs.d by th- gov-rnjn-nt it- di,(-it- p-ir-Im,-dical 

porsonnal, teachers, and w, lfArt work,-r- about family planning, among other 

thtngq. A laboratory has re.nl b,-'n stir-ta-d at th, mdin ( linic to do pap 

imears. 

In 1971, the latest year for which figures ar, available, the total 

nimber of new clients was 8,739. Of thes-: 1.725 wire- at,-.ptors of. contra

teptives, while 4,398 came for basic nurrition advi:, and 'sistanco. Of these, 

at least 654 were prospectiva contr-ic.-ptive (li.nt,. It s.;-ms n,,otssary to 

contirnue with the nutrit:ion work of th.: .liniv', to diaw wnuld.be, a.ceptors for 

contraceptive serviceq. An addit.ion-Il 888 clientn -ought irl',rttlity counsel

ing, and 680 came for ant-.natal advic->. 

http:wnuld.be
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In clinics of the Liberian FPA, the pill was by far the most popular
 

contraceptive method (79 percent of all acceptors), with the IUD second (20 per
 

cent). Condoms are distributed free. There is a shortage of all contracep

tives, but the commercial field is opening up. The public demand for these
 

services appears to be growing. it is, however, much lower in rural areas,
 

as might be expected. The FPA of Liberia is the only body offering contracep

tive services to the public. 
 (They also run the MCH family planning clinic
 

at the JFK hospital complex.) It is hoped that the government will increase
 

its support of and eventually take over, responsibility for family planning
 

services. Supplies of most contraciptives are easily bought commercially over
 

the counter, but they are much more expensive than those sold by the FPA.
 

Contraceptive services could be extended much further if cheaper supplies
 

were available.
 

For seven years the associhtion has had the same president, Mrs.
 

Mae Kellar, a vital, intelligent social worker, who is in charge of the
 

social. services at the maternity section of the JFK complex. All the nurses
 

have been to the United States Ftr sh.t courses in f-imiLy planning. More 

nurses could be used, and the trtaning of field workers is just beginning.
 

The health educators are very well trairted in the United States and seam to 

be making an impact in Monrovia. Th3 future of the association will depend 

on government support and the organizdtion of a health care system to cover 

the remote areas of the country.
 

At the moment the family planning problem is mainly an urban one,
 

and services could usefully be ext-nded within Monrovia and its environs.
 

Public education also needs to be xtc.nded, along with a health e.ducation
 

program in all teaching instituttons. Most of the civil and political leaders
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are generally aware of the problem, but th-re ar-, othr mor urgent priorities
 

in the health field, 
and health itself lags behind s.-rol ochr pr.iorities
 

in the minds of government leaders. R.-arch and evaluntion n.od to be done.
 

There are a fow privarp doctors in Monrovii who of t r family planning
 

services to the middle class.
 

IV. UNIVERSITY DATA 

The main insti tutions of higher lWarning arth LOn of
niv.rsity 


Liberia, establishod in 1951 in MonrovLa, and Ctti gor, C'll.gn. liberal
a 

-Airs (hurch-owned uollog. Tbout 140 milis 
from Mlonr vi, n -t Cap.p Palmas. 

The University of Libu:ria is th fotmqet Lib.ri-, Coltig " whi,.h wi.n fundod 

in 1862 by President Roberts. At fitst it wn- -,pp,1-d by Ir s!tf as of
 

Donations of Boston, Massahy:s-tvb, ind rh.- BodrJ 
 ,A N.w York Colonization
 

SociEty. The govurnm. 
. ,ofIL ii.l a ..-.m d K l1 spp,,rr I th- rll.,g. in
 

1900. In 
 spite of many handit apk it 'ont in,-d t , opor unt i b dn Act
 

of Parliament, in 1951, it b.o(mn thn 
Uni,. r'ity ,f ih]t i-, with Dr. J,
 

Ma, Bond as its first protdnt, It 1 -rring-d or th- Am-', .'ar, oll-gLat. 

,yst-.m. and the College of Lih-ral :,nd Fir 
 Ar'b (a f., ,-v- t d. gr-<: coorse) 

has a Department of Anthropology ond Sor'iologv among -vo-,lr,'hor dapatrt

ments. There is also a Coll.g-i of Agri,-,lrurn n'd , Coil ti Law, E, 

Teacher-Training College, an lnwLttit- of Afr iar, Stodt-- arnd an Extr.
 

mural Division. At pres.nt: tho university has 1.400 .:d. nts of whom 314
 

are women. The majority of thb bridarits liv". off -Ymp,-, a, dormitory facil

ities are 
only provided for a small number. Tho gnv-r'no-n.t suppor-q the
 

university, but three United Nations ag.nct., also hKip 
 as will as USAID.
 

There are also two other teac.h.r trminiQg instit,'rions 4nd on.- tnc'hnicl
 

training institute.
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A Demographic Unit headed by a UNFPA-funded demographer, Dr. Srivas

tava, was established within the Department of Sociology and Anthropology in
 

November 1973. A course in population studies was offered in 1973, with five
 

are being offered in 1974 by Dr. Srivastava
students attending. Two courses 


-- an introduction to population studies and an introduction to population
 

analysis. In addition, two Liberian members of the department, Dr. H. Jeffer

son Taplah and Thomas Ken, are working in the area of family sociology and
 

both have an interest in related demographic topics. Dr, Ken is studying
 

marriage patterns and child rearing in urban and rural Liberia.
 

A good deal of demographic data is available from the five.-year
 

Population Growth Survey carried out between 1969 and 1972 with USAID support.
 

The survey, conducted under the auspices of the Department of Planning and
 

Economic Affairs of the Government of Liberia collected data on infant mor

tality rates, fertility rates, migration, household composition, and general
 

population trends. It employed a dual record system based on resident regis-


A good deal of the data has been analyzed and
trars and six-monthly surveys. 


published by the department, but more could be done at the university. In
 

addition, the 1974 census will provide even more data.
 

The School of Medicine
 

The new School of Medicine, part of the University of Liberia, pro

duced its first graduates, four M.D,'s, in December 1973. It started in 1968
 

as a cooperative project between the Liberian and Italian governments. In
 

1970 it merged with the University of Liberia and was renamed the Achille
 

Dogliotti College of Medicine, after an Italian philanthropist. Although the
 

run by an advisory board (of which the dean is secretary),
School of Medicine is 


the ultimate governing body is the board of trustees of the University of
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Liberia. The first head of the School of Medicine was Dr. Luigi Losano, 

professor of physiology of the University of Turin, who teturned for five months 

in 1973. The A. Dogliotti Foundation is supporting one full-time professor, 

and WHO has also promised to support one- Preclinical teaching appears to be
 

somewhat inadequate due to lack of staff. 

The iohn F. Kennedy Hospital, less than two miles from the medical 

school, serves as the teaching- hospital for the college, and the chief medi

cal officer of the hospital is associate dean of the college The TFK complex 

is a well-enuipped. fairly 'e,, American hosoital witl 421 heds and ample 

clincal macerial for teachin2 medical students The teaching staff consists 

of a mixture of Liberians (traicd mostly in European medical schools) and 

Americans. Some of the staff are ell qualifled, others are newly qualified 

and acting as part-time instructors The shortage- ot teaching staff is criti

cal. For instance, there is only one pathologist for the whiole country. 

The School of ,ledlcine consists of a two story building containing 

the four preclinical departments with classroom lallities, a laboratory, and 

a library, There is a dormitory for thirt, seven students uith dining room, 

lounge and study; a four room bunigalow that houses the administrative offices 

of the college, a warehouse, an animal house, and a laundry 

St. Joseph's Hospital, a new 100 bed hospital is also situated on the 

site. It is run by a group of doctors and nuns who have no teaching responsibi

lity, as all clinical teaching is at present done at the ,IFK Hospital. 

The new dean of the School of Medicine is Dr T Daramola. a Niger.

ian, who until last year was assistant professor of communily medicine at the
 

University of Lagos. He and his Liberian wife have Canadian medical degrees
 

and excellent postgraduate degrees he in community health and she in physi

ology. He is trying very hard to recruit staff, especially preclinical staff, 
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but as there is a world wide shortage, he has not been very successful. He has
 

recruited a highly qualified and experienced obstetrician and gynecologist,
 

formerly on the staff of Ibadan. Daramola contributed an article to Caldwell's
 

Population of Tropical Africa on "Family Planning Attitudes in Lagos." He has
 

also participated in a WHO statistics study and written a paper on "Data Proces

sing as a Part of the Curriculum in the Field of Health."
 

WHO has asked Professor Ade Grillo, dean of the School of Medicine at
 

Ife and a well-known Nigerian anatomist, to submit a report on the Liberian
 

School of Medicine and the JFK Hospital.
 

The educational system in general needs strengthening, and the School
 

of Medicine is in a rather precarious state. The next few years will be criti

cal for its survival. There seems to be promising ground for experimentation
 

with the teaching of medicine in the tropics, concentrating on medical assistants
 

rather than doctors, and for developing new approaches to community health.
 

The Tubman National Institute
 

The Tubman National Institute of Medical Arts, established by a United
 

States public health service team some twenty-five years ago, is an important

sounding name for what is in fact a training school for nurses, sanitarians, and
 

medical assistants. Health education, started in 1956, has since lapsed, and
 

family planning as such is not taught. The superintendent, Mrs. Yaidoo, has said
 

that there are plans for including family planning in the curriculum of the School
 

of Nursing. The standards do not seem high, or even adequate, to provide nur

sing and paramedical staff for a teaching or other reasonably good hospital.
 

The Liberian government has decided to join the institute with the
 

School of Medicine. Although linking the two would seem logical in order to
 

raise the standards at TNIMA, there is reluctance to do so, since the five-year
 

old medical school has not yet justified its existence.
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Cuttington, Co I legal 

after an AmericanCuttington Collage: founded in 1889, was named 

It
president of the Episcopal Church, a mi-sionAry who worked in Liberia. 


lO miles from Monrovia and is
is a small, well-established c,liege about 

owned by the A.M.E. Episcopal Chur-,h. its tot-l student body is 313 and it 

to 1950.)
staffed mainl.y by expatriat 

- . (It was closed from 1929
is 


:ollege, it now offers liberal artsOriginally founded as a thi.lgicl 

a School ofand science courses and includes a Sch.;'l 'f Business and 


Nursing. 

The School of Nursing -qtCuttington (started in 1966) is associated 

with the Phebe Mission HospLtal nr.arby and is of a relatively high standard. 

courses are offered for d R.N., midwife, and practical nurse.Nursing 

There is also training for lab.7ratory techniaians. 

future of Cutti, t'n College-. z sonewhot prz-:ariouis since itThe 

and church s,,urc:s. An appealis entirely dependent on privat.-" donations 

for funds has recently h . ljun, h- d in tha United States -is wcll as in 

Liberia. Many succe.ssful Lib riar- ar-, Citr.itgton alumni. 

In the School of Nursir.g .'reicjln, h =i l th 2du,:atlon is very im

for their children. Rec-rtly, program 

portant, and family plannir, is t. ':ght r:,, al. grad-'-" of nurses. Mothers are 

admitted routinely with s4ick hildri r, r-d ara taight hcw to feed and care 

an outrach has beirt started in which 

nurses and laboratory trxchnician. trav-l to suirroundirtg villages to provide 

program i f,indnd by th;- Librian govrnment. A goodhealth care,. This 

program of rural health car2 could ba based heri, provided sufficip.nt
 

resourses could be found.
 

http:sufficip.nt


V. CONCLUSION
 

The University of Liberia and its small School 
of Medicine may be
 

regarded as a negative institution within the 
framework of population teaching/
 

Much will
 
research, but with some possibility of developing 

in this field. 


depend on the quality of the available staff 
and students, both in the demo-


Very little teaching is being done
 graphic and medical family planning field. 


The only viable programs in family planning are 
offered privately
 

at present. 


either by the Family Planning Association(IPPF) 
or in the health education
 

family planning program at the Nurses Training 
School attached to Cuttington
 

College.
 

At present some evaluation of the work of the 
local Family Planning
 

Personnel training at all levels is much needed.
 
Association seems necessary. 


A start could be made by recruiting training 
from among the Liberian students
 

studying abroad, especially in the United 
States, who would like to return
 

home if there were suitable jobs available,
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NIGERIA
 

Rocco A. de Pietro, Jr. and Thomas K. Burch
 

I. COUNTRY SETTING
 

With over 60 million people, Nigeria is perhaps the seventh largest
 

nation in the world in terms of population, and by far the largest nation in
 

Africa. It is roughly twice as large as Egypt, which has approximately 37 mil

lion people. It also has relative economic strength among developing nations,
 

and the potential, including resources such as oil, for substantial further
 

economic development. Its size and economic strength will no doubt make it
 

one of the most important nations of Africa in the decades ahead.
 

Population looms large in any assessment of Nigeria's current situa

tion and its future prospects. The southern, coastal regions of the country
 

are densely settled, and crowding is manifest both in rural areas and cities.
 

The cities themselves are growing rapidly, and in some cases have become quite
 

large without adequate housing, transportation, or other necessities of orderly
 

urban development. The crude birth rate of Nigeria is high, at least 50 per
 

thousand, and has shown no signs of decline. Data on mortality are scarce,
 

since Nigeria does not have an adequate vital registration system, but estimates
 

of life expectancy at birth would place it at approximately forty years. The
 

crude death rate is approximately 20 to 25, suggesting an annual rate of in

crease of 2.5 to 3.0 percent. In short, the population of Nigeria is growing
 

rapidly, with no signs of imminent slowing of that growth. For at least two
 

decades Nigeria will experience all of the social and economic problems asso
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ciated with rapid population increase. Special problems arise in connection with
 

the long-standing drought conditions of the southern Saharan region (the Sahel),
 

which has had some effect in the northr'rn parts of the country.
 

Considerable interest attaches to population, as witnessed by the all

out national effort in connection with the 1973 Nigerian census, taken in the
 

fall of that year. A massive tffort was made to conduct an accurate census,
 

an 
effort involving considerable public education and information. With the
 

release of provisional figure, in May 1974, public attention has remained at a 

high level. Indeed the accuracy of the provisional results has become a focus 

of political controversy, The early results of the census gave a total popu

lation for Nigeria of 79.76 million. This figurp was larger than expected and
 

implied such things as a lower figurc for ppr capita income than had been 
cur

r-nt. 
 The more serious problems, howevr, relate to internal distribution.
 

Provisional figures show txtr~mely rapid growth for the six northern states 

(especiallv' the three in which Haisa predominate) -- approximately 51 million 

in 1973 compared to approximatE-ly 30 million in 1963, for an average annual
 

growth rate of about 5.5 pcrci-nt By contrast, th& six southern states, where 

Yoruba and Ibo predominate, are r;-portcd as having grown from approximately
 

26 million to only 28 million i.n19/3, for an annual rate of only I percent. At
 

1cast two populous southern states, nam,-ly, Mid-Western and South-Eastern, were
 

reported as having slight dclines
 

It is widely bclicved that the figures for the northern states have 

been grossly exaggerated for political and economic reasons. General Gowon's
 

announcement that Nigeria would not return to civilian rule in 
1976 was one
 

major consequence of the controversy surrounding the census.
 

The government to date has not focussed on population growth as a major
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problem. In the second national development plan for 1970-74, the following
 

policy stance is put forward: "given the promising resource base of the economy
 

... what seems appropriate ... is for the government to encourage the citizens
 

to develop a balanced view of the opportunities for individual family planning
 

on a voluntary basis ..." There is, in fact, considerable family planning
 

activity but no full-scale governmental program.
 

II. HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

The leading causes of mortality and morbidity in Nigeria are infec

tious diseases, communicable diseases and illnesses associated with malnutrition.
 

According to officials of the Lagos City Council Health Department, the leading
 

causes of death among children are pneumonia, gastro-enteritis, and malaria.
 

is associated with the biological function of childbearing:
Morbidity among women 


anemia, postpartum hemorrhage, obstructed labor, and infection.
 

Other major health problems include hypertension, measles, cerebral

vascular accident, hepatic failure, tetanus, convulsion, infective hepatitis,
 

cancer, and menigitis.
 

The chief medical advisor to the federal government noted the four
 

highest health priorities: (1) training of health manpower, especially more
 

doctors; (2) controlling communicable diseases; (3) developing environmental
 

health programs; and (4) expanding basic health services.
 

State health ministries spend most of their budgets for the recurrent
 

Although policies emphasize the
expenditures of government health facilities. 


need to develop preventive services, funds are spent mainly on curative services.
 

Government programs include expansion of the medical schools, development of
 

teaching hospitals in all the states, and construction of institutes of child
 

health in all states. Through the Institute of Child Health in Lagos, the
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Federal Health Ministry is also supporting the development of MCH and family
 

planning programs.
 

Doctors are highly concentrated in urban areas, especially at the uni

versity teaching hospitals There are about 3,000 medical practitioners and
 

about 15,000 registered nurses in Nigeria, The population per doctor is
 

Even in urban areas
about I per 27,000. In rural areas it is much worse. 

the majority of doctors are inaccessible to the poor. Retired midwives, herbal-

In most major citiesists, and local chemists become the poor people's doctors. 


and large towns there are state or general hospitals staffed by doctors, nurses, 

and technicians. Of course, outside of the capital city of any state, the
 

staff becomes slimmer with some having only a single doctor, several nurses, and
 

no laboratory assistants. 

in rural areas, therc ar, heialth centers run by nursing sisters with 

community nurses and midwives attached. Nigeria no longer trains Grade II mid

wives, many of whom now run priva.L- maternity homes. Dispensaries are also found 

state to state. Surprisin rural areas. Their quality varics greatly from 


s art found in the north. In the south some have
ingly, some of the better on 


been observed to be without drugs for months. Medical health officers make
 

weekly visits to health centers and ptriodically check on the dispensaries.
 

Although each of 	the six medical schools is currently turning out fewer
 

thi: goal is for each to turn out 200 by 1980. With
than 200 doctors per ycar, 

the rate of medical school expansion, the goal seems within reach at least by 

1985. After completing the bachclor and mast'or of surgery degrees at Nigerian 

medical schools, the pattern is for doctors to go for advanced degrees in England 

and Scotland. Nigerian medical schools are beginning to grant advanced medical 

df:gr:Ps, but are much less prUl'rred than foreign schools.
 

Most stage governments and univc.rsities have schools of basic nursing.
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Nigeria trains its
Ife and Ibadan also have university degree courses for nurses. 


own tutors and nurse administrators. However, Nigeria still does not offer a
 

The government
course equivalent to the British state certified midwife (S.C.M). 


has plans to build a School of Nursing which would include family planning as 
a
 

post-basic course.
 

III. 	 POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

Prospects for family planning in Nigeria have been both helped and hin

dered by the census results. In a prepared speech read by the Western State
 

Military Governor, the Nigerian head of state, General Yakubu Gowon, made his
 

The Daily Sketch, the
 
first formal statement in support of population control. 


an editorial an explanation for the
 
Western State government newspaper, sought in 


"The experts should concentrate on the Western
 
population decrease in the west: 


was
 
State where there has been a big drop in population to establish whether it 


because its 1963 figure was bloated or whether the people of the state have been
 

too ardent in embracing the idea of family planning."
 

The new and serious political problems precipitated by the census 	result
 

An
 
come at a time when Nigeria's economic prospects have never been 

brighter. 


official of the Ministry of Mines and Power estimated revenue 
from oil exports at
 

about 18 million dollars per day. Nigeria's major economic problems in the next
 

five years will not result from capital deficiencies, but from a lack of skilled
 

manpower to plan and manage development projects, particularly in the 
states.
 

The next five years should see significant growth of public health and
 

family planning research, training, and service activities at 
the six Nigerian
 

Within the past two years, medical schools at R-nin and 
Ife
 

medical schools. 


have been launched. Both are committed to revamping health care in their state,
 

including the provision of family planning as part of maternal 
and child health
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services. The Lagos Medical Faculty has already begun extending MCH services,
 

including family planning, to Lagos and North-Western states and has plans to
 

in the South-Eastern and North-Central states. The
organize similar services 


Ibadan Medical Faculty has extended comprehensive health services to parts of the
 

Western state and has plans to develop joint MCIIH projects with Kwara and Benue-


Plateau states. To help implement these programs, various categories of medical
 

and paramedical personnel will have to be trained to provide a full range of
 

health services including family planning.
 

Nigeria's moderate national population policy of providing family 

planning as a voluntary social welfare sErvice for mothers is not likely to be 

modified considerably in the n xt four-year-plan (1975-78). Nigeria does in

t.cnd, howevcr, to set up the National Population Council called for in the 

present plan, which would have as a major objective the coordination of external 

aid for population and family planning. 

Family Planning Council of Nigeria
 

With about sevEnty clinics in cltvi:n states, the FPCN is the largest 

provider of family planning s.rvlcs in Nigcria. It scrves about 12,000 new 

patients annually, mostly with the pill. Although most of its clinics and pa

tients are in the six southern stat-s, it has made several inroads in the north
 

-- particularly in Benue-Plateau, Kward, and North-Eastern states.
 

The Council employs over 120 full-time ficldworkers, most of whom are
 

based at Lagos, Ibadan, and Benin. In addition, it also employs five full-time
 

information officers and an evaluation officer. The Council has had national
 

awareness campaigns (using mass media and fieldworkers) and has received funds
 

for another campaign directed at men. They have been successful in attracting
 

leadership and public attention to family planning issues through their informa

tion activities,
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The Council receives over 90 percent of its resources from IPPF and
 

other foreign agencies.
 

IV. 	 UNIVERSITY DATA
 

Nigeria currently has five major universities: Ahmadu Bello Univer

sity, University of Ibadan, University of Ife, University of Lagos, and the
 

University 	of Nigeria. The University of Benin has recently been established
 

and there 	are pressures from other states for additional universities. En

rollments 	range between 2,000 and 3,000 students; all are expected to increase
 

over the 	next five years. There is tremendous public pressure for higher edu

cation and 	abundant government funds for major capital expenditures.
 

A. Medical Schools
 

All the medical schools teach some family planning and population
 

dynamics, but course content is decided upon by individual departments and thus
 

varies greatly in quality and intensity. Lagos, Ife, and Enugu medical schools
 

have begun on a small scale to integrate family planning and population dynamics
 

into their 	basic curricula.
 

The Nigerian head of state has publicly called for the medical schools
 

to each produce 1,000 new doctors by 1980. As the six medical schools combined
 

are presently turning out only 400 new doctors a year, most deans feel this goal
 

is unrealistic. The training of more doctors, however, remains a major medical
 

school 	objective which is fully in harmony with Health Ministry goals.
 

Since medical school research priorities are largely left to indi

viduals, prospects for family planning research rest as much with individuals
 

as with their institutions. Although some deans would like to see this trend re

versed, few are powerful enough to do much about it. Both as a research topic
 

and health service, family planning has been very much legitimized by its favor
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able association with dynamic leaders of the Nigerian medical profession.
 

University of Ibadan
 

Faculty of Medicine
 

In tile past five years, thert has been substantial growth of public 

hEalth and family planning research and training. A few exceptionally strong 

department heads have piloted these dv-lopments. They are: Professor O.A. 

Ojo, head of the department of obstetrics and gynecology; Professor B.K. 

Adadevoh, former head of the department of chemical pathology; Professor T.O. 

Ogunle-i, former head of th- d&partmcnt oi medicine and head of the Ibarapa 

Pioject; and Prof. A.O. Lucas, formt.r h.3d of the dcpartme.nt of preventive and 

social medicine. 

Prof. Adadevoh's tidid of sp,:ciality is rEproductive biology and thus
 

his major activities will not b, d,:scrib.'d in this report. He is cited prin

cipally for his contribution to int-rdi-cLplinary research and training. 

Department of Obstetric and (; nologv 

Prof Ojo is an '.n, ig-tic )nd h-ird working physician who demands from 

his staff the samE high standdrd of pcriormance he scts for himself. His well

administered program is an objett l -stun in tht: pardmount importancr of strong 

top lEv l leadership in thp succ.-ssful ,'XICtLin of divclopmrnt projects in 

Nigeria. Within his dcpartment, Prof, Ojo has devolop..-d a national training 

program for medical and paramedical personnul in family planning methods and has 

iritiated a small but expanding contr ¢.-ptivc, research program. 

The Ford ,oundation-fundtd training program, which was initially de

signed to train the 600 staff nurse-s of the Western state government, almost 

immediately attracted the attention of other states. All but three of the 

twelve have sent trainees to Ibadan, with Benue-Plat.au and North-Eastern exhibit

http:Benue-Plat.au
http:dcpartme.nt
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ing the most enthusiasm.
 

Persistent problems for Ojo are inadequate provision for assisting
 

lack of built-in
trainees once they have returned to their posts, and the 


guarantees that state governments will institutionalize the newly acquired skills
 

Ojo insists that their skills will eventually be used, even though
of trainees. 


there might be a considerable time lag.
 

the next few years will include:
Training program needs over 


to 


for program staff; 


assistance for former trainees set up family planning clinics under Ministry
 

of Health supervision; training and travel fellowships and
 

program funding when Ford support 
ceases.
 

At the moment, Prof. Ojo's clinical research program is only a group

ing of loosely related studies reflecting as much the interests of donor agencies
 

(no

as his own. As co-director of the WHO Regional Clinical Research Center 


separate facility) at the University College Hospital, Prof. Ojo has commenced
 

Outpatient

clinical trials of progesterone and chloroquine medicated IUD's. 


in April 1973 with Pathfinder Fund
culdoscopic tubal ligation was also started 


Pathfinder is also funding a comparative study of the effects of
assistance. 


fertility control drugs on menstrual regulation. The North Carolina group is
 

also discussing with Ojo the possibility of developing a West Africa 
regional
 

Ibadan.
 

Prof. Ojo is grooming Dr. O.A. Ladipo as his eventual succesor.
 

some of his programs is not considered
 

clinical research center at 


Dr. A. Onifade, who has assisted Ojo in 


Ojo prefers that donor agencies
an appropriate successor because of his age. 


deal directly with him rather than with other department members 
and opposes
 

donor agency programs which provide gynecologists to departments 
other than
 

his own.
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Department of Medicine 

Prof. T.O. Ogunlesi directs the ibarapa Project, the rural teaching
 

and service facility jointly operated by the medical facutty and the Western 

state government. At Igbo-Ora, one of the eight areas in the Ibarapa division, 

third-year medical students spend two months in training und-r the supervision 

of resident and visiting medical staff. From the beginning, baseline demo

graphic data have been collectrd at Igbo-Ora to mcasure the impact of com

prehensive conmmunitv care, Since 1971 Prof. Ogunlesi has been interested 

in adding family planning rcscarcih, training, and service to the project, 

but not until recentlv has he been able to win thc necessary faculty support 

to do so.
 

Largely through Ogunlsi's efforts, the medical faculty included 

in its four-year Jevelopment pln (1975-78) a proposal for the establish

ment of a MCH/FP program at Igbo-Or&. The proposatl represents the faculty's 

first group submission. Projnc objectives aro: (1) to train modical and 

nursing students, postgraduat,> physicians and nurses, and various categories 

of param.dical personn.l in MCII/FP; (2) to stVudy the most effCctive and ef

ficient means of introducing MCH.'FP in a rural setting; and (3) to provide 

womr.n with antenatal and posunital care, including family and infertility 

s.rvices, and children with ci.mpi-hllnsivt h-a 1th care. 

Prof. Ogunlesi said that thr faculty would seek donor agency support 

for family planning research and training components. The government is 

likely to fund nurses' salaries and drugs. The final proposal is to be ready
 

in July. 

The former dean of the medical school, Dr. 0.0. Akinkugbe (recently
 

succeeded by Prof. B.O. Osuntoken, head of medicine) indicated that he was
 

trying to reverse the past tendancy of projects being funded without considera



tion for "faculty philosophy." The new faculty approach is to discourage
 

"empire builders," e.g., powerful department heads, and avoid situations
 

whereby the university is asked 
to take over funding for projects it has
 

only nominally approved. The draft proposal for the faculty's MCH/FP program
 

stipulates: "A concerted interdepartmental approach is necessary for balanced
 

development, avoidance of overlap, and for a proper assessment of its impli

cations when Ibadan is eventually asked to take them over completely." It
 

notes, however, that the faculty approach "will not prejudice department
 

priorities or ongoing efforts by individual departments at negotiating assis

tance for specific projects within the gencral ambit of the MCH program."
 

Department of Preventive and Social Medicine
 

Although no longer chairman, Prof. A.O. Lucas remains the depart

mnnt's stalwart. Prof. Lu#,as has never had a great professional interest
 

in public health and family planning research. His own research, as well as
 

his departmcnt's, has focussed heavily on the incidence and implications of
 

commuricable dih:cas's rather than 
on their control within various communities.
 

Two notable exce ptions are Drs. Oduntan and Ademuwagon, both of whom have
 

well defined public hnalth interests.
 

Dr. S. Olu Oduntan, who holds an M.P.H. from Berkeley, has emerged
 

as the department's leader in MCH. 
With Prof. Lucas's full support, she has
 

developed a rural MCU 
research and training project which is currently under

way at Igbo-Ora. 
The project includes a family planning component which,
 

according to Lucas, has not been implemented due to financial restraints.
 

In principle and scope, the project clearly overlaps with the proposed
 

faculty MCH program and will surely be absorbed by it should it develop.
 

The department is socking major WHO support to create an 
insti

tute of health with possibly Lucas as its head. 
 The proposed institute would
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have seven units, including statistics, epidemiology, maternal and child
 

health, and health education. Already the department has the necessary 

staff to launch the institute. Epidemiology would be by far th? strongest. 

Dr. Oduntan will undoubtedly head th, ICII unit. Lu,.as urgently wants to 

davelop the MCH unit which he cor,Sidc-rs "a high risk ?rea fcr pitients" and 

do."statistics "the backbone of many things we 

Univ.'.r:_ty of Ife 

Faculty of Health Scienc-.: 

Just one-year-old, th, Universitv of Ift's Faculty of Health Sci

rnces is organized diffcrcntLv fri m any .f thc other m-ndical schools. In 

place of the traditional departmeit> , such as obstnti ics' and pediatrics, 

there are seven divisions r comunity, hspit, A,d [rsing care, which 

together encompass most activiti !s r. Lat. d t: publiI: he-ith and family plan

ning research and training. 

The faculty's cduz2-tiorjal im iE t train a health t-.vm of gradu

ate medical and paramadic1 p- nrln to work both in rural 9nd urban areas. 

would be tognthc:r small and medium siz d governmentTram membars trainn d ar. 1 n 

serv- a tn-,,htrg h,-spitjls.hopitals and health canters which, wc-ild 

The prime mover far lhi- inr vrtive appri5ch o nedinal training 

is Prof. T.A.I. Grillo, t-,r nw fa.,-Alty dear. Grillo's bic.kzvound as a 

professor of anatomy at lbad-n would s-'m ro make him .)n unlikely figure to 

pioner in this approach. But h-. claLms that after much -tudy and thought 

he has become convinced that his model i.-best for NigerLa. 

Grillo's ultimate obj2ctiv- i; to decintrAliz,: basic health care 

by converting health centnrs into primary cari units and hoipital.s into 

secondary, or specialist, inctitutionn. I the decen tralization process, he 

sees the faculty working with the. Wcstrn state governmint to rtmodel health 
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and medical services. Unlike the University of Ibadan, Ife is largely a state
 

supported university with about 70 percent of its revenue coming from the West

ern state government. Faclilty members, state government health officials, and
 

community members have formed a management board responsible for the super

vision and control of the state's health facilities. As the more powerful
 

board member, the state government is pressing the medical school to become
 

more involved in community service. Although primarily interested in train

ing and research, the medical school is also committed to community service.
 

But rather than simply serving in government health programs, it is seeking
 

the power to reorganize them.
 

The Division of Community Care intends to provide family planning
 

as part of postnatal services for mothers at each health center including
 

those at the university, Ikire, Ede, Imesi-Ile, and Ile-lfc. The Division
 

of Hospital care will provide family planning as part of maternal and ch:ld
 

health at each hospital including those at Ondo, Ilesha, Ede, and Ile-Ife.
 

For example, every hospital obstetrics service will dispense contraceptives.
 

Of the five proposed primary care institutions, only the University
 

of Ife Health Center has thus far been reorganized by the medical faculty.
 

Of the four secondary care units, only Ondo General Hospital has been approached.
 

At Ondo, a study of existing services was made and MCH services including
 

family planning were provided. However, a senior gynecologist at the hospi

tal was unwilling to cooperate fully with the young medical school physician
 

so that a complete reorganization of obstetric services did not occur. The
 

conflict is indicative of the types of issues that still need to be resolved
 

between the state government and medical school.
 

The Division of Community and Nursing Care is headed by Prof. Ade
 

Ade Adeniyi-Jones, former acting head of the Department of Community Health
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at Lagos. Adeniyi-Jones is very much committed to family planning within the 

MCH context. Outside of that context, 
he feels family planning is "disas

terous" for Nigeria. He firmly believes in using paramedicals to provide
 

basic health services. le claims that he proved it worked in Lagos. At Ife,
 

however, he is having difficulty convincing his dan and others that this is 

the best approach. Although not an acti'.%e 
researcher, AdEniyi-Jones is a
 

supportive department head and will encnurage thr rescarch interests of his 

staff.
 

Presently, the Division of Community and Nursing Caro has only
 

token staff. Besides Adenivi-Jongs, there are two juniol lrcturrs, a
 

visiting Japanese professor, who spvaks very little English, and two nurse
 

tutors. During the 1974-75 p,rod, both Adcniyi-Jones and his dean have as
 

a priority objective x anqion i the division. Immodiato needs are for
 

community oriented physicians and graduato nurse tutors.
 

The dean cons ider rcss r-ch d..cvolopmcnt a long raing: need. He 

favors external support for rescarch only :or situatons in which the medical 

school lacks the necessary facilitics. Rcscatch prioritirs nrr snt by indi

vidual divisions with littl, or no gcidancn from th,. taculty. 

The major public h-alth and family planning rescarch .nctivity is a 

joint project between the faculties of h0nalth sritnc s and agriculture. The 

Isoya Rural Development Project aims to d terminn the h-alth n~cds of Isoya, 

a group of nine villages totalling about 4,000 in population. At the initial 

project phase, basic demographic data would be gathered and c.omprohnsive 

health care would be providcd to mothers and pte-school children. Family 

planning would be one of the MCH scrvicev. Latcr, hWalth cato would be ex

tanded to school children and adults. Efforts would b mad,- to involve the 

community in its own health care. The project would be evaluated in terms of 
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its impact on children's growth patterns, demographic change, and reduction
 

of blood parasites. The project's research component could be considerably
 

strengthened if links were established with the Institute of Population and
 

Manpower Studies for the gathering and processing of demographic and basic
 

health data.
 

The physician who seems most enthusiastic about family planning is
 

Dr. M.O. Sogbanmu, a Scottish-trained gynecologist who introduced family
 

planning services at the Ondo General Hospital. He would seem like a good
 

candidate for advanced training in family planning methods and family plan

ning research. The importance of supporting family planning research inter

ests of doctors such as Sogbanmu cannot be over emphasized.
 

The faculty is to grant a university degree to clinically trained
 

nurses. After some job experience, the nurses would be capable of operating
 

.a rural health center, the primary care unit in the Ife scheme. Whether the
 

attainment of a university degree will affect a nurse's willingness to serve
 

in rural areas is an open question. On the completion of her Bachelor in
 

Nursing Science (B.N.Sc.), a nurse would be qualified to dispense contra

captives including IUD's.
 

University of Lagos
 

College of Medicine
 

As with other Nigerian medical schools, the big thrust at Lagos
 

is to train more doctors and to extend medical and.health services to the
 

community. Lagos, which had trained only 245 doctors by the end of 1973, will
 

admit 150 new students next year and expects to increase the number to 200 by
 

1980.
 

Prof. Felix Dosekun, dean of the College of Medicine, emphasized
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two priority areas of need. First, collaborative research with foreign
 

universities through a staff exchange program and support for general pub

lic health research, training and service programs. Second, with the
 

planned expansion of student cnrollmcnts, staff dcvclopment is a very high 

priority. Although Nigcrianiation of tcaching staff cortinucs and is
 

virtually complete, highly experienced foreign specialists will be required 

in increasing numbers to bolster teaching and rescarch programs. 

The three departments directly involv,,d in public hialth and
 

family planning research and training are- community h>-lth, pi.diatrics,
 

and obstetrics and gynecology. 

Department of Comnunit, Hcalth 

Historicallv, public health and family planning rcs'arch and train

ing activities in :Nigeria had th-ir btcginnings at the IXpartm,-nt of Community 

Health, which was organizd under Prof. Robert Wright ot tl,, .John. Hopkins 

University Med;cal School. In 196) the dLpdrtmi-nt r.,c. ived a larg, Ford 

Foundation grant for demographic and family hcalth suiv, '.s in th., l.agos metro

politan area. Many expected th. dopartacnt to evolve into a demographic and 

family planning research center capablo of mreting the n:Eds of a national 

iarrily planning program. Ten years later, however, high 1,,v. 1 staff deser

tions have all but decimated the dkpartm..nt. Dr. S 0. Dani 1, th-- acting 

h.ad since 1973, is only of lecturer grade. (Since writing thr draft report, 

Prof. 0. Ransome-Kuti, head of pediatrics, was appointed acting departmcnt 

head.) 

Dr. Daniel is actively s,-:kiRg fcnds for th. Bad-guzy Projoct, which 

he described as "a conmunity-bas.d f-.mily planning program." On paper, the 

project looks more like a lot of capital constru(tion toc re'. rch facilities 

and residence halls than a well-concr'vcd projrect with ( Lorly d'.Iined goals. 

I 

http:dkpartm..nt
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Daniel seems committed to providing family planning as 
part of comprehensive
 

health care, but his plan of implementation has yet to be 
worked out in any
 

great detail.
 

five years the medical school plans to establish a
 Within the next 


rural teaching and service facility similar to the Lbarapa Project at 
Ibadan,
 

and Daniel would like Badagary to be the site of it.
 

Dr. Muriel Oyediran, the department's mainstay, is 
one of Nigeria's
 

In 1967 she helped to
 
most experienced family planning clinic doctors. 


organize the department's family health clinic, uow 
run completely by
 

nurses. She is an experienced family planning trainer having organized
 

sessions for West African nurses supported by WHO and 
trainees of the Insti-


She also has strong clinical research intertute of Child Health, Lagos. 


Currently, she is studying the effects of an injectable 
contraceptive


ests. 


on 100 patients.
 

The department's family health clinic is first rate 
and could be
 

expanded into a major training center for the needs of Nigerian and smaller
 

In addition, it could be
 
anglophone West African family planning programs. 


developed into a teaching facility for medical and nursing students 
at under-


The clinic could also serve as the base of a
 graduate and graduate levels. 


small contraceptive research program with Dr. Oyediran 
taking a leadership
 

role.
 

Department of Pediatrics
 

Headed by Prof. Olikoye Ransome-Kuti, the department has been the
 

faculty's major contributor to research, training, 
and service in public
 

Among medical school professors, Ransome-Kuti
 health and family planning. 


to be unique in his ability to work well with both 
medical school and
 

seems 


His power seems to
 
government bureaucracy to win approval for his programs. 
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lic in his personal reputation and family connections. He is one of the few 

rankiag Nigerian physicians who does not do private practice, a fact that
 

compels persons in authority to support his programs. His father was a
 

prominent church leader and his mother one. of the earliest crusaders for 

teachers' rights. 

Ransome-Kuti also heads the Institute of Child Health Two top 

physicians on his staff are Drs Doherty and Kol-rwolt who h-ive helped to 

manage MCH projects at Lagos (Gbaja) and Sokoto. Ransom,:-Kuti has received 

a large L'SAID grant to a.ssist eaich or Nigeria's twelv st.tes to reorganize 

its >ICH services. Funds are available for remodelling physical facilities 

so that all MCH services are housed under one roof, for training nurses as 

primary providers of health care, and supervising newly e-stablished MCH 

clinics. 

Research and evaluation is a key proj-.ct clement. Base-line demo

graphic and health surveys are br-ing made to assess th.: impact: of health
 

programs and to study the incidence and patt,-rn of discnscs A complete
 

onumeration of the clinic population is also being made to assess their 

health progress and to trace defaultcrs, 

For the next thrre years, Ransomc-Kuti has sufficient funds to ex

pand his program to other states, but will r,-quir, support for the adequate 

supervision of newly established govc.rnment MCH clinics. The pf-riod of 

supervision will probably take longer than the three-months originally en

visaged, particularly in statks which have severe shortages of doctors and
 

nurse s. 

Department of )bstetrics and Gynecology
 

In the areas of family planning research and training, this depart

mf-.nt has been largely ancillary to departments of community health and pediat

http:proj-.ct
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a leading advocate of legalized
rics. Prof. J. B. Akingba, the acting head, is 


abortion. Prof. Dele Akinla, a senior lecturer, has published a few abortion
 

studies and has undertaken a few contraceptive research studies. A top
 

clinician, he often attends to difficult family planning cases referred from
 

various Lagos clinics. He has also assisted other departments in training
 

He is interested in studying
doctors and nurses in family planning methods. 


the effects of the Copper-T on contraceptive patients and could team up with
 

Dr. Oyediran of the community health department to form the nucleus of a small
 

Dr. Stephen Kuku, also a lecturer, runs a
contraceptive research program. 


weekly infertility clinic, and is primarily interested in infertility research.
 

University of Benin
 

Faculty of Medicine
 

Dr. T. Bello-Osagie resigned as chief gynecologist of the Lagos
 

dean of the new
Island Maternity Hospital to return to his home state as 


medical school. As the senior gynecologist for the wife of Nigeria's head
 

of state, he has always been close to the corridors of power in Lagos. Bello-


Osagie says that he sees in the development of the medical school a personal
 

challenge -- its destiny and place in history very closely tied to his own.
 

Benin now has Nigeria's sixth and newest teaching hospital. To
 

the astonishment of many, the Mid-Western state military governor established
 

it, thus breaking the relatively frozen pattern of medical school growth and
 

setting off requests for teaching hospitals in every state -- a political de

mand conceded by the federal government. Largely financed by the Mid-Western
 

state health
state, the medical school has already forged close ties with the 


ministry. Dr. J.C. Ebie, the commissioner of health, is an active part-time
 

lecturer in the community health department.
 



At the moment Bello-Osagie is concentrating his vfforts on getting
 

his hospital clinics strengthened for teaching and sc.rvtcr. He considers
 

research development a longer range need, although he is encouraging projects
 

put forward by staff members. in the Benin health schreme, doctors are to be 

trained as leader., of health teams consisting of health workets, nurses, and 

other paramedicals skillcd in environmental sanitation, nutrition, health 

education, and biostatistics. Bello-Osagie is also talking about training 

a new breed of rural health worker that would have some of the diagnostic 

and treatment skills of doctors.
 

The departments most likely to become involv.-d in public health 

and family planning research and training are: community heaLth, obstetrics 

and gynecology, and pediatrics. 

Derpartmcnt of Connunit% Icalith 

Ti mall dcpartment i. hadrd bv Prof. B.E.U. Lambf-rt, a Swedish 

physician wno is Expcted to hold thL position for the nE.Y, four years. 

Staff r. crlitment is an immediate d-ipartmcnt objt-ctiv: WE is to provide 

a h;-alth statistician, ,nd othoer commonity-orit.nt.d physicians are also 

br.ing sought.
 

Dr. K.C. Okoye, the ranking Nigrrian staff m-.mb.cr, has loosely 

connected population and family planning 1nr.-st . At th." London School 

of Hygiene and Tropical Health h- studied undrr Rex F,:rdall and wrotc a 

thr-sis on nutrition in African populations. li- has dtaftd th, dcpartmcnt's 

syllabus that includes srctions on population dynamic.s and ftmily planning. 

Okoye favors establishing family planning clinics throughout B.nuin City as 

part of his department's halth ext-nsion programs. 

The department's two major research, training, and scrvic projects 

include family planning as a preventive: hcalth service for moth,-rs. At Oyen, 

http:m-.mb.cr


a village of 3,500 people about fifteen miles from Benin, the department
 

(in collaboration with the Department of Pediatrics) is gathering base
 

line data on the psychological, social, and physical pattern of diseases,
 

and providing curative and preventive services including family planning.
 

The project is to unfold in several phases over five years. Later phases
 

would include research on the organization and administration of health
 

services and an evaluation of the cost-benefit of health as a social
 

service. Both departments are eagerly seeking funds for the project's
 

research and service components.
 

The second study focuses on the malnutrition problem in the
 

isolated community surrounding the Nigerian Institute for Oil Palm
 

Research (NIFOR) about fifteen miles from Benin off the Lagos road. De

partment researchers are investigating the causes, cure, and prevention
 

of malnutrition in rural populations. Since 1973, NIFOR has served as a
 

rural teaching facility for the medical school.
 

Department of Obstctrics and Gynecology
 

Prof. Bello-Osagie heads this relatively strong department. A
 

very bright spot in the department is Dr. Michael Asuen, a United States
 

trained gynecologist, who spent his residency at Bellevue Hospital in New
 

York City where for three years he helped to run a large family planning
 

clinic and undertook contraceptive research. His research included studies
 

of IUD expulsion rates in women of differing parity and absorbtion of
 

copper by women on the T.
 

At the University of Benin Teaching Hospital there are only
 

about 100 deliveries a month. 
Dr. Asuen maintains that two-thirds of
 

the women attending the hospital's antenatal clinics are referred to other
 

centers in Benin for delivery, the hospital admitting only difficult cases.
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He noted that over 200 are seen daily at the antenatal and postnatal clinics.
 

Asuen would like to see the medical school help reorganize the
 

state's obstetric and gynecological services. lie frequently sees women with
 

uterine cancer that could have been prevented by early detection and treat

ment. He claims that services provided by the local Family Planning Council
 

of Nigeria are poor. He would like to get a family planning clinic started at
 

the university hospital and later develop a small contraceptiv,-e research program
 

Also in the department is Dr. L,N, Ajabor, a form:r Rockefeller
 

fellow at San Diego, with strong research interests in reproductive
 

physiology, including the detection and cure of infertility, uterine can

cer, and venereal disease. He personally desires training in advanced
 

contraceptive methods.
 

Department of Child Health
 

Prof. M.I. Ogbeidc heads this thr(.r.-man department. One of the 

Parliest solicitors of funds for the m.dical school, Ogb,-id is deter

mined to see his department's teaching and r(search programs grow. His 

dcpartment's major rebtarch activity is the joint MCH[/FP pxojrct with the 

community health department. As with most othtr m,,dical sthool departments 

at Bonin, the immediat, objcctivp is staff re:cruitment. 

University of Nigiria
 

Faculty of Medicine
 

Four and one-half ycars aftt-r thc Nige-rian civil war, the East-


Central state is rapidly g tting back on its f... t, although many observers
 

agree that the major gains thus far have been at th,: ptoplc's and not the
 

government's initiative. Government funds simply hjve not mdtchcd rchabili

tation needs. The teaching hospital at Enugu, which was lItirally stripped
 

of everything movable during thp. war, has been rebuilt slowly with none of
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the costly modern architecture which typifies new edifices at Lagos and
 

Ife. Medical school dean, Prof. C. Nwokolo, reflects the pragmatic
 

approach evident at Enugu. He feels that family planning is not sensi

tive in the predominately Catholic East-Central state. Instead, he feels
 

"it is sought after." He also feels that it has a definite place in
 

training and research in the medical school. Since the war, there has
 

been little research of any kind. All efforts have been directed toward
 

getting teaching and service programs restarted. It was no small accom

plishment that the medical school, with an almost exclusively Ibo staff,
 

was able to organize a complete medical faculty with several senior depart

ment heads.
 

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
 

One such department head is Prof. Ogan, who would like to intro

duce family planning as part of postnatal services at the teaching hospital
 

and at hospitals outside Enugu where his consultant physicians visit
 

regularly.
 

Another department gynecologist, Dr. W.O. Cb,,kudebelu, already
 

runs a weekly family planning clinic at the teaching hospital to which resi

dent consultants refer patients. Chukudebelo would like to organize a
 

postpartum type clinic at the hospital which eventually could serve as a
 

training base for doctors and nurses. He is seeking assistance to help
 

train a part-time doctor and full-time nurse to operate it.
 

Department of Pediatrics
 

Another very promising individual is Dr. Winefred Kaine, head of
 

pediatrics. Dr. Kaine was Ransome-Kuti's registrar at Lagos and has kept
 

up professional contact with him. She is quite conversant with the Gbaja
 

project and would like to set up something similar at Enugu. She was
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critical of Pathfinder Fund supported physician, Dr. O.L. Ekpechi, a pro

fessor of internal medicine, for starting a family planning clinic in the
 

town. She feels strongly that medical school obstetricians and pedia

tricians should be the ones initiating family planning services within
 

the medical school and not in the town. 1er idea is to have a full-time
 

well baby clinic run by nurses under the supervision of doctors with 

family planning as a service for mothers who bring their children to the 

clinics. Because of constraints on hospital spac:, th- well baby clinic 

is run only once a week on Saturdays. Shc nccds support to operate the 

clinic on a more Dermanent basis. Aithough there was much discussion of 

interdepartmental cooperation, there was little evid:nc( of joint planning 

thus far. However, persons at Enugu sCems to bcliicvc. in the principle of 

working together and thus it is concivable that physicians of such high
 

calibre as Drs. 'Kaine and Chukudebelu could devlop in th.. future a high
 

quality XCH Qervice. 

Department of Preventivr and Community >ledicin
 

Prof. N'wokolo also looks to thr new J'partmr-nt of preventive
 

and community medicine to play a leading rolc in the d,vr lopment of public 

health and family planning rescarch and training progrums A Canadian 

professor is to join the departm,nt a, acting h'ad. Ib wiIl have on his 

staff another expatriate proft-ssor and some rdlativ:'l, junior Nigcrian 

physicians. The strengthening of the r,-,search, training, and scrvice 

capabilities of this department is considered a high priority nerd, 

As a first step, Prof Nwokolo would likC Lo ..tablish a rural
 

research and training facility at the Affa Hlealth Centr about twenty

four miles from Enugu on the Nsukka road. fie requircs funds for a full

time health educator, a highly trained nurse and health visitor, lab
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technologist, and demographer/health statistician. Research would include
 

a complete household enumeration in the areas served by the clinic and a
 

survey of the community's health status. After clinical services are
 

established, he would introduce health education, immunization, and other
 

health measures. Family planning would be added as one of the preventive
 

health measures. Although community medicine would initiate the project,
 

other departments such as pediatrics and obstetrics would eventually be
 

brought in.
 

B. University Data: Demography and Related Social Sciences
 

Nigerians tend to place a high value on education and literacy
 

and work to improve these at all levels. A manifestation of this is seen
 

in the continuing tradition of educational assistance within families,
 

whereby a young adult will be expected to, and will, provide substantial
 

financial contributions toward the education of his younger brothers and
 

sisters. Newspaper circulation is high, involving national papers that
 

are distributed throughout the country as well as local and regional papers.
 

The university system itself is modeled along British lines and some
 

individual institutions are now large, well-equipped, and relatively
 

mature. The University of Ibadan, for example, recently celebrated its
 

25th anniversary. Of the five major universities, Ibadan and Lagos
 

are supported by federal funds; Ahmadu Bello and Ife are supported
 

primarily by state funds; and the University of Nigeria at Nsakka is
 

supported by a combination of state and federal funding. Generally
 

speaking, governmental support for these institutions Is adequate to
 

generous. The University of [badan holds a dominant position in
 

terms of prestige and intellectual and academic influence, but it-is
 

far from holding a monopoly in these matters.
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There are those who believe that Ibadan is currently losing ground to Ife
 

In any case,
as the premier higher educational institution of the country. 


the clear governmental policy of federalism with respect to many domestic 

matters, as well as the size and ethnic diversity of the nation, will 

almost certainly combine to continue to promote the development of several 

Indeed, the
major institutions of higher learning within the country. 

might arisc, as alr-adv many smaller collegesproblem of over expansion 

are bidding to become full-flcdged universities. Ahmadu Bello University 

holds a unique position in sub-Saharan Africa as the only developed uni

ver.-itv in the savannah region. 

In terms of demography and rclated social scitnce (DARSS), four 

of the five major universitic>, manifest commitmrnt and involvement. The 

exception is Ahmadu BI'lio University. Therc has b.en somt- population

related activity there, including family planning clinic,, demography 

teaching in the medical <chool, and some population cours, s in the Depart

ment of Sociologv, but thi- ha- been largrly initiated, financed, and 

astaffed by non-,Nigcrian.-. There is no Nigerian facuity person with 

primary commitment to r)ARSS, nor has the university administration made 

this a priority area for development.
 

The University of life. 

The most visible and substantial commitm-nt to population studies 

is at the University of Ife. Activity is focussed around the institute for
 

Population and Manpower Studies, under thp dir-ctorship of Adenola A. Igun, 

also Dean of Social Scirnce. As presently constituted, the instiwho is 


tute is a demographic and survey research facility, which also provides
 

undergraduate instruction in population within the Departments of Economics
 

Ife has the largest number of faculty and restarch staff
and Sociology. 
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with a prime commitment to population of any of the Nigerian universities.
 

It has come close to assembling a sufficiently large and trained staff to
 

allow for sustained major research and training activity into the future.
 

Possible or expected staff additions in the next year or two would enable
 

it to reach this goal. The current staff, in addition to Dean-Igun, includes:
 

I.I. Ekanem, Ph.D. in sociology from Brown University; L.A. Adeokun, Ph.D,
 

in population geography; J.A. Ebigbola, M.A. in demography; and F.
 

Durojaiye, M.A. in demography; G. Farooq (the Population Council advisor),
 

Ph.D. in economics from the University of Pennsylvania. They devote
 

virtually full-time to DARSS. In addition, one Ph.D. level faculty person
 

in each of the Departments of Sociology, Economics, and Geography devotes
 

approximately half-time to DARSS. Dr. Uche, Ph.D. in sociology from
 

Chicago, has agreed to join the institute in the fall of 1974.
 

The IPMS has successfully undertaken major survey research re

lating to population, notably the national Nigerian KAP survey. Analysis
 

of these data continues, and has led to the improvement of the overall
 

capabilities and staffing of the Institute with respect to surve, research
 

analysis. At the moment, the institute is probably the best academic sur

vey research organization in the country, with trained support staff and
 

good computer facilities and software.
 

Plans are currently underway for the establishment of a graduate
 

training program in demography. As currently conceived, the program would
 

be run by the institute, but would be interdisciplinary and would involve
 

The senior
active cooperation of faculty and other social science units. 


faculty members in the Department of Sociology, Economics, and Geography
 

have expressed their support for such a degree program and their willing

ness to assist in teaching the necessary courses. Earlier friction and
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competition between the institute and the regular social science depart

ments seems for the moment to have subsided, and the prospects for
 

meaningful cooperation are quite real.
 

It is also quite possible that the IPMS could become a major 

research facility servicing the research needs of other social science 

faculty. This role would be enhanced by an improvemcnt in the physical 

quarters for the IPMS, an improvement that is already in the works. 

The institute currently receives approximately half of its 

support from the universitv, and this fraction is increasing. With the
 

expected increase in Nigerian staff and local financial support, the 

main institutional development needs of Ife will be supplementary. Ex

patriate staff would be: necded primarily for advanced or highly specialized 

courses and to play a diplomatic function with respect to interdepartmental 

cooperation. They could also play a useful role with respect to the 

analysis of existing data. Outsidt' financial support should increasingly 

be focussed on specific research projects and on the development of library, 

data bank, and computer resoorcus. 

University of Ibadan
 

DARSS at the University of lbadan is centered in the Department
 

or Sociology, under the chairmanship of Francis Okediji. In some respects
 

the DARSS activity at Ibadan has been the most advanced of any of the
 

Nigerian universities, but it has been heavily dependent on expatriate
 

staff. Ibadan is the only Nigerian university that has offered advanced
 

degrees with specialization in demography. Six students are currently
 

One is expected to finish his doctoral
enrolled in this graduate program. 


thesis in the spring of 1975. Another is currently completing his
 

master's thesis. The remaining four will take their first year post
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graduate exam in June 1974, on the basis of which it will be decided which
 

of them will pursue either an M.Sc. or Ph.D. degree. The bulk of the
 

course work for this program, however, has been provided by Professor John
 

Caldwell, during periods of residence at Ibadan. Professor Okediji has his
 

advanced training in general sociology rather than demography, and pursues
 

substantive interests in a variety of fields. His interest in and ability
 

for providing advanced course work in demography, particularly in its more
 

technical aspects, are limited. A recent addition to the department,
 

Dr. Arowolo, with a Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania, represents
 

more substantial training and interest in DARSS, but his role in the
 

immediate future will be limited by his relatively junior status. The con

tinuation of effective graduate training in demography at Ibadan will
 

necessitate either further expatriate participation, or the addition of
 

a more senior faculty person with primary training in and commitment to
 

DARSS.
 

The same general situation applies to research in DARSS at
 

Ibadan. Ibadan has been the headquarters for a major program of collabora

tive research on the Changing African Family, but the initiative for this
 

program, and much of its planning and execution, has been dependent on
 

Professor Caldwell and Dr. Helen Ware, both of Australian National Univer

sity. Both have currently returned to their home university, although
 

there are plans for them to return to Ibadan to cooperate in the data analy

sis stage, particularly with Dr. Arowolo. With the departure of Caldwell
 

and Ware, no permanent research facility has remained. Similarly, although
 

Ibadan has an adequate computer facility, the necessary software and other
 

arrangements for the effective analysis of survey data have not been
 

created.
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The major need at Ibadan for the immediate future would seem to
 

be tile stable addition of a senior person with research and training inter

ests in DARSS, whether that person be an expatriate or a Nigerian. Since 

the graduate training referred to above is given in the context of a degree 

program in sociology, rather than in demography, it can be meaningfully 

done with relatively small staff resources in DARSS. Vihen viewing the 

overall development scene in Nigeria, it would seem advantageous that the 

graduate training program at Ibadan retain this close affiliation with a 

degree program in sociology. >!ajor institutional development needs at 

Ibadan, therefore, for the i,:ext vears. would he for crucial if limited staff 

additions, and ad hoc support for specific research projects. It would 

also be useful to assist technically and financially with the development 

of data storage and processin.: facilities %,ithparticular reference to the 

Nigerian data from the Cha:icins7 \frican Family Project. 

Also located at thie 15adan campus is the :igerian Institute of 

Social and Economic Research (NISER). NISER does research for the govern

ment on a contract basis as well as pursu inn" an independent program of re

search. Its library includes an extensive collection of Nigerian government 

documents and is also a United ations depository. NISER's commitment to 

DARSS has varied over the years, often depend in' on te itteiests of visit

ing expatriate staff. At the current time, there are two demographers work

ing at N)ISER: E. Vielrose (Ph.D., .arsaw), a visiting economist/demographer, 

and 0. Orubuloye, who completed a master's degree in sociology with a 

specialization in demography at Ibadan in 1974. NISER also maintains a 

permanent team of interviewers. 

Although NISER's access to the Nigerian government is apparently
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good, its potential as a major DARSS institution is uncertain, owing largely
 

to frequent changes in its staff. On the other hand, it has demonstrated a
 

lasting interest and commitment to research in the areas of economic plan

ning and development. The possibility of incorporating demographic factors
 

into ongoing and proposed research in these areas needs to be further
 

explored.
 

University of Lagos
 

DARSS at the University of Lagos is centered in the Human Re

sources Research Unit of the School of Social Studies under the acting
 

directorship of Professor Victor Diejomoah. As is implied by its name,
 

the Human Resources Research Unit has a prime interest in manpower and
 

related questions; its concern with DARSS in the strict sense is somewhat
 

secondary at the moment. But the unit does have a relatively large and
 

well-trained staff of social scientists, many of whom have strong interest in
 

population. These include, in addition to Professor Diejomoah: Dr. Iro,
 

Pn.D. in sociology from Cornell; Dr. V. Pethe, a visiting United Nations
 

advisor, Ph.D. in economics; Dr. N. Fapohunda, Ph.D. in economics; Mr. F.
 

Ojo, M.A. in economics; Mr. G. Udofia, M.A. in statistics; Dr. F. Mott, the
 

Population Council Advisor with a Ph.D. in sociology. There are, in addition,
 

associates of the unit, with smaller time commitments, in the Departments
 

of Sociology, Psychology, and Geography.
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for tile moment conIincd] to individualDemographic teaching is 

of social sci.ence, and to courses available to undergraduate students 

graduate students in actuarial sciences. Plans are currentky under dis

cussion for two new training programs. fhL first would be a .Aiploma pro

gram, providing approximately one year of demographic resc irch primarily 

for government employees. The -,cond prograimn:tic devclopment would 

programs ot the decreate demographic special izations in the master-' 


partment of (a1readv Lixi>-tencot Dlipairtnient of
economics 	 in and the 

Sociology' (tO bC Istab! ishd). These. masters' progrem. woeL1.d involve a 

in th, numbcr of spec ja! izCd p-pulit ion u rI'SCS at.-,ubstantial incr,.a,4c 

and nc oo-gt Ludc n ts in Lcoth. graduate Ieve and wv. ild hoth enablc 

nomics and zLCc o - .,'rite t in;11<.sti- an.a o DARSS 

The Human R < . _-. !-,... cn .. n t i w LI -, t iblished r,_'

w t:1 much o: L- n 	 rk r, ',t i g to :nat ter ,tlc i than DARSSsearch sho , 

in th- strict n>, . . , arit- in demog i- h% . h' t.n dOn in the 

part and continu, s, bi:t m i, thi h 1), n at t l,' i()l1 t v(, f .x

patriate advisors. 	 (_)-nt i,. r >crch sidu, a k'%' qc>,t ion regal Iing the, 

arc .. -1 thin th, Unit ha to do .1ith tilL' tx.Lcnt offuture of DARSS r,_ 

interest in and coo),mitm _,nt to d(.ogra phy and close ly ru 1Icctd subjects on 

the part of the Unit'' acting dirt.ctnr. In th nar fjt.ule the main in

stitutional deelopment effort of outid, agtu. ics prh()btly ,ho ld be 

focussed on the devii opmnt of gradu- te tra ining along the. lines discussed 

above, and on the suppoit of strictly IARSS rescrch project;, by inter

ested staff and associates of the Human Resources Rescirih Unit. Tie 

diploma program mentioned above also would merit support particularly 

. Ii.. .. i 	 u i i
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in view of its potential for increasing population consciousness among middle

level government employees.
 

University of Nigeria
 

DARSS at Nsukka is at the moment relatively slight. Only two persons
 

figure in any major way: Professor Chukuka Okonjo and Dr. Apiah Okorafor.
 

Two undergraduate courses in population are offered in the Department of Eco-


In the past, on the other
nomics, one in Geography, and one in Sociology. 


in demoghand, courses in population were limited to the short-term courses 


raphy offered by Professor Caldwell.
 

The current research program is Quite significant, particularly as
 

one of sub-Saharan Africa's leading demographers. More-
Professor Okonjo is 


over, both culturally and geographically, Nsukka is a long way from the other 

focusses on the East CentralNigerian universities. Its research program 

in Rwanda and Burundi.
State, where population densities match those found 

are currently underway: an ILO-funded manpower
Three major research projects 


a study of the potential for developing small-scale industry in rural
study; 


by Caldwellareas; and a longitudinal KAP/fertility study organized Professors 

and Okonjo, and supervised in the field by Dr. Okorafor.
 

early increase in DARSS activities, however,
The prospects for an 


In addition to the small central staff, there is relatively
seem uncertain. 

little active cooperation with staff of other departments. Also, Professor 

Okonjo has accepted the position of director of the United Nations Regional 

He plans to maintain close linksInstitute for Population Studies in Accra. 


staff at Nsukka is reduced
with his home university, but, in fact, the DARSS 

to one well-trained and highly motivated, but junior and relatively inexperi

enced, faculty person. Other problems relate to the need to rebuild the 
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university subsequent to the wtar. For example, the Nsukka campus is only 

now getting a computer, and it may be as much as two 'ears before the 

computat ion facility is operational as far as demographic and survey 

research are concerned. -he encoira,.,emcnc of DARSS in this major univer

sitv of tie coiuntrv's easterai re-,.iKan is important, but lor the moment, it 

prohably can consist only in smaller rants to encottra-ie the let.., people 

activelv workin t.ere now,. ihe hase for lar,:er inputs, i¢hcther of 

c i L or one'', do1-s ,)o seem tt) exist kere t he'' ahiccora enc :, simply 

to att ract tvo or ttr e more ,e l r'l'ied fac1t1 v c l lea ,ttes,tIe si t at ion 

col:ld c!-,aa(i f iarlv rapidlv .', favorahle sio,n is It-- nniv(rsit v s pro

vision of a new, air-condi .;coned i Idl : or t /IepoplatL ion pro ram, 

so"'0e SOO Icet ft i c-s, and space,o t a i - inc ,, sqI!are t I ibrarv r(search

3 - officesccl di a for ,.isi' iV.- rc-se-ar(;ers. 

7 :e :s r D0te t L:1 stren :th f t e pr&,ram 'it ksikka is the 

staff an n lan- 1evela --ted!v proIess, r tI- ; io Ns.": tkki 'r:idut 

ares are c,irren.t v airs'i in'Ia: ul r dec rees il dei,,T rap1v r1 relatt (I 

social t -O L ('C: a a ;uta allsciences I.;Lt SDatS I1ec . t 0atIStS) I:)! ad and are 

expected to return to te , i 'ersi t a1C t'. p0 cotmpl et 1on oI the1r 

stud ies. 

IV. 
,:LK;AL COM'.ifNT SAN'I) RK Ffb I D..'1I,)": 

F;,mi 1' lam na and Pihb l Ic f alti, 

In recent years, there ;tas been a markud (ha, vce I n domnor agency 

thinking concerning criteria for support i fami lv planning From support 
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for strictly family planning components of health activities, there
 

has been a shift to support for MCH with family planning included,
 

and most recently, a trend towards supporting multi-purpose health care
 

programs for entire communities with family planning only one of the
 

many services provided. USAID, WHO/UNFPA, and the Ford Foundation
 

are the major donors.
 

USAID's primary interests are in multi-purpose rural family
 

health service systems, including health education, nutrition, environ

mental sanitation, immunization, and family planning; training for
 

various categories of medical and palt medical personnel in family
 

planning through short-term local and overseas programs; nursing
 

and medical education in family planning; research on nutrition and
 

market research on the feasibility of commercially distributing contra

ceptives in Nigeria. Mr. Thomas Lyons is the USAID population advisor in
 

Lagos.
 

The Ford Foundation is committed to support maternal and child
 

health as part of rural and urban development. High on the Foundation's
 

list of areas for possible support is social science and medical research.
 

Support for the Medical Research Council of Nigeria and for a small study
 

of private maternity homes in Western Nigeria are two activities under
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is likeiy to 	 have a country onipliasi:; withconsideration. Ford also 

Nigeria, Ghana, Niger, and Cameroon rcceiving about 80 percent of their 

advisorfunds for population. Dr. Cccilc DeSweemer is the FoundaIIt ion's 

and familv planning.in piblic health 

1WHO interested in supporting broad based cominnity hcalI this 

pro zra:s including family :1anning. it considers the MICII approach deficient 

and preL:rs one which inc [uJ . cnvironmental Saniiitltion. nutrition, and 

I -iK\ in support for
eialth ejucation. 	 'i 0 s1 !ik,!%' to join hand. witi' 1 


health nrogras incliding family pi)nning. One such

uclh comprehensive 

:)abject, planncd ,for the ::ormh-,',.-tern -tav , -,ould train government medi-

I >pacing, and strulngthcn the statt
li ,u::iiiaries in :1CI., irc!nding child 


s Ia m.n I .m nt it 9.10 is , ,on.,idtring support
Lth c J , 

depart

3.,.iC-nent 
n .ducator> )L h,ed I!,Idan . r,_ ional center 	 for . Ic' t. at C 

Imnr o: rventive and ,ocilt :(diciil and an int i tlite !c 'h lh tor the 

_!m, dc :, rtm nt Dr. 1rn,:-t l1 , t hid.. ,, ( tingt .(9 Ir, p n t tiv , was 

B r i. i ' 1 : PNti'A , , aa, ue of Prof. Lttc-i!, :it ti,.d r. Mr. .urnon 

pIcpu Iat ion officer. 

ik.( omendat ion s 

,ommunity health departments at a t. mvi d i, scho, l, .sho Id be 

physiL i:-n, with e:-xpecrtise instrengthened by provision af public heal th 

ly in , nd popu lat ionepidemiology, maternal and cIi Id hcalth , I-mi P ln 

MPH feIlo, ships shoiId be p)ovidede-s part o s t -FI development.dynamics. 

rapid expans ion of md i :,1 edicat ion in Nigeria,With the planned 

is a high priority. Opportunitie sstaff development in public health 

exist at Lagos, Enugu, and Benin medic l1 schools. All three would welcome 
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the provision of public health physicians. Lagos would also like to
 

establish a staff exchange program with a United States school of public
 

health. Medical schools require staff primarily for teaching, but arrange

ments could be made whereby staff were provided as part of a research,
 

training, and service program.
 

The rural and urban teaching facilities of a few medical schools
 

should be improved by selective support for the reorganization of MCH ser

vices including family planning and for research and evaluation.
 

Nigerian medical schools are planning to establish rural and
 

urban teaching facilities. At most of these facilities, family planning
 

would be included as part of MCH services, and research would be under

taken to assess the impact of health service programs. The reorganization
 

of MCH services often requires funds for remodelling the physical facili

ties, hiring and training of additional staff, and equipping clinics.
 

While most medical schools recognize the need for adding research and
 

evaluation to their teaching and service facilities, few have the neces

sary resources to build a high quality component.
 

Demographic and social science research units in Nigeria should
 

be encouraged to forge closer links with medical school departments wish

ing to measure the impact of health programs. Medical school departments,
 

for the most part, lack the expertise to evaluate satisfactorily the im

pact of their service programs. The demographic and social science re

search units would seem to be a valuable source of such expertise. Through
 

a suitable contractual arrangement, some of these units could begin pro

viding this useful service to the medical schools. 

Although postpartum family planning programs are being phased
 

out in Nigeria, high quality family planning clinics at the medical schools
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should receive increasing support. It is crucial that the medical school
 

based family planning clinics at Lagos are re-evaluated in terms of the
 

critical role they play in setting the standard for government and pri

vate clinics, the excellent base they provide for training programs in
 

family planning methods, and for their vital function in Lontraceptive re

search programs. Excellent opportunities exist at Benin and Enugu for the
 

establishment of hospital-hased family planning clinics. Benin in par

ticular is the top prospect. The nhvsician there is already well-trained
 

and experienced, and the state government is committed to tamily plan

ning within the context of healtL. The Xid-Western state military govenor
 

is on record favoring population control and legalized abortion.
 

Family planning training programs in Nigeria should receive 

sLpport to assist former trainecs to- tt up family plann ing v linics and 

to aid governments to r.organi ze MCH FP urviccs. Training programs at 

tHadan and Lagos have inadequate provi ion for fol low-up of graduatL s. 

Former trainees of the ibadan program for nurses have madL numerous re

quests to the directot for scpnoit in setting Up clinics. In some cases 

government bureaucracy stands in their way, but in others the lack of 

contraceptive supplies is the main obstacle. Ar the Institute ot Child 

Health'- program in Lagos, follow-up provisions have becn found to be in

adequate. Periods longer than three months are often needed before state 

government nurses and doctors can begin to provide a high quality MCH/FP 

service without supervision. 

Support for contrdceptivt research should be broadly con

ceived and should be made available for purposes of both institutional 

growth and professional growth of deserving individuals. 

While there is significant interest in contraceptive research, 
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there is equal interest in research on infertility, menstrual regulation,
 

pregnancy, venereal disease, and uterine cancer. Support for broad areas
 

of obstetrics and gynecological research would have far greater appeal to
 

researchers and would enjoy far better prospects of acceptance by medical
 

faculties than a narrowly conceived contraceptive research program. Only
 

medical schools with large, well-managed family planning clinics, such
 

as those at Lagos and Ibadan, would seem to be eligible for institution
 

building grants. Since presumably all could not qualify, there would also
 

be the need to support the family planning studies of other physicians.
 

Medical schools do not reward doctors for high quality service, but for
 

high quality research. Therefore, efforts should be made to ensure that
 

the family planning research interests of medical school physicians be

come vehicles for their professional development and advancement.
 

Funds should be provided to medical and nursing schools and to
 

their professional associations to study the current status of medical
 

and nursing education in family planning and to determine appropriate ways
 

in which family planning could be integrated into teaching programs at 

various levels. 

Some family planning and population dynamics is taught at most
 

medical and nursing schools, but it is done on an unsystematic basis with
 

departments, and often individual professors, deciding on specific course
 

content. Most medical schools have curriculum or education planning com

mittees. Though often not very strong, these committees are sometimes
 

charged with major curriculum reform. Committee members could be supported
 

to attend courses on medical or nursing education in family planning or to
 

visit schools where family planning has been introduced into undergraduate
 

or postgraduate levels. Private and government medical and nursing associa

tions could be given small grants to study the current status of family
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planning research and training in schools and be encouraged to make recom

mendations to their governing bodies and to circulate their findings to
 

leading members of their professions.
 

Demography and Related Social Sciences 

As has been suggested above at several points, A major potential 

problem with respect to DASS institutional developnent in Nigeria is that 

of competition coopration am Mg Lhc four universities already involved in 

a meaningful way. Nigp ria is a nation of considerable tegional diversity 

and identity, and has hosen a path of political fedcralism, so that a far

flung university system scc ms assured. The:re is no reason, in principle, 

why several of Nigeria's uniler5ities should not have major a:tivitV in 

regard to DARSS. The main probiems with this would arise with respect to: 

ia) needless duplicati:n thro gh th, creation of identical or highly simi

lar programs at diffrcnt niversities, or failure to establish an appro

priate division of academic labor; (b) excessive competition for trained 

Nigerian professionals, resulting in inter-institutional ;onili(t and in 

excessive staff mobility. 

With regard to the former, the four universirties discussed in the 

PARSS section of this report each could develop distinctior and therefore 

complementary programs o research and graduate training. Ife manifests 

the strongest commitment to demography and population studies as such and 

is institutionalizing along that line. Although plans ar not y* t complete, 

it is possible that the graduate degrves to be awo rdvd by tLh IPMS Will he 

in demography rather than in economics or oCiiOgy (t iis does not rule out 

the possibility of persons taking sociology or eLY.,'mi dgre, having 

heavy concentrations of population courses). At Ihadar, thu Lurrent graduate 
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work is firmly rooted in sociology, and it would be feasible to develop a
 

program there that does demographic specialization with heavy emphasis on
 

sociology, social psychology, and anthropology. At Lagos, a program of
 

graduate research and training could quite properly be focussed on eco

nomic demography and manpower demography, with less emphasis on the demo

graphic training of sociology degree students. The prospects at Nsukka
 

are less clear, although the geographical remoteness of this university
 

from Lagos, Ibadan and Ife (all located in the southwest, relatively near
 

Lagos) would make the prospects of some duplication seem more acceptable.
 

Competition for the currently inadequate number of Nigerian pro

fessionals in DARSS is first and foremost a matter for the institutions and
 

individuals involved to settle among themselves, and one in which outside
 

influence could be potentially damaging. A major institutional develop

ment necessity is for further graduate training of Nigerians in DARSS.
 

Outside agencies presumably should try to avoid funding patterns which 

would create even more opportunities for direct competition among univer

sities for the same personnel.
 

Some competition among the leading DARSS institutions, however,
 

could be healthy. At the same time, opportunity should be sought to pro

mote inter-university contact and cooperation. Such cooperation has
 

existed in the past in research, as in the case of Ife's working through 

Ahmadu Bello University on the northern portions of the KAP survey, and in
 

t-he case of Lagos working with Nsukka and Ahmadu Bello University in some 

of its major field surveys. Opportunities for further research coopera

tion should be sought and exploited by the funding agencies. In addition, 

DARSS organizations should be encouraged to undertake normal academic 

interchange, as through lecture or seminar series involving visitation of 
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k:,,v taC,- from one campus to another. Soic kind of torinill 1s sociation of 

, .rian L)ARSS personne I would he des irab , but LhIS may be achieved 

trough the newly inst ituted African PopuLation Associ IL ion, in which 

-<vvra' ?. tIns a rely. ny s, st, it It Naicr pliv keyv In .111 dhe g a

I l'n A L WC II wa it the body L, r4so. ),it !'.I il 1t Unt i 1 parInt bt t L'S tab

>i :nC.gI-r ian t)r,_, c-. i na Isa: I 'I 1 lC t i VC I ' 41) t I>pp lv, 

,r"-L '' I C0L'O _ r inr' a i lni l :i i'. tor _x, it ait, in ; "A.h At [,to." 

nrl , z:_i.- s ar-1 c-111-U' ] ' ad ] t 'i xy,~li d I)t tl p ) tl,' tt I,~,I -l 
F v, - v r U i ft n n t- i t r.'h, d ap i ,.ar t t t t,- r 

rd~~~I VII t a Vin': ',..I.in:. o, ra t aiv. AL I., and r,, t I.:o,, t ar h,t ta r 
C II , 

t ti TtIlVI-it its, It) 

p'o-, c . hb is v . dc t t t ,. -i'J- anti d r IiV tt 

~ n a h e s t v t' A'VI.m1c!11'ttI 'hi Li 1f 

_ ': 1, :-,2 i atr i a , i r L , + :t-u. tn t.' tI" inm~Iv , i ) 

r. , t',t un' 2Ir , t_,il a 1 it IDA aa i[ an, m'.'- , r V>c ,it l ,.i trst 

1 : ;: dit t on. b, is , -,ui n. ,,.,,hI I d aditi ona iLn t rnt dl. ,t l I 

3 rm.'.' i.. vrn11 with trc:tr1itanin f "a,-, cvi1 . Asmt torn itlll . 

:)ARSS,' rv i' arcb in "'ic,-rii o,.@O ,nsi'ut .i ii,: - !l'.rtc, ,1ndc this ipthb,t I-i' 

:00- e 1- 1:! tih e d 'I oft * a r an I I ~~*k Itv( 

3hay'': 
on hand large hrdfc, of 'tir,.,e data,, to. h ,I it u_,nlv pai t i<!] ly <lln y

aid. Simi. t~he "Xi Kr-lin >i my ow d hmaj r ,opplor tinititi'ar ly, 19)73 .LII su ., pidt 

.I demographic, social, economic analys is, EnC1or-gn-- nt sl,, id h, give.n 

to the ex, luicati!ol of thesL data sets. Lc ader ship ii tii 1 r, ii-d !-h,-II Id 

be a major function of expatriate staff or advisors. A,,s,) it d with this 

is the need to assist the DARSS institutions in an adulu ite organizat ion 

of their libraries and data banks. This involves the adequate and orderly 
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storage of existing data and allied materials (original questionnaires,
 

code guides, interviewers manuals, and so forth). It also involves assis

tance in the development of adequate organizational arrangements for the
 

utilization of university computers and the development of software geared
 

to social science and demographic analysis.
 

At the moment, it appears that university social scientists
 

the injectypically play a small role with regard to policy analysis or 


tion of demographic considerations into social and economic planning.
 

Participation of DARSS university experts in Nigeria in governmental
 

activities is with some exceptions (notably Okediii) limited to advice
 

regarding the collection of census and other demographic data. This is
 

partly related to the current political situation in which the government
 

It is not likely that
tends to view universities with some suspicion. 


this situation will change quickly, so that for the moment institutional
 

development efforts must stress the universities and their role as research
 

and training organizations.
 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
 

Site visits April-May 1974; T. Burch October-December 1973
R. de Pietro: 


and May 1974.
 

June 1974
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SENEGAL
 

R.G. Castadot, Helen Ware
 

I. 	COUNTRY SETTING
 

Senegar covers 76,000 square miles and is located on the bulge of
 

West Africa. It is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean on the west, by Mauritania
 

on the north, by Mali on the east, and by Guinea and Portuguese Guinea on the
 

south. The state of Gambia, which extends from the Atlantic Coast to more
 

than 200 miles inland, is surrounded by Senegal. The mid-1973 population
 

estimate is 4.2 million with an estimated crude birth rate of 46 and death
 

rate of 22, giving an annual rate of population growth of 2.4 percent. At
 

this rate, it is esrimated that the population will double in 29 years. Forty

two percent or the population is under the age of 15. The infant mortality
 

is rather high, and life expectancy at birth is 41 years. Seventy percent
 

of the population of Senegal lives in rural areas. The ethnic compositic-n of
 

the population is 36 percent Wolof; other major tribal groups are the Peulh
 

(Fulani), the Ferere and the Toucouleur. French is the official langiage,
 

but the majority of the population uses several tribal languages. Literacy is
 

estimated at around 10 percent. Moslems represent about 80 percent of the
 

total population, and the remainder are animists with a small Christian minority.
 

The per capita gross national product is $230. Senegal suffers from
 

the fact that it has a one-crop economy based on peanuts, which are grown
 

on almost half of the agricultural land and represent 70 percent of the
 

agricultural income and 80 percent of the export cash. The northern and
 

eastern parts of Senegal have been stricken by the drought that has plagued
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The Sahel 	area for the past several years. The principal trading partners of
 

Senegal are the West European countries, mainly France and West Germany; and
 

the larger share of technical assistance also comes from West European coun

tries, mainly France, West Germany and, to a small extent, Belgium.
 

The five-year plan goal of providing primary education to at least
 

40 percent of the children of school age has been practically achieved.
 

II. 	 HEALTH SITUATION
 

Communicable disease remains the leading cause of mortality in Sene

gal: 471,048 cases of malaria, 31,185 cases of measles, and 26,319 cases of
 

whooping-cough were reported in 1972. Other major health problems are influ

enza, bilharziasis, trachoma, tuberculosis, amoebiasis, leprosy, and menin

goccal infection. The Ministry of Public Health and Social Affairs has re

sponsibility for all public health and health delivery services. At the local
 

level, public health services are organized along the lines of the adminis

trative division of the country into seven regions which themselves are
 

divided into 27 departments. Each region is under the direction of the
 

regional chief medical officor; and the district medical officers work in turn
 

under his responsibility. The percentage allocation of resources to health
 

in Senegal is high when compared to other developing countries. It is estim

ated for 1971-1972 that the national budget represented 18.7 percent of the
 

gross national product, and that tV, health budget represented 9.12 percent
 

of the national budget, or 1.7. pc "'.of the gross national product (WHO
 

A27/10, Part 1, page 32).
 

In 1971, 51 hospitals and health centers with in-patient facilities
 

provided a total of 5,391 beds or 1.3 beds per 1000 population. Those beds
 

are allocated as follows:
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General Hospitals 2,873
 
Rural Hospitals 710
 

Medical Centers 1,808
 

TOTAL 5,391
 

Ambulatory medical care is available at a few hospital out-patient
 

departments, at one or 
two health centers in each of the thirty medical dis

tricts and at many health posts. The 35 health centers are each staffed by
 

a doctor, a midwife, nurses and auxiliary personnel. The 376 health posts
 

are e.'ch supervised by a nurse 
or a health assistant. Beyond that, the
 

Endemic Disease Control Service operates 14 mobile health services to pre

vent communicable disease and 
to find and treat infected cases.
 

In 1971 there were 277 doctors in Senegal, 231 of whom were in
 

government service. The doctor/population ratio was 
1 to 14,520. Other 

relevant health personnel includes 60 pharmacists, 275 midwives, 538 nurses,
 

631 nursing aids and 1,447 health assistants.
 

At the present time there is one 
school training nurses (three-year
 

program), midwives (three-year program) and auxiliary nurses 
(two-year pro

gram. The requirement for admisstion to nurses and midwives training is
 

four years of secondary education, and for auxiliary nurses, eight years of
 

formal education.
 

Senegal has a very well structured system for delivering mother and
 

child health care. 
 In 1970, MCH care was provided at 112 centers, 49 of which
 

had some in-patient facilities. 
 This system is based on 16 primary centers
 

and 60 secondary centers spread throughout the seven regions of Senegal.
 

Tertiary centers 
are currently developed in cooperation with W. Should a
 

political decision be made to promote family planning, the MCH network could
 

provide an extensive channel for diffusion of family planning information and
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services into the population.
 

III. 	 POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

Senegal, and particularly Dakar, remains the area of West Africa
 

most profoundly affected by French cultural influences. In terms of popu

lation policy, it is generally believed that the country is underpopulated
 

and needs more people before industrial development can reach a take off
 

stage. Family planning is a controversial subject, provoking debate on both
 

religious and political grounds, but other kinds of population research are
 

underway 	in the government statistical bureau.
 

Senegal has been experiencing the effects of the Sahelian drought, 

with enormous consequences for livestock, grcundnut production and agricul

tural development in general. in this context, population questions have 

taken on a salience which they did not have before. Unemployment is another 

sphere in which the government is becoming increasingly aware that it is
 

The number of jobs in the industrial sector
possible to have too many people. 


has grown very slowly and a very large proportion of wage earners arr still
 

public servants (i.e. white collar workers in government employment). There
 

are estimated to be some 47,000 unemployed in Dakar of whom some 12.000 were
 

formerly employed in urban occupations while the remaining 35,000 are school

leavers and migrants who have never had such experience. Currently some 40
 

percent of Senegalese children attend primary school, but only about a quarter
 

of this number reach secondary school. The Governm(-nt now intends to place
 

more emphasis upon improving secondary schooling rather than expanding
 

primary schooling because it feels that those with primary schooling tend
 

to be good for little other than swelling the ranks of the urban unemployed.
 

At present the government is having lengthy discussions on the feasibility of
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restricting family allowances for government officials to the first eight
 

children. It is 
a remarkable index of the pronatalism of the country that
 

this token measure should provoke 
so much discussion. The government has
 

also learned to be extremely circumspect when dealing with matters related
 

to the family since the tremendous rows 
that followed the introduction of a
 

provision 
to make civil marriage a necessary adjunct to religious marriage
 

ceremonies.
 

In the Ministry of Health, the attitude about family planning has
 

ranged from (a) "We need more people to fill the large empty spaces of
 

Senegal," to 
(b) "Family planning is not acceptable because of Moslem con

servatism," to 
(c) "We have other health priorities." However, Dr. Gaye, the 

director of health services in the ministry, stated that the government had
 

been preoccupied for a long time with the problem of family planning in the 

country. But since its independence, priority had to be given to emergencies, 

such as cholera outbreak, drought, and to maintaining the health infrastruc

ture left by the French. Thus, family planning had so far remained something 

to be considered later on. 

Therc is no national family planning program in Senegal and there 

is very little family planning activity in government facilities, where only
 

a few physicians (such as Dr. Sassoum Ley,= Diop at Lubke Hospital in Diourbel) 

offer family planning sorviccs on rcquest. There have been negotiations be

tween CIDA and the director of Lubke Hospital in Diourbel to create a matern

ity based family planning program there, but because of personnel changes and
 

lack of government support, this program never materialized.
 

Outside of government facilities, one should mention "La Croix
 

Bleue," a clinic run by Mrs. Ph,;br-an Wh, st-Allegre, a Sierra Leoncan midwife 

who started offering family planning services to her clients in 
1965. By
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and in
1967 she had secured international assistance from the Pathfinder Fund; 


1970 the Senegalese Family Planning Association was formed by Mrs. Whest-Allegre
 

and Mrs. Nina Geye, another midwife working at the hospital Le Dantec, Mrs.
 

elected to the National Assembly. The Family Planning Associa-
Geye later was 


tion was dissolved in 1971 because of conflicts between those two strong

willed women, which were compounded by financial irregularities, political
 

that this midwife-run outfit had in the
involvement, and the low prestige 


medical community. After the Family Planning Association was dissolved, how

ever, Mrs. Whest-Allegre was able to retain the equipment and to continue with 

her family planning activities, including some training seminars for para

medical personnel from other francophone countries. "La Croix Bleue" has
 

reportedly kept its activities at a level of 150 IUD insertions per month. 

It is located in a middle-class suburb, and provides maternity services to
 

awives of government officials and other middle-class women with, however, 

few lower class women referred by the government child health welfare services. 

The experience of the past six years shows that family planning had
 

low priority on the agenda of tho Ministry of Health. A working group
 

and Moslem
composed of the SEnt-.galest- Women's Associution. of the Catholic 

Women's Association, and of the Soroptimists, has preparcd a charter for a 

circu-Senegalese Council for th& W 1l-Being of the Family. The chartper was 

rccognized by the gov.rnment that thelated to various ministries and it was 


task was so broad that the program could not be the responsibility of the
 

government alone. Consequently, it was de(ided to include the private sector
 

in the council. A very influential porson in the preparation of a family
 

planning policy is Mrs. Carolint, Diop, a member of the National Assembly,
 

chairperson of the Conmmittei.. on Social Welfare, and president of the Sene

galese Women's Council. For several years now, the Ministry of Health has
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announced that within six months a program would be available and that fund

ing would 	be sought for it. So far, family planning activities seem to have
 

been restricted to sending a few government officials, including Dr. Sassoum
 

Diop, to 	family planning conferences abroad, and to drafting preliminary
 

plans for 	a family planning action program in the area of the Cap Vert near
 

Dakar. 
 Anyway, it seems that the key policy in the Ministry of Health would
 

be to integrate family planning into mother and child health if any program
 

is developed.
 

IV. 	 INSTITUTIONAL DATA
 

Senegal is the seat of several research and training organizations
 

which should be considered along with the University of Dakar and with other
 

governmental activities.
 

The University of Dakar
 

Founded in 1949, as 
a branch institute of the Universities of Paris
 

and Bordeaux, and achieving university status in 1957, the University of
 

Dakar has a good academic reputation in the franc~ophone world. The university
 

includes the Faculties of Humanities and Letters, Science, Medicine, Law,
 

and several special institutes. Unfortunately, however, the recent history
 

of the university has been rather turbulnt and in early 1973 the army
 

occupied the campus following violent student riots. The university is still
 

very much on the French pattcrn with half of the operating costs being
 

provid.d by the French, as well as 
half of the staff and a much higher pro

portion of the senior staff. 
Although the Senegalese academics find this
 

situation irksome, they fear both the withdrawal of financial support and
 

the withdrawal of the current equivalence between Dakar degrees and those
 

awarded in France.
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One major disadvantage inherent in the French system is the
 

almost complete lack of communication among the faculties. Formerly there
 

was a plan to teach demography to economics and sociology students together,
 

but the plan foundered on the impossibility of providing joint lectures for
 

students in different facultics. Demography is now taught separately in
 

'both the geography and economics departmcents. In the. Economics Department
 

(Faculty of Law) M. Bremaud, a Frenchman trained at Poitiers University,
 

fourth year students. The
gives forty hours of demography lecturms a year to 


course is divided equally between techniques of analysis and a study of the
 

In the
relationships between population growth and economic development. 


Geography Department, Professor Diarra (a Malian and husband of Madame Diarra 

of IDEP) teaches general population to first ycar students. Fourth year 

students attend seminars on population probltms in tropical Africa, in which, 

after some study of methods of analyzing population growth and structure,
 

they examine the population component of problems in cducation, urbanization,
 

migration and development. The teaching of sociology at the university has
 

officially been suppressed b-.-cause of its undesirablE political connotations,
 

it is now possible to do a first
but sociology is gradually cr'rping back in; 


in philosophy and
degre. in philosophy, psychology and sociology, a masters 


sociology and a doctorate in sociology. One very good course in the sociology
 

of the family is given to undergraduates.
 

There is no postgraduate training in demography at the University.
 

Research in demography is confined to Professor Diarra's work on African
 

urbanization and to the infant morbidity and mortility studies of Professor
 

Dan of IPS (Institut de Pediatrie Sociala).
 

Within the University of Dakar is the Institut Fondamental d'Afrique
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Noire (IFAN), an independent research organization originally established
 

as the Institut Francais d'Afrique Noire in 1939. The only staff member
 

currently interested in population related research is the director, M.
 

Diop, a sociologist who has organized a number of studies of various aspects
 

of the family in different social and ethnic contexts.
 

The medical school of Dakar is the oldest medical school in
 

francophone Africa and graduates 200 students a year, many,of them French

men. 
 The medical faculty has been very careful about maintaining its
 

accreditation in the French system and is still very much under the influ

ence of the very Catholic University of Bordeaux.
 

Dr. Correa, profes3sor of gynecelogy and obstetrics and head of
 

maternity at the Hospital le 
Dantec, has shown little interest in family
 

planning over the years and an extr.-me aversion 
to the IUD, which he re

jects for religious reasons. Some of his staff question whethpr his oppo

sition to the IUD is of a religious nature and state that it could be only
 

a cover up for his ignorance in the field causcd by his provincialism.
 

Dr. Fadel Diadhiou, who is an assistant to Prof.ssor Corrt.a, has shown
 

inteirest in family planning. 
 Because of his supcrior's attitude, he has
 

been unable to ins. rt IUDs, 
in spit, of the fact that he has a supply of
 

them. He usually distribut-s them to physicians in other departments for
 

insertion when medically indicated.
 

African Institut., for Economic Dt-velopmnt and Planning (IDEP)
 

The director of IDEP, M. Samir Amin, an Egyptian, is one of the
 

most vocal proponents of th theory that family planning programs consti

tute the latest phase of imperialistic aggression against the-: Third World
 

(see. his "l'Afrique sous-pt.upl et," Devt lopp,-mcnt et Civilisations, 1972).
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The institute employs no demographers, and although Mme. Fatouma Diarra,
 

one of the two sociologists at the institute, is the author of a recently
 

published book on the women of Niger, hur work for the institute consists
 

largely in organizing conferences and international seminars.
 

A member of the instittx staff is curr,:ntly undertaking a
 

study of female attitudes toward family planning, family structure, and
 

women's roles in Senegal as part of thc Population Council-sponsored
 

Changing African Family Projcct. The co-principal invt-stigators are
 

Francine Kane, a sociologist/anthropologist trained in France (French by
 

birth but married to a Sengalese), who is a researcher at IDEP; and Mme.
 

Savane, a Senegalese sociologist trained at the Univorsity of Dakar. Mie.
 

Savane has worked with tht Sengales- Family Planning Association and with
 

UNESCO's African s-x Pd,.Ctinn program. Shp is currently editing an IDRC

sponsored journal to be Entitled Famille (t Dcvflopp :mcnt which will en

deavor to integrate family planning information with other aspects of
 

development for use by primary school tpachcrs, midwives, and others.
 

Government Activities
 

In 1960 Senegal did not have a complete census, but a demographic
 

inquiry based on a nation-wid- sample was made, In the 1970 census round,
 

Senegal again opted for a samplc survey, this time to be carried out in
 

three rounds. The only data r-lating to the Enqu4Zte Demographique Nationale
 

1970-71 to have been published so far are th& provisional rcsults of the
 

first round. The results of th, second and khird rounds hav been due to
 

appear together "sometime in the next couple of months" for nearly a year
 

now. The first round consisted of two questionnaires: one a traditional
 

brief census schedule and the other a "women's questionnaire" on fertility.
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The second round was 
largely concerned with socio-economic questions on
 

tribe, nationality, religion, language, level of instruction and employment,
 

as well as, of course, checking the first round data and listing the inter

vening vital events. The third round concentrated on migration data and
 

housing, as well as 
rechecking and registration of vital events.
 

Despite the fact that Senegal held this survey in 1970-71, the
 

government still hopes to participate in the 1974 Census Round, with a full
 

national census and has asked the U.N.F.P.A. for funds for this. 
 The
 

statistical bureau is preparing plans for the 
census which is principally
 

envisaged as a head count (with only six variables and no fertility ques

tions) to provide 
a firm base for sampling for subsequent surveys. 
There
 

is undoubtedly a strong feeling among the Senegalese that, despite the
 

francophone tradition c
o F nic,.iLu,I planning and really full
 

data (especially concerning the 
large towns and their surrounding bidon

villes) 
can only be based upon a 100 percent census.
 

The Demographic Division of the 
Statistical Bureau (part of the
 

Ministry of Finance) is also conducting a pilot household budget survey in
 

Dakar, funded in part by IDRC, and with technical assistance provided by
 

two consultants from INSEE. 
 The project is an attempt to collect and
 

analyze micro-economic data 
on family production and consumption in rela

tion to social and demographic factors. 
 Two hundred households are in

cluded in the sample, to whom four questionnaires are being administered:
 

on budgets, nutrition, possessions, and demographic composition and change.
 

A national budget survey is expected to follow, probably beginning field
 

work in late 1975.
 

M. Giby of the Demographic Division is engaged in 
a study of
 

civil registration in Senegal. 
 Another 3imilar study is being carried out
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within the Ministry of Interior. At present registration is almost com

plete in Dakar (where civil registration was first introduced in 1916)
 

since there are so many purpose;s for which identity papers or registration
 

certificates are .ssential. However. outside Dakar the statistics obtain

able from the registration systt.m are meaningless. Thus. both the Statis

tical Bureau and the Ministry of the Interior publish vital statistics
 

supposedly based on the same raw data, one on a three monthly and the other
 

on an annual basis. However, in 1970 the difference in the number of births
 

regist red as between the two publications was of thi order of 20,000. The
 

Burvau of Statistics is determined to make a concirted effort to improve
 

the civil registration system outsid& Dakar, and would be. very interested
 

in any advice as to how this could best bc achirved. The Bureau has held
 

Pr--iminary discussions with an AID-funded American firm. Data Use and
 

Access Laboratories (DUALabs) on th possibility of using DUALabs' computer
 

software systems in the analysi5 of data collectcd in the 1970-71 survey,
 

in the proposed census and in other projets underway.
 

The chief of the Demographic Division of the Statistical Bureau,
 

M. Landing Savane, is an outspokrn proponent of the view that population
 

growth is not itself a major problem in Africa, but must be viewed within a
 

context of development goals dnd p.-ssibilitics, improved public hCalth, and
 

the distribution of rcsourc s. N. Savane has been an active participant
 

in the planning committee of the Population Association of Africa and was
 

elected its secretary at the association's inaugural conference in May 1974.
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ORSTOM (Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer)
 

ORSTOM in Dakar employs two demographers and three sociologists.
 

Works currently in progress in relation to population questions are:
 

1. A fertility survey in the Cap Vert/Dakar region -- B. Ferry 

and Christine Guitton; 

2. A study of Dakar's registration statistics J. Verdier
 

(currently concerned with death registrations, but will
 

move to birth registrations shortly);
 

3. A multiple round survey of two small rural 
zones (population
 

5,000) which has been carried out twice a year since 1963;
 

4. A further study of the areas covered in (3), 
with a special
 

emphasis on 
rec-nt changes in infant mortality levels and 

the effect of measles vaccines -- J. Verdier; 

5. A study of social organization in rural areas 
-- M. Schmidt;
 

6. A study of migration from overpopulated areas into new lands
 

-- M. Trincaz.
 

V. CONCLUSION
 

At the present time the University of Dakar is not a promising
 

candidate for institutional development in demography and related social
 

sciences, although it is possible that support might be requested from time
 

to time for specific research projects. Within the government, the Demo

graphic Division of the Bur-'.u of Statistics is a relative1ly active unit, 

engaged in sevcral population-rc.levant projects for planning purposes. 

As the council develops its stdff and technical capabilities in the area 

of population in development planning, it is possible that requests for 

assistance in utilizing population data for planning purposes might emerge 
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from the Bureau of Statistics. Any such requests should be treated sympa

thetically.
 

The inclusion of contraceptive technology, social medicine, and
 

Better
elements of demography in the medical school is a valuable goal. 


knowledge among future physicians of the relationships between fertility, 

mortality and health would facilitate the adoption of family planning con

cepts by society and by the Ministry of Health. However, under the present
 

leadership in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, little progress
 

lack of support for
 can be expected in the nar future. In view of the 

family planning activities by the Ministry of Health, assistance to schools 

of paramedical personnel to ttach family planning techniques should have low
 

priority.
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statistician).
 

The highest rate of literacy -- about 38 to 40 percent -- is in
 

the western area; that in the south is higher than in the east and north.
 

This reflects the degree of missionary educational activity in the past.
 

The government has now embarked on an even spread of scnool education all
 

over the country. The present estimate of literacy for the whole country
 

is about 10 to 15 percent. An adult literact drive is currently under way.
 

Diamonds, mined in two atluvial deposits in t.e country, are
 

the chief source of revenu, Movement of people in and out of the diamond
 

areas is continuous. Minerals are well ahead of agriculture as sources of
 

revenue; the other important Sources are iron, bauxite, and rtile. The
 

chief agricultural crops are coffee, palm kernels, cocoa, and piassava
 

(sisal).
 

The two main tribes are the [emne and the Mende, but there are
 

several other important smaller tribes like the Limba, Kono, Susu,
 

Kurankos, and others. One third of the populvtion of the country are
 

thought to be Christian and nearly twGcthir'Js Muslim.
 

A small but signr itant group are the Creoles in the western area,
 

descendants of the liberated kfrican settlers Altnough numbet'ing only
 

about 20,000, they hold a high prrcentagt of prominent positions in th
 

civil service, the judiciary, and the professionE. Their political in

fluence has, however, steddily declined with universal cuffrage, and is now
 

minimal.
 

Social and economic conditions have improved in Sierra Leone since
 

it achieved independence from Britain in 1961, Per capita income has
 

risen from Le78 (about US$94) to 4117 (about US$140) during the past
 

eight years. With a large population under 15 ycars of age (41 percent
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health measure, and he is giving much encouragement to the inclusion of
 

family planning services at maternal and child health clinics.
 

All the prebent family planning services are offered by the local
 

Planned Parenthood Associatior and a few private doctors. There is con

siderable support for the work of the dbsociation, which is entirely 

funded 7y "ere is also certain measure of opposition to PPA,'PF. a 

based largely on a misunderstanding that family planning will necessarily 

limit the size of t.,e poplation. Ine importance of family planning as a 

health measure is therefore trhe eBst and most important approach at the 

present tJ:e. If the government could be persuaded to make this official 

policy, WHO.')and other external agencies would find it easier to give
 

ass istance.
 

Interest in family planning dat-s back some fifteen years to a 

small group of people wtno had been abroad and seen the importance of 

family planning in maternal and child i-aealth. 

"he ?amily Planning -ssocratyo,, a6 it was then called, started 

in 1959 witi, a small group ol in tl.tt-d local people following a visit 

from a representative of the kithlind.t u[rd of Bustcri. Most of these were 

midwives arid docttoic and othr ftr.si,gted individuals who saw the need for 

family planning servlc(,-- in i-i:etuwn. A small cliijc was started first 

on government clinic pfemise,, and latt- in a privdtely rented house. 

The IJ'PF made a bubstantlal grdnt to the -ldnned Parenthood 

Associatior of ."ifAra Ltone in 1964, and hos bt-,n the fnain source of its 

financial support 6inct_ then Fret suppliEs of contraceCptives were given 

by the Pathfinder FHmd and other oiganizations abroad for several years. 

During the past ten years the associationl has grown Lonsiderably and has 

now spread its activltieb over a larg, area of the country. (Its head
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quarters are now at 19 Pultney Street, Freetown.) There are a staff of
 

twenty, a daily clinic in Freetown, weekly clinics in six provincial towns,
 

a mobile clinic that goes around the western area, and a good number of
 

house-to-house field workers covering both Freetown and the provincial
 

centers. The informational and educational activities are being well de

veloped. Loudspeaker vans are used at markets, dispensaries, and other
 

public places to discuss the rationale and need for family planning.
 

The number of new acceptors for 1973 was 2,182, and the number
 

of continuing clients from previous years, over 5,000. The pill has now
 

superseded the IUD as the most popular method (1,275 new oral acceptors
 

and 468 new IUD's for 1972) and 193 patients were treated for infertility
 

in 1972. Clinic clients in the provinces are also increasing. Public ac

ceptance of family planning services, at first slow, has been growing rapidly
 

in Freetown. Dow's figures (Dr. Thomas Doi., professor at Fourah Bay College)
 

for Freetown show that over 65 percent of persons interviewed approved of 

family planning, and that over 80 percent felt that the government should 

help people learn about family planning. 

The president of the PPA at present is Dr. Otis Pratt, Medical
 

Officer of Fourah Bay College. One of the vice-presidents is Mr. J. Hyde
 

of the Institute of African StnJies. The activities of the association have
 

developed considerably and are increasing. Participation in Trade Fairs
 

and Public Exhibitions has become a regular feature, and film shows,
 

radio broadcasts, and public lectures are held regularly. Posters are
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displayed in clinics and prominent places. The president of Sierra Leone,
 

the Hon. Dr. Siaka Stevens, visited the stand of the association at the
 

Kenema Trade Fair in December 1972, and made au encouraging speech.
 

A Regional Seminar sponsored by IPPF-UNDP, held in conjunction
 

with the Institute of Afri:an Studics t Fov.rah Bay College in September
 

1973 on "The Health of the Family Unit," stimulated much useful discussion
 

and a number of interesting papers w -re read. Participants came from
 

several African countries and guvv-ramr.nt ministries sent observers.
 

Several members of th- Planned Parenthood Association's clinical 

and administrative staff have received in .service training at workshops/ 

seminars in the United Kingdom, Washington, Chicago, Ghana, and Kenya. This 

is being encouraged and field workers ar. being trained regularly at 

headquarters.
 

The PPA intends to exrfnd its work furthur during the coming 

year, with support from IPPF. Among its objt,ctivw~s are the integration of 

family planning programs with government-.based projects in order to obtain 

government approval. Among tht program projeit-s for the future are the 

exploration of alternative '0so,,r Cf funding, !nd the attempt to raise funds 

locally. Local and rtgional lidison with other agencies is another aim. 

The clinics ar( not lie. Th~rc is a charge, for first clinic 

attendance of Le2.00 (about US$2.25) but this is occasionally waived 

if patients are unable to pay. A simplf. means test with a sliding scale
 

of payment may be more equitable. Thf:re are cases of hardship or cases
 

in which people do not come to clinics because of inability to pay the fee.
 

An intr,resting aspect of the family planning -linics is the
 

collaboration with CARE (American Relief Everywhere) by which acceptors 
at some
 

http:guvv-ramr.nt
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family planning clinics are each given a CARE packet which consists of
 

powdered milk, high protein food, multivitamin pills, folic acid pills,
 

and, on request, contraceptive pills along with the advice of a qualified
 

nurse from the PPA. This means 
that the PPA is being drawn into a Ministry
 

of Health-CARE operation for the first time. To test the effectiveness of
 

this packet first in an urban area, CARE intends to build a new compre

hensive MCH outpatient clinic somewhere in or near Freetown, similar to
 

the present government-run one which serves the entire city and is extremely
 

overcrowded.
 

If this pilot project succeeds, CARE has promised to build several
 

other comprehensive clinics in the rest of the country on the condition
 

that family planning services are included. It is hoped that when the
 

comprehensive clinics are established, family planning services may be
 

offered as part of the free antenatal advisory and child health service.
 

CARE is also operating a wide scale nutrition program for preschool children
 

all over the country. The children are given a package containing 5 lbs.
 

of powdered milk, 5 lbs. of high protein corn-soya milk, and a package of
 

vitamins.
 

The program of Catholic Relief Services would offer an ideal
 

vehicle for the promotion and delivery of family planning services 
on a
 

wider basis than at present offered by PPA, but, although not by any means
 

opposed to family planning, they have to wait for a government request
 

before they may embark upon family planning. This request has not yet
 

been forthcoming from the Sierra Leone government. There is a small charge
 

($.20) per patient which helps to support the CRS program, but this is
 

waived in indigent cases.
 

Some solutions and suggestions were discussed with members of the
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PPA, the Health Department, and others interested in developing and ex

panding family planning services in the community.
 

Among these were:
 

1. 	Evaluation of present work being done by the PPA.
 

2. 	Research, isp-cially 9ociological, to base extension of
 

services to uvban and rural areas.
 

3. 	Free contraceptive s-rvic.cs to lcw income families in urban
 

areas.
 

4. 	Promotion -,f inrnrest among civil servants, white collar workers,
 

teachers, university staff ar.d so forth, in order to facilitate
 

government approval and a policy statement on population.
 

5. 	Extension of p jblit-ity and information campaignsby using exis

ting organizead local gr.oups; for example, literacy classes,
 

social welfar- group-, y,'uth groups and so forth.
 

IV. 	 UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTONAL DATA 

Ti- Univ-rsi-tv of Sie-rra L7one 

The University ei: S.*-rr [;oi. is c,-,mprised of two parts -- the old 

prestigious Fourah Bay Golleg InrFri .own, ;tarted in 1827 by the Church
 

Missionary Society of Britain, 3-.d th.2 ne!w ten y-Dar-,Id Njala University 

College, which is mainly aariPultural ind situated somc 150 miles inland. 

Fourah Bay Coll.g3 is the old.est institution of higher education 

in Africa south of thc Sabara, and iti thi pist many studc-ntS came here from 

all over English-speaking West Afrio.a. It was part of Durham University, 

England, from 1879 to 1969, irb grad':ateq being giv.:z Durham (Dunelm) degrees. 

In 1964 Njala University College was established through an agreement between 

the 	Sierra Leone government on the or. hand and USAID and the University of 

http:s-rvic.cs
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Illinois on the other to provide an agricultural and educational institu

tion in the provinces of Sierra Leone. Three years ago Fourah Bay College
 

and Njala University College were united to form the University of Sierra
 

Leone, which now awards its own degrees.
 

There is as yet no medical school in the University of Sierra
 

Leone. Fourah Bay College offers degree level courses in arts, pure and
 

applied science, geography, including demography, economics, and social
 

science (including sociology), engineering, commerce, as well as a post

graduate diploma in education. The total student body for the session 1973

74 is 1,015 of whom 164 are women. Nearly all the students are residents
 

in the college situated high on the hills overlooking Freetown harbor. The
 

students come from Sierra Leone mainly, but also from all over Africa,
 

the !'cst Indies, India, the United States, and Britain. Most of them are
 

on government scholarships, and the Sierra Leone government supports the
 

college financially. The college has grown rapidly over the last fifteen
 

years, through grants from the Sierra Leone government aided by capital
 

building gifts from the British and United States governments, foundations,
 

and business firms.
 

The Population Council has had an interest in the university since
 

1968 and supported, in succession, Tom Dow and Tim Devis as demographers.
 

Although it was initially hoped that demography would be a considerable
 

component of a new'Sociology Department, the failure of this department to
 

grow led to an increasingly strong relationship with the Geography Depart

ment. This was accentuated by the orientation towards demography originally
 

given to the department by Dr. John L. Clarke when.on loan from the Univer

sity of Durham, England (he is now a professor at Durham) and was sustained
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by the interest in population by the two senior Sierra Leonians on the staff,
 

Dr. Milton Harvey (now moved permanently to Kent State) and Dr. Enid Forde.
 

Originally the demography program 	was officially based on the skeletal In

stitute of African Studies but finally shifted to Geography. In 1971 the
 

university reached an agreement with UNFPA for the establishment of a Demog

raphy Unit, and Mr. Ba. Singh was appointed as director. Mr. Singh has a
 

master's degree and has previously worked in the Indian Planning Commission.
 

Tim Devis left in 1972, thus cutting the Council's connection with the
 

program, while a geographer from Durham, Robin Mills, a man with previous
 

West African experience, was subsequently added.
 

During the year 1972-73, the unit gave the following courses in
 

various departments of the college and in the Civil Service Training College
 

for Government Officers.*
 

SUBJECT 	 DEPARTMENT/NO. OF STUDENTS TAUGHT HOURS TAKEN
 

A. 	Demography I Geography Honors First Year 66
 
(4 students)
 

B. 	Demography II Geography Honors Final Year 44
 
(3 students)
 

C. Population Geography Geography Qualifying Year 	 22 
(50 students)
 

D. 	Demography & Statistics Faculty of Economic and Social 44
 

Studies (2 students)
 

E. Introduction to Demography Sociology (20 students) 	 22
 

F. 	In-Service Training in Civil Service Training College 40
 
Demography & Statistics (9 students)
 
for Government Officials
 

* Information provided in Birendar Singh, "Teaching, Training, and Research 
in Population in Sierra Leone," paper presented at the Inaugural Conference
 
of the Population Association of Africa, Ibadan, Nigerian, May 1974.
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However, the standard of demography teaching had failed so badly,
 

according to Professor Clark, acting as an external examiner, and relations
 

between the unit and the Geography Department had become so strained that a
 

review mission sent out by UNDP in November 1973 recommended that the work
 

of the unit be discontinued. Both Mills and Singh have since departed.
 

Neither has yet been replaced.
 

Two Sierra Leoneans, H. Kandeh and R.S. Myers. are being trained
 

as graduate demographers at Pennsylvania State University. They should
 

return within two years. There are also three graduate Sierra Leone
 

students in demography in Ghana, two at the Institute of Population
 

Studies, Accra, and one at the University of Ghana, Legon. When these
 

five return to Sierra Leone there should be the nucleus for a department
 

or at least a useful research team. Perhaps the logical place for
 

demographic studies in Sierra Leone might be the Institute of African
 

Studies.
 

The Institute of African Studies 

The Institute of African Studies, Fourah Bay College, is a 

Research Unit within Fourah Bay College started about twelve years ago
 

to coordinate and start research in different disciplines with special
 

relevance to Africa and Sierra Leone. Most of the demographic research
 

so far in Sierra Leone has been centered on the institute. Both
 

Population Council Fellows were attached to the institute while in
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Sierra Leone. The instituts hag had no director for the past three
 

years since its last director, Dr. Blyden, was appointed to Moscow as
 

Sierra Leonc Ambassador to the USSR. The professors of history and
 

English literature have rotated as acting-directors of the institute,
 

while the director's salary has ben used for funding research.
 

The institute has been engaged on a number of interesting 

research projects. One of the m.sjor contictuing ones is the Kono 

Road Project, a multidisciplintr'y study of 77 villages situated near a 

new first class road leading to the chief diamond mining area. Much 

data has been collected, ad somc papers have already been prepared 

on migration, fertility, family chjacteristics and so o in these 

villages. Tho results are being crded and analyzed. 

The acting director of th- insritute at present is an 

American, Professor John Pet-r~on, head of the history department, 

and the secretary of the [nstitute isMr. J.G.E. Hyde, a Sierra Leonean 

sociologist who acts as euretiry to the Kono Road Project. Mr. J. 

Blair, a Scottish aonomi't. ha: bn.n working for the past five years 

on a Study of Labor Migr-ciori in t 'HMi"Wi"d;jsrry, and is closely
 

connected with the Kono Road Proj -t. The staff of thc institute is
 

woefully short, and sc. ac, funds, for research. The institute pub

lishes the Africana Rcesareh BuLLetin q-uarterly, and one g.ts the
 

feeling that much more could he done. The: Population Dynamics Program
 

of the University of Ghana (-jUniversity of North CaroLina-sponsored project)
 

is helping with funds; otho-.c soure-ts In the United State. have been approached,
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including the Population Council. A statistician and a sociologist are
 

badly needed. Research centered on the institute has generated consider

able interest -1mong the university staff and in the country in general.
 

The results of the Kono Road Project will be applicable outside Sierra
 

Leone, it is considered. Much more support is needed in manpower and
 

funds.
 

The new Department of Sociology had a shaky start. After
 

Professor Carter from the United Kingdom left in 1970 it was reinstituted
 

two years ago with the appointment of a Sierra Leonean head, M.B. Dumbuya,
 

M.A. (Toronto) and M.R. Kabba, M.A. (McMaster). Dumbuya has since re

turned to Toronto to complete his Ph.D. and the department is now in the
 

hands of Kabba and Fowler, two enthusiastic young Sierra Leoneans, with very
 

heavy tea,.hing loads, since sociology is one of the most popular subjects.
 

Neither of them can find time for research at present. An experienced
 

sociologist who would also be attached to the Institute of African Studies
 

on loan to the department for two years, would greatly help to put the depart

ment on its feet as well as initiate and organize some useful research.
 

Clearly some long-range planning needs to be done.
 

Njaia University College
 

Njala University College, now ten years old, and since 1970 a part
 

of the University of Sierra Leone, is situated in the Eastern Province some
 

150 mileb inland from Freetown. It was established to produce teachers
 

with an agricultural, technical, and vocational bias. The United States
 

government and the University of Illinois were deeply involved during its
 

Just completed first ten years. It has now started on its second decade,
 

concentrating on agriculture, education and home economics. It is now en
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tirely dependent for funds on the Sierra Leone goverrmant, as USAID was
 

withdrawn in 1O73. 
 Its student body is now 462, which Includes 95 students 

from outside Sierra Leone. Physical farilitiec, at Nljala are greatly in 

nced of expansion. More and better aceommodation for students, lecture
 

theatres, a better library, a bookshnp, tnd othe;r fIcilitles are needed.
 

The principal, Dr. Sahr Matturi, 
a Sir-rra bonr.an botanist who 

has been head of the college 7inc&- its inception, is d.:dicated to his 

task of making the college serve tOr nL'2ds of rural Sierra leone. Graduate 

students from the early y.-ars ar juqt beginning to ret-uirrn 
to take staff
 

appointments, and it is hoprtd that th-e young men and women will carry the
 

college from strength to strength. it offers degree courqres in agriculture
 

and agricultural econonnics. c:rrifiect- coursep in agriculture and in home 

econo.ics and a di:gr- court: i,t cdu,:ati.or (t.aeher training). In the field 

of community dcvelopment, howe ver, an evpirienred social worker, Mrs. Wurie, 

iq very much Intcrestcd in hr;iltb educ-AtAIon and family planning, and brings 

it into the courses whenevr p.,sJbih . 

There are som-! imp'TIrrnt 'r -gelrg retiarrh projects at Njala under 

the Department of Agricul 'ral E,,,n..mi¢'. Ther2 iF'a large raral employ

-ment: research prje(t limid at JI.e.t ing ba.sic Input-output data in farm 

and nonfarm rura I produotion, and m-rketi;ng, as well as data on the dcter

minants of rural-urban mgrj.on. It is a large schemr., costing some 

$100,000, partly finance.d by USALD through Michigar. SLtte University and 

the Rockefrller Foundation. Thi 't'aff mimbfrs workirg on this project are 

well-trained and dedicatnd Siarri, If Cnneart, including scholars such as Dr. 

Dunetan Spencer, Mr. I.May-Parker and Dr. Rhode-. Adult literacy is part 

of the agricultural extension program, which serves a wide area around the 

coIlege.
 

http:E,,,n..mi
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The health center also serves the surrounding area in addition
 

to the college, and the present medical staff consists of a recently re

turned Sierra Leonean from the area, Dr. Sama, and a Roman Catholic Sister.
 

They are not doing any family planning, but arc prepared to offer the pill
 

to clients who request it. The nearest family planning clinic,where all
 

methods are available, ia one of the PPA's centers at Bo, some twenty-five
 

miles away.
 

There are no courses in demography as such at Njala. The Depart

ment of Geography, now transferred to Education, hai a proposal to develop' 

environmental and development studies on which Dr. R. Mondeh, the enthusiastic 

dean of the Faculty of Education, is very keen. 

The Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension has a
 

staff of well-qualified and active Sicrra Leoncans who are often consulted
 

on research projects outside the college, and are engaged on important re

search themselves. The data being coller:ted on in-and-out migration might
 

be extended to include fertility and family charactcristics. It is probably
 

the department most interested in population studies. The research potential
 

of this department is on. of the high" pointq of Njala University College,
 

and promises to produc-- us'.fui results for th. futur- of Sierra Leone,
 

The Nattonal School of Nursing
 

The National School of NurFing* is a government-supported school
 

of excellent standard which trainv nurses up to the SRN (United Kingdom)
 

standard. Nurses training has bean available for sevral years in hospitals
 

*Located at Wallace-Johnson Street, Frectown, Sierra Leone,
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in Sierra Leone, sorne in m.si'or, hoppitals and somr In the goverrent 

hospital (Connaught) in Frr-.twr,-br,.. it has only been s.ince 1961 that a 

School of Nursing was, t up wirh a .fi.tanc,- A privat,: UnitedlIW'1 States 

foundation (AHFA%') heipl.d with fini n-w b;ii l'Jing opr.nid in 1971 and 

USAID has hr1ped with fucriltor!,, and qu;p'ent. 

Two typer, rf taiining arre carried -,uit at thb ,chool -- the 

State Registraton (SFC) and thi. St t: fr i.r-:e (Sri;), a more practical 

course. The SR.'; It a thrr.-. year cJr', and rr,,quirr,', a fairly high academic 

.level of entrance, and the SEt; i a two-and-a-half yeir coUrwe with a lower 

level of entry. "ha training fc ve¢ry thoronugh and weil organized; the 

graduates are crtpabbI, 

The cjrric.m .,',vec', all the main clinical fields as well as 

four specialties: 

Medical Nu;urqnrig - Male and Fr-malf 16 weeks 

Surgical N,;rstng - Malio and F.maile 16 weeks 

Gyne.,oilog :-j1 %!rc-Jng 8 w-eks 

Pe.df.;tr41 irng 16 wce:ks-ru 


Op ca;tirg Th >atrr! 8 w(eeks 

Out Pa1.nt/CI ,;aity 8 weeks 

Obsttr I .,t 12 weeks 

Speed aeI tl1; 

Tuberclo,,is and Lrtlon, Diseates 4 weeks 

Ear, Nos-., and Thro-?t 4 we.eks 

Ophth' lmoi og; 4 weeks 

Public 1Ialth Fii-ld and HterrtaI 
and Child IfjIath 8 weekb 

Total 104 weeks
 

The reft of the tilme I spent in the classroom, 



Five ho.pftale are ubed for teaching, including the main govern

.ent Connaught Hospital in Freetown and also The* Mental Hospital, and a 

T? and Infectious Diseas,-s HocPital about t =lv.mtles from Freetowan. 

Tie present clas.s of nurlse, totals just ovrr 100, with about two

thirds in the SZ!; and one-third i th- S? class. There about six males in 

each cLass. This is approzi=at,-iy th': proportion each yc-ar, owiing to the 

Tr, lowder !standard requirod for SZ!; e ntr 7 , date they ha'/,- trained over 

200 nurses who are working all r,-/.r the country. 

MidwI fery ii- taght a parat- ,ect on of the Xidwifery 

Hospital in Freetrdn, uising the ",a=- nljring tut.orp, as the school. There 

are Iz well trained and qualifi.-d ni,r-ing tutors attached to the school 

in addition to the- principal, M<rs. ?aP-.ar, a v1ry highly qualified nursing 

s.is ter. Although faz.I/ planning as f,;ch doips not appear on the curricu

lum, she told mf-e that It was. being t-vight unofficially to the students in 

the Public Health and ,/atkrnal and Child Halth .pclalty (e-ight weeks 3)
 
when they work at a clinic for Matr.rnal and Child H-alth or go out with a 

public health toam. They ,;r- awaiting go i-r r ancrion bt-fore formally 

undertaking the teaching of f;i]/ planning in thr chool. it would 

obviously be an ad'lantag- t,, bxi. trair,-d r r.s ",h,n family planning 

servicf.s are e-zt,nd'd to all go.;rr ,r t clinic,' and hospit l,,. 

In the small ucho,.l for dispenprers atted to the governme:nt 

hospital in Frpetrfwn, th;i Pa,:e C'rps v' l'itecr te'tcher is a pharmacist 

who ii particularly int',-st':d i, osral contiac,-p.ton, and h-r pupils 

(about twelve per ypar) ha/;v :i good up-to-date knoledg,- of oral contra

ceptive.° Dispensbr6 ar, often put. in charge of small provincial h-alth 

statlrta which have no dotor, and shr-w; of the dispenhsers becrme, quite ex

perienced in treating locral dfsea,'-3 
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V. 	CONCLUSION
 

Immediate future needs of population work in Sierra Leone may be
 

divided into two parts: (a) demographic work and (b) program activities.
 

Demographic work rconsists of obtaining accurate census figures
 

(the present one due in DWremb.r 1974) and assessing the present rate of 

population increase-. This may help the government to formulate a popu

lation policy. It would also be useful for the f(.rtility work started by
 

Thomas Dow and Tim Devip, which was intrerrupted, to be continued by high 

level demographers who have a good relationship with the University of
 

Sierra Ieone.
 

Program activitis may be considered under three heads, educa

tion, evaluation, and training.
 

Educatlon of Vh.- ]e.ard-rs and government planners about the impor

tance of family pl-anning in maternal and child health is urgently needed 

in order to obtain a policy .tm'~a-!minr in. favor of family planning. This 

can be don. In fiv.rat, ways: by holding seminars possibly tied with 

developmnrt, by th2 u.,,,! of t:hv media, distribution of llteratre, and so on. 

Education 	 should also be ewtri dd to t:h-i adolescent groups among whom 

there is 	 a high ratc of' i lig:.l abi:rton. 

Evaluiton of the prei.-Int program of the local Planned Parenthood 

Association is very Importnt. This should be done by independent observers 

and probably with o,t-de hel.p, as there f- no one at present within the 

association who is qualified to do this. Methods should be analyzed, in

cluding methods of public Information and contdct. This could be followed
 

by a longer term review, with rr.8sarch into mortality and fertility figures
 

and tied in with the demographic work above.
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Training of personnel for family planning work is linked with
 

the training of personnel for better delivery of health services. Family
 

planning should be part of th-. training of all grades of medical personnel,
 

and special cmphasis should be placed on the training of village maternity
 

assistants and health aides. Literacy may be considered as one of the
 

target goals of the program.
 

SOURCES OF DATA:
 

Site visit to Sierra Leone, February 1974. Country Profiles: Sierra Leone.
 

Population Council,September 1969. Fertility and Family Planning in Sierra
 

Leone. Studies Population Council..
 

IPPF Situation Report, Jln. L972
 

PPASL Annual Report, 1972 (latest available)
 

Bank of Sierra Leone Information Booklets
 

Fourah Bay Colltgi Catalog,:,. Gazettr, Etc.
 

Nja]a University Coil-ge: 10 Y:ar- of Sirvitea (Brochure)
 

Institute of Africdn St',di :s - r .port: and files.
 

Vital Statistics publi'tion, Wdi..al Statictic'; Unit, Ministry of ealth
 

February 1974
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TANZANIA
 

Antoinette Henin, M.D., James Kocher, and Roushdi A. Henin
 

l. 	COUNTRY SETTING 

Thc United Republic of Tanzania is comprised of the mainland 

(formerly Tanganyika) and Zanzibar which consists of many islands, the larg

,,t of which are Zan:zibar and P.mba islands. The land area of Tanzania is 

about 945,000 square kilom tc r, oC which the islands of Zanzibar comprise 

only 2,461 square kilciters. The most recent cLnsus was taken in August 

1967. According to the census results, the total population of Tanzania was 

12,313,000 of which about 350,000 were living on the islands of Zanzibar. 

The rural Dopulation accounted for 93.3 percent of the total. In 1967 the 

crude birth rate was estimated as 4 per thousand and the crude death rate 

as 22 per thousand, with a population growth rate of 2.5 percent annually. 

Life expectancy at birth was estimate-d at 41-42 years; the infant mortality 

rate wan estimatcd at about 165 per thousand, and the total fertility rate 

Was estimated at 6.6. The total populat ion in mid-1974 is estimated to be 

between 14.5 and 15 million. 

1I. HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS 

Health services are provid-d through hospitals, dispensaries, and 

rural health centors which are op-rat.d through cooperation between the 

central government, local authorities, and religious voluntary agencies.
 

Voluntary agenzies operate about 50 peicent of total health services.
 

The present policy of the government is to rapidly develop the rural 

health infrastructure, and about 20 to 25 rural health centers and 100 rural 

dispensaries are to be constructed annually up to 1980. This will also mean 
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expanding the training of key rural health personnel who will provide the
 

rural health services, primarily medical assistants, rural medical aides,
 

maternal and child health aides, and health auxiliaries. The emphasis will
 

be on preventive medicine with family planning one important aspect.
 

Below is provided some information on medical personnel and train

ing facilities in Tanzania:
 

Available personnel providing medical services:
 

Category 

Physicians 

Licensed medical practitioners (without
 
university degrees) 


Medical assistants 

Professional nurse-midwives 


Auxiliary village midwives 

Rural medical aides 


Training Institutions
 

Faculty of Medicine 


Medical assistant training 


Rural medical aides 


Nurse-midwives, grade A 

Nurse-midwives, grade B 


Health education officers 


Auxiliaries 


III. POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

University of Dar es 


1969 1972
 

439 494
 

103 140
 
235 355
 
683 877 (A)
 

2,382 (B)
 
? 702
 
? 578
 

Salaam (Dar es 
Salaam). (The only medical school.)
 
5 centers located in different parts
 
of the country
 
9 training centers, 5 of which are
 
"permanent" centers; the other 4 are 
of temporary premises
 
3 training centers
 
20 training centers located in various
 
parts of the country 
A coursc is given at Muhimbili Hospital
 
in Dar es Salaam 
A course is given in Tanga
 

The government of Tanzania does not have a specific population or
 

family planning policy, nor is official government support provided to family
 

planning. However, the Family Planning Association of Tanzania, a private non

profit organization, has been permitted to operate in Tanzania since 1959.
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In 1969 the government directed the regional medical officers to make
 

available family planning services in government health facilities.
 

President Nyrpre has made at least two public statements of con

sidcrable importance:
 

"Giving birth is something in which mankind and animals are 

equal, but rearing the young and ,specially ,ducating them for many 

years is something which is a unique gift and responsibility of 

men. It is for this reason that it is important for human beings 

to put cnphasin on caring for childr:n and the ability to look 

after them properlyv, rath, r than thinking on!lx about tho number 
For it often happensof children and the ,bi iLy LO iov':' birth, 

that mcon's abhiitv t, give bir thi ,- grat, r than their ability 

to bring ,ap children in a proper mann r." (May NO0b9 , introduction 

to Second Fivc-Year 'a, 

"In as :-os ,ing ou r progrcon, however, it IMust always bL remembered 

that whatever we nroducp has to he divided be tween an increasing 

number olf ppocp] u r, year . An extra 380,0001 mouths arv calling 

for food this wvar as against last year ... It is no use saying 

that thce C(:.ira 00.)5)0 pcoplI have hands as well as mouths. For 

the first ten years of their liveS, at th( very N'alst, children 

eat withoutr prod cing; w.a a,- adult, have therefore to increase our 

production accrdingiv." (Spt.mber 1973, Report to the 16th 
Biennial Meeting of th , Party -- TAN'.) 

Organizd child spacing nc.vic.s started in Tanzania only in 1959. 

The servics were organizcd by th- thcn Family Planning Association of Dar es 

Salaam. There was only one clinic which scrvd somc residents of Dar es Salaam,
 

mainly expatriates.
 

In 1967 the Association changcd its name to the Family Planning
 

Association of Tanzania. With tht he p of IPPF funds, new clinics were
 

established in Dar es Salaam, and child spacing facilities, equipment and ser

vices became available outside Dar cs Salaam, mostly in Voluntary Agency
 

Hospitals.
 

In 1969 the rcgionl medical officers were directed by the then
 

Ministry of Health and Social Welfare to obtain child spacing supplies, equip

ment, and advice for thEir maternal and child welfare clinics from the
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Family Planning Association of Tanzania. For the past four years a rapidly
 

increasing demand for services has been experienced both in Dar es Salaam and
 

upcountry.
 

In mid-1973 a movement was led by the press against the idea of
 

family planning and the dangers that result from the use of contraceptives.
 

It was understood that the attack was mainly due to personal grudges. Never

theless, the chairman of the Family Planning Association of Tanzania who is
 

also the Minister for Labour and Social Welfare issued a statement to some
 

members of the press explaining to them the objectives of the Family Planning
 

Association. Some of the press were still not convinced and subsequently
 

attacked the minister in the newspapers. The minister's statement appeared
 

only in the Swahili papers. A few weeks later the problem was discussed in
 

the National Executive Committee meeting (made up of the senior officials of
 

the political party, TANU -- Tanzanian African National Union). The National
 

Executive Committee members agreed that the practice of child spacing is
 

essential for the health of Tanzanian mothers and children and so for the
 

health of the nation as a whole, and that child spacing is also needed for
 

the economic development of the country.
 

Since then there have been no more attacks from the press and twelve
 

new family planning branches have bc-un started in different districts. Before
 

June 1973 there were only seventeen branches; by December 1973 there uere
 

twenty-nine different branches. Most of the branches are chaired by impor

tant persons who hold key posts in their districts.
 

The Family Planning Association (UMATI) is a voluntary nonprofit
 

organization; it receives financial and advisory support from IPPF of which
 

it has been a member since 1971. It is still affiliated with the U.W.T.
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(Union of Tanzanian Women). The government does not give any financial
 

assistance but it grants duty-free status to all commodities supplied to the
 

association; it also adopts a generally favorable attitude towards its work.
 

The clinics outside Dar es Salaam are run by government personncl.
 

In Zanzibar political attitudes are opposed to family planning
 

and the importation of contraceptives is forbidden. The law which makes
 

abortion illegal is strictly enforced. Abortion is also illegal in the main

land except where there is a grave risk to the mother's life.
 

The four departments in the association are information and educa

tion; medical and field work; training; administration and finance. These
 

four department: are coordinated and controlled by the Ex ecutive Committee.
 

The information and 'ducation department makes known to the public 

what child spacing is about and emphasizes its importance. It gives health
 

education talks at factories or 
place, where workers gather, and arranges for
 

talks at meeting5 . This departmn t is helped by the members of the branches
 

outside Dar eb Salaam. in 1972 there were only thirteen branches, but by
 

December 1973 the number had increased to twenty-nine spread all over the
 

country. The chairmen of thebe branches meet in Dar es Salaam every six
 

months; they help in arranging for local seminars and in spreading knowledge
 

among the people in their areas.
 

The medical and field work department is responsible for the opera

tion of Dar es Salaam child spacing clinics; it also provides field workers 

who help in the clinic work outside Dar es Salaam. There are five clinics in 

Dar es Salaam; four have permanent premises and run fifteen sessions per week.
 

The fifth clinic is mobile and supplies services 
to the people in the suburbs
 

of Dar es Salaam. There is a team which moves daily between five places;
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each place is visited once weekly. These clinics are conducted by four
 

doctors helped by the nursing and health education staff.
 

Outside Dar es Salaam there are about 100 clinics in different
 

districts. Some are placed in government hospitals and the others are placed
 

in missionary hospitals. In fact only sixty are active but the rest give
 

contraceptive advice on an individual basis. These clinics are run by
 

doctors of either voluntary agencies or government hospitals or health cen

ters as part of their maternal and child health services. The association
 

helps these clinics by providing advice on running the clinics, provides needed
 

equipment, trains their'staff, and supplies contraceptives free of charge.
 

The clinics are also used for the practical training of medical students
 

and the participants of the training courses.
 

This department offers health education; contraceptives; screening
 

services (all attendees are examined before supplying them with contraceptives,
 

so that some diseases might be discovered, especially cancer of the breast or
 

cervix); infertility services (infertile couples are examihed and given some
 

form of treatment); counselling services on an individual basis whenever needed;
 

and training of medical students and some paramedical staff.
 

As a result of the spread of knowledge of family planning and the
 

need for services, a critical shortage of qualified practitioners has arisen.
 

To help meet this need for medical manpower, the Family Planning Association
 

has assumed a major responsibility for training family planning workers and
 

practitioners. The Association is helping to train medical students, organ

izes courses for tutors from nurse training centers, midwife training centers,
 

medical assistants training centers, and rural medical aides training centers.
 

New teaching methods are discussed with these totors (instructors). Also,
 

four-week courses are arranged for nurse-midwives and medical assistants
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working upcountry. These courses enable such people to run family planning
 

clinics in the areas of their work under the supervision of the medical
 

officer in charge. Sometimes the association receives requests from various
 

organizations and training institutes to participate in their seminars or 

workshops. This enables the association to reach a wide cross-section of 

the population.
 

The administration and finance department coordinates the activities
 

of the various departments and establishes liaison between the committees of 

the association and IP'PF headquarters in ,;airobi and London. It works out 

policies and plans for the association which are consistent with national 

policies. It is also responsible for the development of good relations be

tween the association and other organizations such as TANU, government depart

ments, and L'WT. 

Below is a report on Dar es Salaam clinic activities for the year 

1972 and for the first 10 months of 1973-

New I Total1 
Atten- ','ew -embers Re-visit,, Atten

,Year, dance Loop 'UI J Irj. Other Total Loop Pi.1 1 Inj. Other T ota I dance 

1972 35)6 20 16 .6 279 20 2177 1416 9437 39)6 91 14,880 27,783 

1973 3787 186 1712 64 7 68 2613 1028 5660 4133 97 10,919 23,764 
1l0oM .) I I I I I 

Clinic activities upcountry:
 

1972 4842 732 3667 1566 144 4842 199 19 181 

A few people who are important in family planning are listed below: 

Mr. A. C. Tandau, Minister of Labor and Social Welfare and 
Chairman of the Family Planning Association of Tanzania. 
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Mrs. Christine Nseke la, Executive Secretary of the Family
 
Association of Tanzania.
 

Dr. Achim, Senior Medical Officer, Ministry of Health.
 

l rs. Achim, Family Planning Association. 

IV. 	 UNIVERSITY DATA
 

The University of Dar es Salaam
 

Faculty of Medicine 

The Faculty of Medicine wa; establi:;hed in 1968 when the School of 

Medicine (which had been establi;hed in 1963 by the Ministry of Health) was 

incorporated into University College, Dar es Salaam (University College sub

sequently became the 	University of Dar es Salaam). The Faculty of Medicine 

teaches a 	five year undergraduate curriculum which leads to the qual'ifying
 

degree of 	M.D. Current enrollment is 45-50 students per year or about 240 

students enrolled' in 	tie five year program. However, commencing with the
 

1974-75 Academic Year 	(July 1974), the first year class will double in size
 

to 100 students initiating a planned doubling of total enrollment within the
 

next five 	years.
 

The departments of the Faculty are grouped into the three divisions
 

of Biomedical Sciences, Clinical Practice, and Social and Community Medicine.
 

Each division is organized into several "subjects". The division of Bio

medical Sciences includes Anatomy and Histology, Physiology, Biochemistry,
 

Pharmacology, Pathology, and Microbiology and Immunology. The division of
 

Clinical Practice is responsible for the teaching of Medicine, Surgery, Child
 

Health, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Psychiatry, and Anaestheasia. The division
 

of Social and Community Medicine teaches Community Health, Epidemiology and
 

Biostatistics, Behavioral Sciences, and Parasitology and Entomology. The
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undergraduate curriculum attempts to integrate these several subject areas 

and if; broadly organized -o that the first year consists of normal biological 

studies of man and the coI:Munity; the se cond year consists of pathological 

rstudies;; the third y(; r cor;,;ists of therapeutic studie:;; the fourth year eight 

week clerk,;hips in child health, community health practice, medicine, surgery, 

obstetricf; and ,.,nec lIogy; ar;d the fiftLh year, clinical rotations. Currently 

there are about fifty "ir::lcr- of the tcaching :;taff of the Faculty, about one

third of them are 'farzaniar,;. Th Dean of the Faculty is Dr. W.J. Makene, 

a Tanzanian trainrid a:; a cardiologiit. 

All t(aching of de-nograply and family planning is within the Division 

of Social and o:.'inity .edicine. All firf:t year students take a course in 

elementary ;tat1,,Lc, and d(l(,iography. Al:so, all studcnts participate in a 

first-year field projc't in :hic :som(e attention is given to relationships; be

tween family lize, chi d :.pacing, and malnutrition. All third year :;tudents 

take a basic family planning cour!.e, consisting of 12 to 14 lecture hours. 

The course content include,; attention to all common contraceptive method!;, some 

aspects of the p',ycliology of contraceptive use, aiid empha,;is on the doctor's; 

role in provdfrig contraceptive services. The principle tezt for this course 

is Mothod; of Qo,,ntracr.t 05 otir>trol: A Pro- Int mctionaI Cotrse Oitho Pharma

ceutical Corporation, flarit an, New Jc r!ey. In addiLion, at the conclusion of 

the course :;tudents; are gitvcn the following text for their own reference use: 

John Reel and Malcolm Potts, Tcxtbook of Contraceptiv Practice, Cambridge 

Universi.ty r';. They als'o take a health education coure., of whi.ch about 

four clans hour:; are given to the "role of family planning in health education." 

In the pa:;t year two of the four hour,; were a talk prescntec by a staff member 

of the Family Planning Association of Tanzania. In addition, during the past 

year as part of their course work, students were rc.quired to prepare and
 

http:Universi.ty
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deliver teaching exercises on health education, .Somen of the itudents in the
 

course prepared teaching materials on family planning which they then presented
 

in a teaching situation at a girl 5 %ccondar 7 ' GhooJ, 

All fourth year ;;tuden t ,pend a two month "clerkhip" In the lfVvi

sion of Crxrrnur, I.t ne. morjth ,, about weekSocial. and L, Medc Of the- two one-half 

is devoted to more practical a(pecit: of famil.y planning, In'cluding vi'it: to 

clinics both in and outs;ide of Dar e; ,a aam, Inltructfon In in'mertion of 

loops and so forth. FIfth year ;tud(.rjtf, are ri'.piJ red t.o g ie a rumber of 

personal report,; or .;eminar!; on topic,,; of their chofl.c., 'lhr- ftaff of the Divi

sion of Social and Cocinun.ty M-dic Inc.' ry.port that rmany )L the "tudent'; are 

interested in population and family pl ant,nIri topicf.,, and the'e are frequent 

seminar topic;, Therec f; a two-mont.h period be twc'-n the fourth and fifth 

years for which student!; t ,,rvect topicl tn-d,.pth training. In,scfff( fo 


the past some ,;tudentr; have chosen to rc.';ely spec Ia tr:aining In famnnily 

planning and have been ,;pon,;or cd to go to thl V. .. on an :I ght week travel 

and training grant. Funds hav( appar,.ntly beein provided by 1,JAI;l) the Popula

tion Council, and perhap,; oth r donor organJza tLoncs, 

The staff of thu Dlvlsi on of CmmYunity t.lci.e ge-nerally feelk that 

within the limits of' the flwf:-yea r ndt:rgraduat. progran, It wil not be posi

sible to increase tih tlme,- ind erriphaos is givw.n to demography and f;ml Jy planning; 

that is, there Is no pro!;pec t for Increa.iing the amoornL. of tirtie the average 

studer devotes to these toplcs, Thry rrport, huoevewr, that the )ean of the 

Faculty is generally supportiw: of- the t,:achIng of d,-inography and familIy plan

ning. They have expr Ienced no overt re %1:!stan( e,aIthoo'h they fee,I the poten 

tial always exits. (For exampl:, the, press,! at.tack l,.scribi-d #.arlier.) They 

also report that most of the m.dical. fitudenti fire supportwi'm of famnily planning. 

This i.s confirmed by a nymponium on th1 r(.lationshipoi be:tween population con

http:Cocinun.ty
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trol and economic devel.opment which wan arranged by Professor iennett in 

August 1973. Al thou,5 faml Iy planning wab criticized by some invited speaker., 

a number of m.dical studenti d.fende., famf 7 planning a% one of the solutions 

,for Ianzanfa', econo:i c and 'o-.al pro Q 

Whi le there are no pr,,,e.t. for .ncreaoing ;tiudent training, the 

amourt of .t.aff trim. gi n to thp.e topic%, will be increaged because of the 

forthcoming doubing,of total ,mder'ra;uat. enrollment', to nearly "flj(Jstudents, 

and becau', of the newly n,;t.i, t d ( ;ul7 11711 pOU', graduat, training progrhm, 

The Dii 4ii on .,rmn t y Md ci % now of frJing a thr,-year Po'tgraduate 

training progr;am. 1,4"ee'r:t m.atter wil b'e f,.r/ .v g-rierW In the f,r't year and 

at the end of QP f r. 7par the K tdent will recei've a Nlp arna of PubJi-C 

Yuent. Z11 he mor' .:eclI allMJ in1Wie ',econd and third year% andHealth. 


can chooq' family planning, a'% one ,peclalty. At the end of. the third year they
 

will be awarded an .P.
 

One repU t ol the increa ,e ir undergraduate and potgraduate teach

ing re.pon bl ; J t V , t,, that a new po-t of L.Gcturer/'.-n1,)r lec turer in Lpidem

fology and n't ,; i t.i ha% '':en creartd, effect Ne for tSo Acadeirlc (ar 

1974-75. Pro*per,, foar fi I I%g thM I, po.t are d H d - 0 ;iart. at l;a't to the 

low univer;Jt M.aI. ry "%cake, "Iher. 1. no o ''%%iI ty of filli ng the po'st ,/ith 

, 
a 'Tanzanian, and an ezpatriat" appoin ted at a l ecturer K Je,'/e would receive a 

aIary of aboutt 7,000 of which abo/ut .20 percent woul d go for 'Ianzanlan ta ze, 

00. 'he M;ary of a %erior lecturerleaving a net arirual IInco)re of about ;', 

woul(1 be about 20 percent higher. VrevlIou ,y the facul ty member teaching 

atatihLtc'%and demography al]'o taught epidem/ology, but now two separate posts 

will exi.t. 

The major research project in demography and family planning con

tinuee to be the one started by Dr. Cris' Woodrs (now working in Kenya) about 
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six years ago with a Population Council grant, and subsequently funded for the
 

period 1971-74 by a grant from the University of North Carolina. Mr. B. Takolia
 

of the Division of Social and Community Medicine (his training includes an MPH
 

from Johns Hopkins) has taken ov.r field responsibility for this project.
 

The project was originally designed to combine a vital 	registration
 

system in six rural areas of Tanzania plus Dar es Salaam with an annual census
 

in these areas. In thrce of thie rural ar'cas the project has recently been 

•expanded 	to include provision of family planning services; onE. family planning
 

improve on the services
worker serve.s each of the thrri areas. It is hoped to 

reccntly introducr-d as wf 11 as to extend service.s to the re~maining areas. It 

was deemed necessary (or at least desirable) to carry out a KAP study in each 

of thu- areas prior to introducing fimily planning services. This was done in 

in of three (in a planningNovember-Deccmber 1973 two th,. areas which famil: 

worker fulbiequntly began off,!ring services). In thi-sc two areas a total of 

500-600 womren and 200-300 min w.if, included in the KAP sample, Data are now 

being analyzed. Eventually, Mr Takolia hopes to allocate, a certain population 

(for example, 1,000 womcn) to s:ach famlly planning worker and ask the worker to
 

arrange a schedule of r,'gul,jr bome visits.
 

Although th( North Carolina grant terminats JunE. 30, 1974, not all 

funds have been spent, and Mr. Takolia is hopeful that North Carolina will
the 


permit cxpenditure of funds beyond the terminition date.
 

Perhaps th(- maijor probl,.m with this project has be-.n the inadequate 

data analysis and e-valuatton, and lack of information provided to the Ministry 

of Health. A Dr. Venema haf, just complot,-d an MS in demography in the U.K. in 

which he analyzed some of tht! dat-. collected during the first four years of the 

project. Howevr, his analysis has not ye.t been made.available in Tanzania. 

Another research projc.mt has been initiated by Dr. H. Gosling, also 

http:projc.mt
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of the Division of Social and Community Medicine, supported by a grant of
 

$20,000 from the Social Sciences, Law and Humanities Program of the Ford and
 

Rockefeller Foundations. Dr. Gosling has devised an intelligence test for
 

East African children and using the same populations that are included in the 

Wood-Takolia project, he will analyze the relationships between intelligence 

of school children and family size and child spacing. 

Kt--v pcople at ti medical school are 

i'rofew.,or .John Bennett, head of the Department of Community Health 
in the Divis ion of SociaI and Communitv Medicine. Prof. Bennett 
teaches part of the health education course to third year students 
including aspects oi1family planning. 

Dr. Harry (:o Iing , he ad of tle ')ubject of Be havioral Sciences in 
the Division o- oc ia and Communitv ledicine. Dr. Gosling teaches 
the ha>it 1amily planning c'tmr-e Lo third year students. 

Dr. Jane ,cf.usker, lecturer in Lidemiologv/tiotatistics in the 
Divit ion of Social and (Vt)!n:nunity Mcdicine. Dr. "ecCusker teaches 
.tatistics and demography to first year mc-dical stdents. 

Mr. liarban., Taku lia, senior lecturer in Behavioral Sciences, teaches 
part of the third year health education course which includes as
pects of family planning. 

In addit:,un, the aho','c four stiff members tc.ether provide all the other 

training in demography and faoill, planning in the Faculty of Medicine at both the 

undergraduate and graduate- lvels. 

Dr. . . Makene, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
 

Dr. Pius Msekwa, Vice Chancellor of the University of Dar es
 
Salaam.
 

Mr. Amon :sckela, President of the University Council (the govern
ing board of the university); also, member of parliament and chair
man of the Board of Directors of the National Bank of Commerce;
 
husband of the Executive Secretary of the Family Planning Associa
tion of Tanzania.
 

The Faculty of Medicine is located about ten miles from the main
 

campus of the University of Dar es Salaam. The medical students therefore do not
 

have ready access to items in the main university library. The medical faculty
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does have a small library of its own but it has very few books in family plan

ning and demography. We have recommended that they submit a request for a set
 

of essential books in both family planning and demography to the Basic Library
 

Program of the Population Council.
 

Equipment needs in the Division of Social and Community Medicine
 

Undergraduate tcachin$. Thp, bulk of the undergraduate teaching, for
 

which calculating equipment is required, falls into the first year in the courses
 

in basic statistics and demography (weekly practical sessions throughout the
 

academic year) and analysis of the first year project (a three week period at
 

the end of the first year, during which the students carry out a demography sur

vey in selected villages and conduct a nutritional survey of the under five year
 

olds in the same areas). There is additional need during the second year
 

epidemiology course when the whole class engages in frequent data analytic
 

exercises and conducts group research projects requiring data analysis. During
 

the third year there is another field project -- an infectious disease survey
 

of a rural population, for which the students perform much of the analysis. In
 

addition, interested students would be expectid to make occasional use of the
 

equipment in other years.
 

The present intake of students is 50 and is expected to increase to
 

96 in 1975. Even if this class is divided for practical sessions, there may be
 

up to 50 students using calculating equipment at any one time. Based on 3 stud

ents to a machine, allowing for up to 2 machine,s being out of order at any one
 

time, this gives an estimate of 19 taching machines.
 

Seven basic Facit electronic machines (without memory accumulation)
 

will be ordered in July 1974. There will be a need for a further 12 such ma

chines by next year.
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Postgraduate teaching. A D.P.H. course is starting this year with
 

six to seven students. Among their basic courses will be statistics and demog

raphy and introduction to computers. They will be expected to carry out fairly
 

sophisticated analyses including correlations and statistical significance
 

testing, in addition to punching some of their own data for computer analysis.
 

They 	currently have access to a programmable calculator (Olivetti 101)
 

near 	the Faculty and are ordering a calculator with memory storage for post

graduate use. At present there is no key-punch equipment in the medical
 

facu Ity.
 

Research. They are rapidly expanding their use of the university com

puter facilities to the point where they are unable to deal with requests without
 

delays of several months. The biggest bottleneck is in punching and verifying
 

data. Although they have a research assistant who is capable of key punch

ing, 	there is no equipment in the Faculty for him to work on. The main research
 

projects at present requiring key-punch equipment are:
 

(] 	 Demographic project: KAP survey analysis
 

(2) 	Ob-tctric recurd analysis of all "complicated" cases and 
l0 percent ample of "uncomplicated' cases delivering in 
Dar es Salaam maternity hospitals 

(3) 	Analysis by Faculty of field project data
 

(4) 	Analyi: of new antcnatal record card being piloted at
 
antenatal clinics in Dar es Salaam
 

There is also a need for a calculator (preferably programable), in ad

dition to the one ordered for postgraduate use, to be located in tile Department
 

of Epidemiology and Biostatistics.
 

Demography and Pelated Social Sciences
 

In 1970 the Population Council posted a field associate in Dar es
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Salaam with two functions: to teach a course in demography to statistics
 

majors, and to advise the Central Statistical Bureau in the Ministry of Eco

nomic Affairs and Development Planning on the demographic analysis of the 1967
 

population census of Tanzania. Subsequently a volume was published entitled
 

1967 Population Census of Tanzania: A Demographic Analysis.
 

In 1971, a masters degree program in demography (by thesis only) was
 

launched. It was an attempt to integrate field research with teaching. A
 

survey was jointly undertaken by two candidates who collected data on fertil

ity and mortality from four regions in Tanzania. Two of the regions were
 

relatively more developed with high birth rates and low death rates. The other
 

two regions were less economically developed and with relatively low birth
 

rates and relatively high death rates. Some 5,500 households were covered and
 

the results of the analysis appeared in two dissertations, one entitled
 

"Fertility differentials in Tanzania with reference to four regions," and the
 

other "Mortality differentials in Tanzania with reference co four regions."
 

One of the M.A. graduates is now head of the Population Statistics Unit at the
 

Central Statistical Bureau, and the other is on the staff of the Department of
 

Statistics, University of Dar es Salaam but is currently following a Ph.D.
 

program in economic-demography at th, University of Pennsylvania.
 

A third student completed his masters degrce with a thesis on "The
 

Impact of Urbanization on Fertility and Child Mortality: Tanzania and Uganda
 

as Case Studies." He is now enrolled in the Ph.D. program in
 

demography at Australian National University.
 

A demographic unit was established in 1972 in the Bureau of Resource
 

Assessment and Land Use Planning at the University of Dar es Salaam, with
 

financial assistance from the Population Council. It is a service unit in
 

that it provides demography courses for students from several departments in
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the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (economics, geography, sociology, and
 

statistics as well as 
students from the Faculty of Science who take statistics).
 

The unit is staffed by an economist/demographer (who is in charge),
 
an agricultural economist/demographer, and, until June 1974, 
a population
 

geographer/demographer. 
The 
latter left Tanzania in June and will be replaced
 

by an economist/demographer who will assist in the analysis of the National 

Demographic Survey (see below). 
 The following courses are offered by the unit.
 

(1) 	 Undergraduate training 

(a) a course in formal demography for statistics students 
(full year, 16 students in 1973-74).
 

(b) 	a course in substantive demography for students takingsociology, economics and geography (half year, 110
 
students in 1973-74) 

The Department of Sociology plans 
to expand its undergraduate
 

teaching in 1974-75 with the assistance of the unit. 
 Three npw courses witl be 

added: an introduction to population studies for second year students, a
 

course 
in formal demography for third students, and a course in social demog

raphy for third year students. Eventually students will be 
able to earn a B.A.
 

in sociology with a specialization in population studies.
 

(2) 	Postgraduate training
 

(a) 	An optional 
paper in economic demography for M.A. Economics
 

(b) 	Optional paper in advanced 
formal demography for M.A.
 
stat istics students
 

(c) 	 Demographic project for M.A. statistics students, also 

optional.
 

(d) 
Masters Degree in Demography
 

As noted above, three students have 
so far obtained their M.A.
 

degree in demography. 
Two students are currently working on masters degrees.
 

One is wzrking on 
tribal differences in fertility in Tanzania and the factors
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behind those differences, using data collected in the National Demographic
 

Survey. The second is on fertility patterns and levels in Dar es Salaam, also
 

with NDS data. Two additional candidates will be registered for the 1974-75
 

academic year, a Nigerian with training in mathematics, and a Tanzanian selected
 

by the Department of Statistics at the University of Dar es Salaam for staff
 

development.
 

(e) 	The Department of Sociology has indicated an interest
 
in establishing a masters degree in sociology (by
 
thesis) with a speciality in population
 

(f) 	Ph.D. training
 

Three students are currently being supervised for Ph.D. degrees
 

in demography. A staff member of the Department of Geography, University of
 

Nairobi, is co-supervised by Professor Ominde from Nairobi and Professor Henin
 

from Dar es Salaam. The thesis will deal with "Fertility Trends in Kisumu
 

District." A staff member of the Department of Sociology, University of
 

Nairobi, is being admitted for Ph.D. under the joint supervision of Professor
 

Henin from Dar es Salaam and a staff member from the Department of Sociology,
 

University of Nairobi. Her topic is "Changing attitudes, practices, and be

liefs on family size among the Akamba." A staff membcr of the Department of
 

Sociology, Makerere University, is being admitted for Ph.D. at the University
 

of Dar es Salaam under Henin's supervision. He will work on patterns and
 

causes of errors in African fertility data.
 

Training and Staff Development Issues. One of the major issues fac

ing the unit is its inability to utilize all available postgraduate fellowships.
 

At the undergraduate level, enrollment in population courses has been increas

ing. The undergraduate course in substantive demography grew from 50 students
 

in 1972-73, to 110 in 1973-74, and is expected to grow further to 150 in 1974

75. 	 On the other hand, only three of six available places for masters degree
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students were filled between 1971 and 1974, and only two of three places for
 

1974-75 are filled. (One of the three masters degrees completed was by a non-


Tanzanian.) At the postgraduate level this is a problem faced by the University
 

.
as a w 


The University of Dar es Salaam is the youngest of the East African
 

universities. The output is therefore still small in relation to the demand.
 

A student is usually earmarked to a government department and has to join
 

that department on completing his undergraduate training.
 

Every year, the university has to go, hat in hand, to the Central
 

Establishment for its requirements of candidates for staff development. In 

recent years the university never managed to get more than 50 percent of its
 

original request. This situation has been aggravated during the last two
 

years by the decentralization policy which meant that certain functions of
 

some ministries were decentralized and handled at the regional level. This
 

applied to planning, health, education, labor, and agriculture. The result 

is that the demand for university graduates increased so much that the univer

sity was finding it more and more 6ifficult to satisfy its staff development
 

plans. Indeed some staff members of the university were absorbed by decen

tralization as "regional development directors."
 

Other sources of recruitment of graduates for the postgraduate pro

gram had to be sought,and the Demographic Unit found it necessary to go to 

the ministries and government departments for this purpose. Efforts were also 

made to offer the postgraduate courses to non-Tanzanians, that is, Ugandans 

and Kenyans who are graduates of the University of Dar es Salaam.
 

Research. A guiding principle behind the work of the unit is that
 

training and research should be integrated and mutually reinforcing. Post

graduate students are required to participate in the overall research program
 

of the unit. All of .he following research projects undertaken by the unit
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involved students as well as staff.
 

Demographic Analysis of the 1967 Population Census of Tanzania. One
 

of the first tasks of the unit was to assist in the analysis of data collected
 

in the 1967 census. The analysis showed that while the population census
 

threw a great deal of light on overall levels of fertility and mortality in
 

the country, it was not possible to study in depth fertility and mortality
 

differentials at the community level and the factors behind those differen

tials. A National Demographic Survey was therefore considered necessary to
 

obtain information of this nature at the community level.
 

In line with the udit's desire to integrate its teaching and re

search activities, the first two masters degree students trained by the unit
 

designed the research for their theses to serve as pilot studies for the
 

National Demographic Survey. As noted above, one did his research on fertility
 

differentials in four regions, the second on morLality differentials in the
 

same four regions.
 

National Demographic Survey. The pilot survey stage covered by the
 

two M.S. students was follow.d by the National Demographic Survey. This is
 

a joint undertaking by the Central Statistical Bureau, Ministry of Economic
 

Affairs and Development Planning and the Demographic Unit. Half of the funding
 

for the survey comes from the government of Tanzania and half from the Inter

national Development Research Ccitre of Canada.
 

The survey was launched in May 1973. The field work has been com

pleted and the data processing has start,'d. About 65,000 households have been
 

covered, with data collected on fertility levels, trends and differentials,
 

mortality levels and differentials, and rates of growth at the regional level.
 

One of the unique aspects of this survey is the study of fertility
 

and mortality differentials not only by such characteristics as education,
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literacy, occupation, religion, place of birth, and so forth, but also by mode
 

of life (referred to sometimes as community level). For this purpose clusters
 

of about 800-900 households (in about half the 18 regions of Tanzania) were
 

selected, representing, for example, pastoral communities, subsistence agri

culture, modern agriculture, cash crops, highlands and others. The sample 

also covers the urban population of eleven large towns and eleven small towns. 

Two currently registered M.A. students are engaged on certain as

pects of the analysis. 

Interest in DARSS Outside the University 

In a speech to the 16th biennial meeting of TANU (the one political 

party in mainland Tanzania) on September 26, 1973, l'resident Nyerere stated 

that for economic and social reason.; it was; desirable for Tanzania to slow its 

population growth rate. One result of these comments is that the dean of the 

Faculty of Arts and Social Science at the university urged the unit to produce 

as many masters degree level demographers as possibI., and has expressed his 

fullest support for the program and its efforts; to attraLt morf- students. As 

a result of discussions bc tween the N1,inister of Labor and Social Welfare and 

the head of the demographic unit, the unit will organize a series of seminars 

for labor union leaders, party leaders, regional planning officers, women's 

groups, and others, The 11i ttnr of Labor has also indicated that two civil 

servants from his ministry would be selected to work for masters degrees on 

manpower planning and related topics, under the supervision of the unit. 

Other Interest 

Dr. Chagula was Vice Chancellor, University of Dar es Salaam, before 

becoming Minister for Economic Affairs and Development Planning. lie has always 

been a great supporter of DARSS. He takes pride in being instrumental in the 
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appointment of the professor of demography at the University of Dar es Salaam.
 

Not only is he a supporter of DARSS training and research at the university
 

but also in his ministry. The Central Statistical Bureau, jointly responsible
 

with the demographic unit, for the National Demographic Survey, is part of his
 

ministry. Finally, he has shown on many occasions both interest and awareness
 

of the problems resulting from high rates of population growth,
 

Mr. Tandau, Minister of Labor and Social Welfare, is president of
 

the Family Planning Association of Tanzania and secretary-general of the Na

tional Union of Tanganyika Workers (NUTA). lie has suggested that the Demo

graphic Unit run workshops and seminars for leaders in TANU, NUTA, for regional
 

planning officers, and others on population growth and economic and social
 

development. He has also shown willingness to suggest the names of one or two
 

civil servants from his ministry to attend postgraduate training in population
 

studies.
 

Mr. Nskela, president of the University Council and chairman of the
 

Board of directors of the National Bank of Commerce,, is (informally) the
 

president's economic adviser. He is fully aware of the population question and
 

has been a strong supporter of our activities in the demographic unit. (His
 

wife is the executive secretary of the Family Planning Association.)
 

Mr. Mpogolo is commissioner of statistics and head of the Central
 

Statistical Bureau. lie holds the M.A. degree in Statistics (U.S.A.) So far
 

two officials from his bureau have followed the M.A. program in demography.
 

Mr. Ngallaba is head of the population statistics unit, Central
 

Statistical Bureau, and the only demographer in the government. Holder of the
 

M.A. degree in demography, university of Dar es Salaam, he is secona in command
 

in the Central Statistical Bureau.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
 

In the medical school, the teaching of contraceptive techniques, the
 

psychology of contraception, demography, family planning in health education
 

and the role of physicians in family planning programs are integrated in the 

curriculIum of tle divisions of Cli ncail Practice and of Social Sciences and 

Community N.dtci ne, liesidcs thi,,, academic teaching, students participate in 

field surveys and clinical work in family planning clinics. it would seem 

that from a teaching point of view no outside assist ance is required, and even 

the conrtempIatLted e.pan ,ion of the training program to accommodate the ex

pected doubling of undergraduiate clasises and a new postgraduate training 

program will probably be provided for by the university in time. The only 

needs are for twelve calculating machine,; without memory for the teaching of 

statistics and demography to undergraduat, medical students. Interesting re

search projects: are ongoing in the Division of Social Sciences and Community 

Medic ine. It appeaIr, 01,41: t he research and training ne-d s of the new )octorate 

in Public Hlealth include punching and v:rifying equipment and a programmal)i 

cal.cuIator. 

A modest and useful investment for international agencies would be 

to provide the library of the medical faculty with a basic set of books in 

family planning and dcmography. 

However, in view of the governmental, priority to provide health 

services to rural populations in the shortest delay, the five Medical Assis

tants training c(-nters- and the five schools of Rural Medical. Aides should be 

surveyed. Such an Inventory ,hould assess the extent of family planning train

ing provided in such schools and, if neccisary consider the feasibility of 

creating a pilot program to integrate family planning services in the basic 

health services, 
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The Demographic Unit within BJRALUI' is an active and influential unit. 

Its teaching and research activities have increased jidgnificantly [since the 

unit was established in 1972. An Important new area of activity in the pro

vision of short-term training and :imninars to TanzaniJan gow-rnmcnt officials. 

The t-nit, however, is staffed en tirely by ezpatr att-',. 11o en ior 'an'. anIanr 

demographers exist, and only on univernity staff rrictnber is curreIntly re

ceiving Ph.D. training abroad In demography. lie wI. inot complete his degree 

for at least another two year':. 'hij the unit will nred e xt('rnal. core 

support, including senior :Itaff, at l-ast through 1977. After that, it honl.d 

be possible to begin phasing out c.zternal. support ;v local capacties l)ecomLe 

stronger. At the minimum , cxternal iupport will ,till be nseeded after 1.977 

in the form of research grant ,, short-term connultationt,, and a variety of 

informational and technical fsupport !services of the type: generally provided 

by the Population Council and other donors in the population field. 

SOURCES OF DATA:
 

Site visit to Tanzania May 1974.
 

May 1974
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ZAIRE
 

Robert G. Castadot and Donald F. Heisel
 

I. 	COUNTRY SETTING
 

Zaire has in excess 
of 22 million people, according to the "popula

tion census" of 1970. It is a large sprawling country with an average density
 

of around 	9 people per square kilometer. It is thus by far the largest
 

Francophone country in Black Africa; 
the population is something like three
 

times the 	next largest Francophone country and it is the third largest of all
 

independent Black African nations.
 

Information concerning population dynamics are skimpy. 
It is
 

estimated that the crude birth rate 
is about 50 and the crude death rate
 

around 20. Nevertheless, the population is officially estimated to be grow

ing at around 2.5 percent per year. These figures are little more than
 

educated 	guesses since the data are not sufficient to provide more detailed
 

or reliable information for the nation. 
Zaire remains essentially rural.
 

According to the results of the 1970 "census" no more than 15 percent of the
 

population was 
found in the eleven largest cities of the country. The urban
 

population of Zaire is dominated by the capital, Kinshasa, with a population
 

estimated 	to be around 1.3 million. 
 Kinshasa is among the two or three
 

largest cities of Black Africa. It is estimated to be growing at a rate
 

higher than 10 percent per year, chiefly from rural-to-urban migration. 
Most
 

of the demographic information for Zaire comes 
from an administrative census
 

taken in 1970. The information is of limited reliability since the census
 

was not based on a house-to-house enumeration. 
It followed upon and was
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essentially an up-dating of the permanent listing for each household, origi

nally established during the colonial period. Each head of a household was
 

required to present himself at the local census bureau office in order to
 

furnish information about himself and about individuals dependent upon him.
 

The census agent recorded this information on an individual household card.
 

The cards were tabulated manually in each local office and results were
 

submitted to a central authority to be assembled and officially reported.
 

The census of 1970 was the first carried out after political inde

pendence. It was attended by a good deal of publicity and public education,
 

including support from the national political party. The census results
 

provide the basis for electoral lists, so some political pressures on reported
 

totals could have existed.
 

Information gathered through this dminisrrative census are not
 

worthless. However, they are obviously severely limited and do not provide
 

anything like an adequate basis for an underst-nding of population dynamics
 

in Zaire. There appears to be no serious planning for participation in the
 

African census program being funded by UNFPA nor to take any other form of
 

census at this time.
 

In addition to the census of 1970, demographic data are obtainable
 

from a series of urban surveys, beginning with the social demographic surveys
 

of Kinshasa taken in 1969, Seven additional cities have subsequently had
 

social demographic surveys. These have been funded by external sources,
 

most recently with the assistance of IDRC in Canada,
 

Zaire has also recently begun participation on a limited scale with
 

the World Fertility Survey. A pilot enquiry will be carried out in one
 

region of the southeastern part of the country in the near future.
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The lack of demographic data would be more serious if the country
 
were engaged in 
a serious attempt to plan its economic and social development.
 

In fact, Zaire has given rather less attention to systematic economic and
 
social planning than most other Black African countries. The government has
 
not attempted to prepare a national five year plan for development and does
 
not have 
a major planning agency functioning within the government. 
To a
 
very considerable degree, decisions related 
to economic development come from
 
the president's office and are often a reflection of the very personal deci

sions and aspirations of President Mobutu Sese Seko.
 

Current preoccupations include an urgent search for an authentic
 
Zairois identity -- liberation from the colonial heritage 
-- and rapid eco
nomic growth based on exploitation of the prodigious national resource base.
 

There is 
an atmosphere of strong nationalism, verging on xenophobia, in 
a
 
boom town economy. 
Much pressure is felt to replace foreigners by Zairois 


especially in small and medium-sized business enterprises.
 

Zaire's population comprises a large number of tribes, each using
 
a different language. Two main tongues --Swahili in the east and Lingala
 

in the center and in Kinshasa -- are 
the major vernaculars. Approximately
 

half the population is Christian, the largest group being Catholic; 
the
 
remainder are mostly traditionalists with 
some Moslems in the northeast.
 

It is estimated that 70 percent of school-aged children benefit
 
from some 
kind of primary education. 
 It would appear that something on the
 
order of one-fifth of the primary school students go on to attend secondary
 

school. The Universite"Nationale du Zaire (UNAZA), with its three main
 
campuses in Kinshasa, Lubumbashi, and Kisangani, completes the formal edu

cational structure.
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With large energy resources (the hydro-electric complex at Inga)
 

and exceptional mineral deposits (copper, diamonds, cobalt, uranium, and so
 

forth) as well as great agricultural resources, Zaire has great potential
 

for economic development. However, the potential remains largely unrealized
 

as yet; per capita annual income is of the order of US$100 and is growing
 

at a little over 3 percent annually (figures are for the late 1960's -- the
 

most recent available).
 

II. HEALTH POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

As in many other developing countries, there are few reliable
 

health statistics available in Zaire. Existing evidence indicates that the
 

major health problems are infectious and parasitic diseases which, with
 

malnutrition, are the main (-iuses of deith for infants and preschool children,
 

and probably for man) adults. Meoales is reported -isthe primary cause of
 

death among children from the age of one to five.
 

Basically, four health delivery systems serve the population of
 

Zaire: the government, the univerbiry, the missionary hospitals, and the
 

private sector.
 

The 19/2 budget for the MinLstry of Health was 4.5 million Zaires
 

(I Zaire=US$2.00), about 1.3 percent of thy! national operating budget. Be

sides limited funding and overwhelming morbidity and mortality problems,
 

the Ministry of Health must function with a severe shortage of adequately
 

trained personnel and very weak administratioi Another government agency,
 

"Fond M 'dical de Coordination" (FOMECO), is ;in rjutonomous organization direztly
 

related to the presidency with a budget roughly equal to that of the Ministry
 

of Health. It has responsibility for the main hospital in Kinshasa --


Hopital Mama Yemo. Other FOMECO programs include experiments in maternal
 

http:Zaire=US$2.00
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and child health and family planning in Kinshasa, and in comprehensive
 

health care along the Zaire River. High expenditures have produced relatively
 

high quality health delivery services and administration at Hopital Mama Yemo,
 

which could provide for the educational needs of other health personnel if
 

proper coordination between the Ministry of Health, FOMECO, and the univer

sity existed.
 

UNAZA provides health services through its three university hospitals
 

in Kinshasa, Lubumbashi, and Kisangani. In Lubumbashi the university clinics
 

are located in the main city hospital -- Hopital Sendwe.
 

The missions have made a substantial contribution to health services
 

in Zaire. They administer a large number of health facilities (680 general
 

and maternity hospitals and dispensaries, with a total of 25,000 beds). These
 

facilities are usually distributed through rural areas or small cities. Very
 

often, indeed, the missionary activities are substitutes for government health
 

services, and in some areas tiere is 
an effort to reach the community with
 

basic health care.
 

An important health delivery system and, in some areas, one that
 

is probably the best equipped and wealthiest is funded by private business,
 

especially by mining companies.
 

At the end of 1973 it was estimated that there were slightly more
 

than 800 physicians in Zaire (that is, about I per 25,000 persons). Of these,
 

300 were in Kinshasa alone, with another 100 in the mining area of Shaba; 350
 

physicians are Zairois. The program to train medical assistants, created
 

during colonial times, has been phased out.
 

At the recommendation of the Rockefeller Foundation, a National
 

Health Council is being established in the Office of the Presidency. This
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Council is intended to represent the government, the university, the hospital
 

systems, and the consumers. Its purpose is to draft a national policy for
 

the delivery of health services, to prepare a five- or ten-year plan for
 

health services, and to train health manpower. It is expected that the
 

Health Council will gear the training of physicians and paramedicals to the
 

real need of the population. It has been reported that 10 to 15 percent
 

of the gross national product could be allocated to such a program.
 

With the number of medical graduates from UNAZA increasing per

haps too rapidly, the number of paramedical personnel necessary for the
 

delivery of health services is clearly inadequate and will severely limit
 

the effectiveness of the medical graduates. Little progress can be expected
 

unless major reform of the medical curriculum is undertaken to train Zairois
 

physicians to respond to the health nt-ed of the population. Training of
 

paramedicals should be given highest priority -nd new mechanisms for plan

ning, coordinating, implementing, and eva.uating health delivery systems
 

need to be developed.
 

III. POPULATION POLICY AND PROGRAMS
 

Zairois officials, including the Minister of Health, acknowledge
 

the falling mortality rates and escalating rates of natural increase as
 

problems. Nevertheless, perhaps the most important immediate factors initia

ting concern for the population issue have been the very heavy migration from
 

rural areas to urban centers and the prevalence of illegal abortion among
 

urban high school girls and unmarried women.
 

In a December 1.972 speech, after a long period of pronatalist policy,
 

President Mobutu Sese Seko endorsed the idea of family planning in the
 

broader concept of "naissances de'sirables," with the aim of protecting the
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health of mother and child and avoiding undesired births. Following-this
 

speech, a family planning unit was opened at Mama Yemo Maternity Hospital,
 

Kinshasa, in January 1973. In February 1973 a National Council for the
 

Promotion of Desirable Births was created, with the responsibility of plan

ning a program to inform and to deliver "desired birth" services to the
 

popo,tion of Zaire and 
to coordinate all family planning activities. More
 

recently, in March 1974, at the seminar on "Naissances Ddsirables basee sur
 

la Maternit," held in Kinshasa the Minister of Health summarized the goal of
 

the program as "a moderate demographic growth limited to desired births"
 

in order to help the economic development of the country and to offer a
 

better quality of life to the population. Two different governmental popu

lation programs have evolved in the past twelve months. 
 The Ministry of
 

Health provides family planning information as part of its general health
 

education program. A booklet on the goals of "les naissances desirables"
 

and contraceptive technology has been printed. The Ministry of Health has
 

requested assistance to send one of its physicians to the forthcoming family
 

planning course at Rennes.
 

The other program was developed by FOMECO in the Hopital Mama Yemo
 

in Kinshasa. During its first year, the family planning program at Mama
 

Yemo emphasized staff training with a course for physicians and one for
 

nurses (eighty-three hours). The family planning clinic, which started
 

at the beginning of 1973 with two weekly sessions became a daily clinic
 

toward the end of the year. 
 The program of "naissances desirables" in

cludes basically three components: family planning, a sterility clinic,
 

and under-five child care. In this program nurses are given the role
 

of motivating the population, providing the services, and administering the
 

clinic. The physicians supervise the program activities, review contra
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indications, and treat for complications. During the first twelve months
 

of the program, 700 family planning acceptors were recruited. The most
 

popular family planning methods were the IUD, depo-provera, and sterilization
 

(15 percent). The information and education program developed at Mama Yemo 

includes the production of a flip-chart, projection of films, television, 

and radio spots, and an adequate face-to-face communication system in the 

clinic. The main support for the program was channeled by USAID via ORT 

(Organization for Rehabilitation through Training). FOMECO has requested 

assistance from the International Institute for the Study of Human Repro

duction (Columbia University) to design a service statistics system which 

could be applicable to the rest of the country, as well as suggestions for 

KAP and other relevant social and demographic studies. The University of 

North Carolina, via Dr. Roger Bernard, has provided some assistance in 

handling the family planning data and general statistics from the maternity 

hospital. 

Besides the government program, several private groups have 

developed MCH-based family planning activities in various parts of Zaire. 

This includes "l'Eglise du Christ au Zaire," which is seeking support to 

send three candidates to the family planning course at Rennes, and a Bap

tist missionary group ba,;ed at Vauga Hospital, which is attempting to 

provide comprehensive care to the surrounding rural. area with technical 

input from the Department of International Health at the Johns Hopkins School 

of Hygiene. There is also an experimental family planning information
 

program under the guidance of a team from Brussels University (CEMUBAC)
 

in Kivu, under the leadership of Dr. Vis.
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IV. UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL DATA
 

Despite the rudimentary state of formal institutionalized develop

ment planning, there is growing recognition of the need for more accurate
 

information about the size, characteristics and changes of population. 
In
 

the field of demography, as with health services, the shortage of trained
 

personnel is 
a leading impediment to further development.
 

Attention has already been given above to the need for medical
 

personnel. Regarding needs for demographic training, it should be noted that
 

virtually the only actual or potential consumer in Zaire for persons with
 

higher demographic training, apart from those needed to sustain the univer

sity teaching program itself, is government. The leading agency within the
 

government presently doing demographic work is te National Institute of
 

Statistics. It is a section of the National Office of Research and Develop

ment, which in turn reports directly to the Office of the President. It
 

is thus not a component of the regular ministerial structure of government.
 

The institute is the agency that has carried out the urban surveys mentioned
 

above. 
 In addition, it routinely carries out surveys of business enterprise
 

and industrial production. The institute has a regular staff of about 300
 

people. There are around 130 field interviewers; the rest of the staff
 

consists of administrative personnel, data processing specialists, research
 

assistants, and a scientific research staff of about thirty. 
The scientific
 

director of the institute estimates that he will need approximately five new
 

university trained demographers in each of the next five years.
 

In addition to the National Statistical Institute, regular minis

tries such as Agriculture, Education, Health, Labor, and 
so forth each
 

maintain their own specialized statistical service agencies. Each of these
 

agencies likewise become potential consumers of demographically higher
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trained personnel.
 

Finally, it should be noted that given the vast spread of 
terri

tory in Zaire, a good many activities must inevitably become 
regionalized.
 

To the extent that demographic data gathering becomes more 
actively pur

the need for local staffs with qualified personnel
sued in coming years, 


(The country is
 
to direct them in regional offices will expand the demand. 


now divided into nine provinces, with populations between 
1.3 and 3.6
 

Gathering and analyzing demographic data for national and
 million each.) 


five years might well employ the
 
provincial planning purposes over the next 


efforts of something like fifty university-trained professionals.
 

The supplies of both denographic and medical talent to meet the
 

needs of Zaire depend upon work within the National University 
of Zaire.
 

Formal departmental structures in both areas already exist 
within UNAZA
 

and no other institution in the country offers any realistic 
alternative.
 

After independence, three universities evolved in Zaire. The
 

Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium, created a branch in Kinshasa
 

The Universities of Brussels
(formerly Leopoldville) called "Lovanium." 


and Liege helped to create the "Universite'Officielle du Congo" (UOC) in
 

Lubumbashi (formerly Elizabethville), and a Protestant missionary group
 

Based on three different philosophies,
started a university in Kisangani. 


this university system became unacceptable to the government of Zaire, and
 

in 1971 President Mobutu decided to merge the three universities and
 

(UNAZA) based in Kinshasa, with
created the "Universite Nationale du Zaire" 


the various faculties relocated among the three campuses of Kinshasa,
 

Lubumbashi, and Kisangani. In addition, organized under the umbrella of
 

the National University are included a large number of special purpose
 

higher schools covering a wide array of disciplines.
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The budget of UNAZA comes from the Ministry of Education with
 

supplementary assistance from the budget of the presidency. 
There is &I
 

moderate degree of autonomy in the university, but some potential for con

flict with the government exists.
 

UNAZA has its central administration and main campus in Kinshasa
 

and two additional campuses in Lubumbashi and Kisangani. The Faculties of
 

Law, Medicine, Theology, Economics, Physical Science, and the Institute
 

of Paramedical Personnel, among others, are 
located in Kinshasa. Agronomy
 

and Pedagogy are in Kisangani, and the Faculties of Literature and History,
 

Sciences (biology, botany, geography, and geology), Polytechniques, Social,
 

Political and Administrative Sciences, and Veterinary Medicine are located
 

in Lubumbashi. This public university is headed by Rector Tshibangu
 

Tshishiku; Vice-Rector Lokwa Ilwa Loma is in charge of Lhe Kinshasa campus,
 

Vice-Rector Koli Elombe Motukoa is in charge of the Lubumbashi campus,
 

and Vice-Rector Elungu Pene Elungu is in charge of the Kisangani campus.
 

The faculty at the campuses of Kinshasa and Lubumbashi consists of a large
 

number of expatriates who have either been recruited directly and are
 

paid by the university or have been recruited by bilateral assistance
 

(mostly Belgian and French) or by multi-lateral assistance. Enrollments
 

have recently been on the order of 2,000 students at Kisangani, nearly 4,000
 

at Lubumbashi, and 8,000 at Kinshasa.
 

Because of the newness of the organizational structure as well 

as the great distances between campuses, the amount of information that 

flows among members of the three faculties is very limited indeed. For 

example, no catalog has been produced in recent years.
 

The physical separation of the three campuses contributes to the
 

problem of adequate administration of university affairs. It is difficult
 

enough to maintain day to day control over university activities, quite
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apart from the possibility for innovation in curriculum.
 

Another important source of strain on the administration has been
 

an extremely rapid growth that has taken place since independence. It is
 

estimated that the increase in the number of students in the whole National
 

University of Zaire has been something like 30 percent per year since 1960.
 

A good deal of this growth has taken place through the development of the
 

special purpose higher schools, but increases in enrollment on the three
 

main university campuses has been very rapid, as well. Increases in the
 

number of students has been considerably more rapid than increases in uni

versity budget. Moreover, the growth has come during a time of occasional
 

political instability. This has probably led to excessive faculty turnover
 

and losses of key personnel. The quality of education has probably declined.
 

In addition, the increased numbcrs of students have placed heavy strains on
 

least, shows severe evidence
the physical plant, which now, in Kinshasa at 


of deterioration.
 

In part, the very rapid increase in higher education was a result
 

of educational policies maintained by the Belgian colonial administration.
 

At the time of independencc, Zaire had only a handful of the university

trained students so there was much ground to be made up (comparatively more 

than in the former British or French territories) . Howevrr, there J.s no 

evidence to suggest that the pressure to continually increase the numbers 

of new students will slacken in the near future. One study indicates that 

the structure of degrees in the Zairois system is such that the satisfac

tory completion of work at one academic level really leads only to
 

entrance into the next level. Zaire has already reached the point where
 

a student who has completed secondary school does not find ready entry
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into the labor force. The pressure to seek oven higher degrees in order
 

to assure ultimate job security continues to be very great,
 

The structure of diplomati in Zaire in quite simple, Primary 

and secondary schools consist of a sequence of six yearn, Lwo years, 

four years. Following the completion of secondary education, a student 

may enter a higher school or may go to one of the three maln campuses 

of the university. On a university campus, the student tipendij two yearn 

in a comparatively non-npeciallzed program. After thaL it,enters n 

specialized departmental course of about two years duration, referred to 

as a course for the "licence" degree. If the itudent tusccelifulli.y com

pletes the "licence" formal course, work in the university in ended and 

the student may proceed to the "doctorat." Work for the "doctorat" is 

done while the student is employ d as a regular member of faculty acting
 

as a laboratory or teaching assistant. The assintant also continues to 

work privately on a thesis,. 

The remainder of this report deals with thoe dJepartmenLs of 

UNAZA directly concerned with population, Flirst, attention wi 1. be given 

to the Faculty of Medicine, the Institute of lealth 'T'echniquel ln Kin

shasa, and the health related activities on the Lubumbashi campus. Within 

the Faculty of Medicine, this report w 1l be restrIcted to the Department 

of Obstetrics and Gynecology and the Department of lublic Health. Second, 

the Department of Demography will be dctiscused, 

Faculty of Medicine and IPharmacy, Kinshlsa 

The Faculty of Medicine and Pharmacy is located on the main campus 

DE UNAZA, about twenty kilometers front Kinshasa. The untversity's 460-bed 

"iospital is within short walking distance from the univertity campus. This
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factilty i. under the directornhip of Dean Paul FLscher, a pharmacist on 

leave froin t.t0ge Univer l.ty until. next ,tuly. lie In likely to be replaced 

by the present vice-dean, ,i Zniroti l)liarflncologit wL Ihan beenho working 

for ninny yenr in the laborn tor .e of Louvlin (uniw01v7r.ty in I-, igli. 

7Th1e tot:al. s tlden t: body for the 'aculty of MedicI:ni. and Phairmacy, 

which inclhidve the Medical School, I)Dntal School, and Scooluo of I'hinrinacy, 

ib around L,500 :itudents. FllIowing the 1971 rvtorm of thI.! Med Lal School, 

the seven year program wan redtced to ilz yeari. 'fle plicy of opon 

adinltwriion , re ,it Il ig frnom t he jov l'io111wllt: ! deli. ,ret:o prodic -c I arg, litimber 

of graduate'l; tui :,oon ,is po:,, ,, hiat,;, been re ponnlil) lo, for large calnsetg; 

in ench of thi! ttx yearn of. the medI'.il school: in year one and two there 

ar! over 300 .ttdecnts; i.n yar tLhret,, 280; In yenr four, 400 (th i retiultq 

from the t971 dcci,;Ion to mn.rge yeor twO, rirl Lhree); iI year fl.ve, 200; 

Ln year ;Ix, 98. Such Large numih,r:; )f* niiudentoii have rc.nilted In over

crowded nd I tor [ui, dii rilg tni I rit y eair of med lci I twchoo I and the 

finpoti. )l1tity of Irovidinr, ;idenun L Ila oriatory !dicIC . In Lilt! ciinilat. 

years , it is en tir.itcd Lhait: the tniver !It:y hosi[taIl conl accoinnodate only 

forty students ; the Icl Ity hair wl,-d alI.'rn,ite clinical tra ining nitLen 

at Ilolt'n I. Mainia Milo and lop tiL Senidwe In Lubtimiinailiti aid I., neki ng other 

cl 11 eal I f t I IIttlie,. 1.! .if~lal ior luhnl viohIvjoi Iy ra .iedthe quie cion of 

reopening the Mdicn i Sc hool IIribn humbahi., Olf..cfaJ Ion rceii have cate

gorically stated ithat n new iuedl.cal. s chool wl. ll. be opcned next: ypar in 

Lubumbashi , whiLe other equally off ic.al Iou cen have ais1eoI tegol' cn Il.y 

bhe rio tcond imedical IchooJ next yeal Il 111ihiliiibaslh ..s tated that tin!r( wi. 

'TIhn should be. vieowed al one anItpect Of the con tradiction) exifttig between 

the government policy and the univorn ity capvab.il-itien. The governiment 

wnnts flrst to train large numbers of nitudentn to meat theo hoalth needs 

http:medI'.il
http:uniw01v7r.ty
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of the country, and second to see the university play a role in providing
 

care in some communities in Zaire, including rural health centers. 
On
 

the other hand, the faculty does not have adequate staffing or financial
 

resources to properly train the present number of students, and seems to
 

prefer teaching a more individually..oriented type of medicine with emphasis
 

on the traditional specialities.
 

Over the past two years the Rockefeller Foundation has sent two
 

missions to Zaire to assess the health needs of the country and the
 

potential of UNAZA in meeting these needs. 
 In a May 1973 report, the
 

Rockefeller Foundation considered the possibilities of assisting UNAZA
 

'in the development of a program of community based medicine either in
 

Kinshasa or Lubumbashi. Although the report has generally been accepted,
 

some 
faculty members have criticized the emphasis on preventive medicine
 

and public health. It appears now that the Rockefeller Foundation would
 

rather fund the Institute of Health Techniques to train paramedical trainers.
 

To summarize, the Faculty of Medicine is still seearhing for its
 

proper role,as well as the means to fulfill it, in the difficult and chang

ing context of this new nation.
 

Department of Public Health
 

The head of thc Department of Public Health is Professor Ngwete,
 

who is also the director general of the National Office of Research and
 

Development (ONRD) and consequently heads the department in absentia. The
 

man next in line unfortunately has responsibilities with the French Tech

nical Assistance in Zaire and 
cannot devote much time to the department.
 

Consequently, most of the responsibility is presently assumed by a Belgian
 

professor from the Institute of Tropical Disease in Antwerp, whose main
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interest is parasitology. Two teaching positions in public health have been open
 

for two years, but neither the Belgian Technical Assistance nor WHO has been
 

able to fill them. Dr. Cecile de Sweemer was offered the position by the
 

Belgian Technical Assistance but declined in favor of her present assignment
 

with the Ford Foundation in West Africa. The present plan is that a professor
 

from the Brussels School of Public Health will come in the fall for two to
 

three months to teach some public health at the university. At the present
 

time one may consider the department of Public Health as nonoperative; it re

mains to be seen what the professor from Brussels will be able to accomplish
 

in a few months.
 

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
 

The Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology is headed by Dr. Emirze,
 

a Turkish gynecologist from Istanbul, who has had ten years of experience with
 

WHO. He was first at Hopital Mama Yemo, then was appointed professor of obstet

rics and gynecology at Lubumbashi and finally at Kinshasa. Dr. Emirze is quite
 

discouraged by the situation at the university and intends to return to Istanbul
 

in the near future. Dr. Emirze has five Zairois associates, among whom are
 

Dr. Ndayitadi, Dr. Bofunda, and Dr. Nbiye. Dr. Nbiye is presently assigned to
 

Lubumbashi. The associate professors assume other clinical responsibilities
 

besides their university assignments. Ten residents (four juniors, six seniors)
 

complete the staff of the department. With about 2,500 deliveries a year at
 

the university hospital, the department is unable to provide adequate clinical
 

training to the medical students. Fourth-year students are taught thirty hours of
 

obstetrical practice and sixty hours of theory, thirty hours of gynecological
 

practice and seventy.,five hours of theory. Two hours are devoted to contracep

tive technology. During the sixth year, medical students spend three months
 

doing clinical work in obstetrics and gynecology. Limited staff and curriculum
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requirements result in 
a largely theoretical training.
 

There is 
no family planning clinic at the university hospital. 
Until
 
now, family planning has probably been very low on the priority list of the Obstretics
 

and Gynecology Department. 
The recent seminar, organized in Kinshasa by FOMECO
 
and inwhich the department played an important technical role, might possibly
 

increase interest in this field. 
 But this will depend on the future head of
 
the department. 
Dr. Tsibangu, a gynecologist now doing postgraduate studies in
 
the department of Dr. Hubinont at 
Brussels University has often been mentioned
 

as a likely candidate.
 

Institute of Paramedical Training
 

Of possible greater potential in the short run is the Institute of
 
Paramedical Training (L'Institut des Techniques de !a Sante) led by Dr. Roseti,
 

an 
Italian physician under WHO contrrct. 
 Basically, the institute has 
two levels
 
for training paramedizal personnel: 
one 
level accepts students with three years
 

of secondary education and provides a three-year training program; 
the other
 

takes students who have completed their secondary education and enrolls them
 
also in three-year programs. 
The first program, although more realistic under
 
local conditions and attractive to 
larger numbers of students, appears neglected
 

by the university.
 

The institute trains the following types of personnel: hospital managers,
 
radiology technicians, physiotherapy technicians, laboratory technicians, hospital
 
nurses, midwives, nurse anesthetists, and nursing instructors ("monitrices").
 

In the future they plan to train dental technicians and psychiatric assistants.
 

The hospital nursing section enrolls 100 students in the first year,
 
fifty in the second and twenty-seven in the third. 
 In the midwifery section,
 

there are 
ten students in the second year and four students in the third year.
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The program for nursing instructors includes only fourteen students.
 

The discrepancy between the number of medical students and the number
 

of paramedical students could become a major obstacle in delivering health
 

services to the population. This problem has been partially recognized by the
 

Because of this, the institute would
university, the government, and FOMECO. 


seem to have greater autonomy and hopefully a higher priority in terms of fund

ing and international support. The Rockefeller Foundation has shown interest
 

in this institution, which might align with their policy of training health
 

workers. Recent information seems to indicate that the Rockefeller Foundation
 

will attempt to cooperate with WHO in developing the institute as a center to
 

train teachers for other paramedical institutions in Zaire.
 

Dr. Roseti is particularly eager to obtain help in developing a train

ing program in MCH and family planning as well as other fields. Presently, the
 

institute is very poorly equipped with books, films, and other teaching
 

The development of this institution might be a very worthwhile
materials. 


investtnont in Zaire; the program of the Rockefeller Foundation should be observed
 

with care.
 

Campus of Lubumbashi
 

The campus of Lubumbashi, like its parent organization, UNAZA - Kinshasa,
 

is a government-funded and administered institution operating under the "Commis

saire d'Etat" for National Education. The university activities are divided
 

among three locations: the campus, a few kilometers from town where the Facul

ties of Science (biology, botany, geography, and geology), of Polytechniques and
 

Social and Political Sciences, as well as the student and faculty houses are
 

located; the administrative building where Vice-Rector Koli and the deans for
 

Academic and Administrative Affairs have their offices; and Hopital Sendwe,
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where the seventeen university physicians work with their colleagues from the,
 

MOH and where the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine (graduating class of eighty
 

students) is also located.
 

There are presently 2,436 students in Lubumbashi: 638 in first year,
 

610 in second, 119 in third, and 25 in fourth year. 
At the masters ("licence")
 

and doctorate level, there are 502 students in first year, 327 in second and 20
 

in third. 
The Medical School in Kinshasa plans to send thirty sixth-year (last)
 

medical students to Lubumbashi during the 1974-75 academic year. Presently
 

only ten are there. There is a School of Nursing and Midwifery near the hospi

tal, but it stopped requesting physicians to 
teach there two years ago. It
 

graduated twenty midwives in 1973 through a four-year program.
 

The university and MOH staff at Hopital Sendwe are overwhelmed with
 

emergency care, 
inadequate hospital facilities, poor hospital administration,
 

the attraction of private practice, and deep internal dissentions (university
 

versus MOH, expatriates versus Zairois, WHO versus Belgians, and 
so forth).
 

The resulting atmosphere is very tense, communications are reduced to a minimum,
 

and the main priority seems to be staying out of trouble by doing as 
little .
 

possible. There are exceptions, however, to this picture. Dr. Wierzbicki
 

(WHO, Poland), 
head of surgery, runs a clean and seemingly efficient department.
 

He strongly supports a public health approach including MCH-FP for a country
 

like Zaire, even at the expense of the hospital system. Dr. Talleyrand collabo

rates with his unpaid pediatrician wife on a study of maturation of the African
 

child. Dr. Compere, a neurosurgeon and professor of anatomy, is able to con

tinue a study of the brain of the baboon because he has given up surgical
 

practice and apparently any activity at the hospital. Similarly, Dr. Vincke
 

has given up all medical practice to teach anthropology and do research on the
 

African child in the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences. Dr. Vincke
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teaches sociology to sixty students in the second year of social sciences and
 

He is interested in
anthropology to twenty students at the master level. 


studying the various traditions and customs influencing fertility, including
 

infanticide, postpartum sexual taboos, traditional contraceptives, and
 

abortifacients.
 

The Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, under Dr. Jean Dierickx
 

and Professor S. Leszczynski, has major problems. It accounts yearly for
 

With a staff of eight physicians, it
8,000 deliveries with only 175 beds. 


to about half the expectant mothers and no postpartum
offers prenatal care 


attended by auxiliary midwives. The low
visits. All normal deliveries are 


level of care provided is criticized. Nevertheless, all babies receive BCG
 

and smallpox immunizations. The physicians in charge of the department blame
 

the present situation on a total breakdown of authority in the hospital.
 

Dr. Tshibamba, a gynecologist and director of the hospital, plays an active role
 

in this department. Another gynecologist, Dr. Mutash, has been asked by Vice-


Rector Koli to develop some type of family planning activities in Lubumbashi.
 

Unfortunately, at the time of my visit, Dr, Mutash was in the United States on
 

a Rockefeller Foundation fellowship to study English and observe family planning
 

activities. I was told that Dr. Mutash was considering the creation of a family
 

campus of the university.
planning clinic for students and faculty on the 


The university also has the responsibility of providing medical ser

a health center that has worked without physicians or supervision for
vices in 


time. The level of care and the working conditions are reported to be
 some 


There was a recent epidemic of tetanus neonatorum among children
atrocious. 


born in the center -- six cases in a fnw weeks.
 

Until UNAZA decides to reactivate the Medical School in Lubumbashi
 

(and everybody there seems convinced that it will happen this fall), there will
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be little training potential in the health field. 
 Even if such a decision is
 
made, the need for adequate teaching facilities and competent faculty, the heavy
 

clinical load, and the almost total lack of research facilities do not augur
 

well for training or research in the near future. 
 It would certainly be wise
 

to defer any support until the Rockefeller Foundation has clarified its policy
 

and started implementing its program.
 

Library facilities 
seem generally adequate for the university with
 

the exception of health books and journals, which stopped coming to 
Lubumbashi
 

in 1970. Computer facilities are available at 
the university.
 

There is 
interest in developing family planning activities in the
 

Provincial Health Department section of MCH. 
Nevertheless, it 
seems that the
 

need for MCH services and 
health education is so great that it could not be met
 

in the foreseeable future, and 
it is questionable whether adding family plan

ning services to such 
a weak program could be of any value.
 

One should certainly not omit 
a reference to the luxurious hospital,
 

by African standards, 
run by Gecamines (government owned copper mine). 
 Such a
 

facility could certainly be an interesting testing ground for the role that
 

private companies could play in 
the field of family planning. 
 Dr. Roc, a United
 

States-trained Haitian surgeon, has demonstrated interest in family planning
 

in the past, but whether he would be able to enroll the support of Gecamines
 

for a 
large scale program remains to be 
seen.
 

Department of Demography
 

The 
Faculty of Economic Sciences 
is located on the Kinshasa campus.
 

It comprises three departments: 
 Economics, Commerce, and Demography. The
 

departments have enrollments of 210, 270, and 
15 students, respectively.
 

The Department of Demography was begun in the autumn of 1974 and
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thus has just completed its first year of operation. It is fully approved
 

and has the same authority and qualifications as any department in the uni

versity. It was established with the assistance of the Population Council,
 

using funds made available by USAID.
 

In order to enter the program in demography, a student must have
 

completed two years of undergraduate training in one of the following fields:
 

law, administration, economics, political science, sociology, mathematics or
 

statistics, medical science, history, or anthropology. Students may therefore
 

enter the program with training obtained outside a department located on the
 

Kinshasa campus. In particular, social science graduates from Lubumbashi
 

have the necessary qualifications.
 

The curriculum of thc Department of Demography is built around a
 

program of some 400 hours of lectures during the first year and little more
 

than 300 hours of lectures during the second year. The lectures are rein

forced by a substantial time in discussion sections. The students are also 

required to participate in research seminars comprising about 100 hours during 

the two years and to produce a "memoire" -- equivalent to a brief thesis -

during the final year.
 

The curriculum is divided into individual subjects. Topics in the
 

first year include techniques of demographic data collection, mathematics and
 

statistics applied to population, fertility and nuptiality, mortality and
 

morbidity, population history, use of computers, human genetics, population
 

geography, and environment and the human habitat. During the second year,
 

the subjects covered are migration and urbanization, economic aspects of popu

lation, socio-cultural aspects of population, population doctrines and popula

tion policies, the regulation of births, demographic models, something called
 

"demographic perspectives," and a course on the application of demography to
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development planning.
 

This program of lectures is very complete in its effort to cover all.
 

possible relevant subjects. It is very much in the teaching style of the
 

University of Zaire -- the program in economics is very similarly organized.
 

There appears to be a tendency to overstress formal lectures emphasizing
 

findings from demographic research elsewhere, at the expense of local field
 

experience for the students.
 

The program in demography is built around Father Joseph Boute. It
 

was he who developed the curriculum, serves as head of the department and
 

offers the largest share of lectures. Additional teaching (equivalent to
 

about 40 percent of the total offering) is provided by faculty drawn from other
 

departments of the university. For example, a member of the Geography Depart

ment gives the lectures on geography and population, the Department of Public
 

Health of the medical faculty provides lectures on human genetics, the computer
 

center covers the utilization of computers and programming, and so forth, In
 

addition, the department has the support of two young assistants to cover the
 

discussion sections. Plans 
for next year include the addition of two members
 

of staff to the Department of Demography.
 

It is anticipated that the Department of Demography will develop an
 

active research program as quickly as possible. At this stage in its develop

ment, however, research activities have been severely restricted.
 

The recearch seminar during the 
firsL year has taken up a particular
 

project of some interest. The students have compiled a large number of texts
 

used in a variety of courses in secondary schools in Zaire and are analyzing them
 

for their population content. Father Boute reports that the students have re

sponded to the seminar with enthusiasm and hard work. Some of the most pro

vocative findings have come 
from the review of texts used for literary and
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historical subjects. In addition to analyzing the existing population refer

ences in secondary school text books, the students are recommending topics to
 

be covered and modes of approach that might be considered in curriculum changes.
 

It is expected that by next year more field research adapted to the
 

needs of the students will be included in the program.
 

V. 	CONCLUSION
 

Medical
 

Aside from a few hours of teaching contraceptive technology in the
 

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology on the Kinshasa campus, there are
 

practically no family planning activities at UNAZA. The Department of Public
 

Health is so understaffed thAt it hts only a nominal existence. The future
 

of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology will have to await the nomina

tion of a replacement for Dr. Ermize. Presently, the Institute of Paramedical
 

Training is the most interesting institution and has the greatest potential,
 

mainly due to the leadership of its director, Dr. Roseti. In Lubumbashi not
 

even minimum conditions for institutional development exist.
 

Over all the Universite Nationale du Zairc is an infant institution 

whose reputation is still to be established and whose priorities have been to 

produce large numbers of graduates without giving enough importance to quality. 

There is some minimal interest in family planning activities among the staff 

of various institutions, and it is possible that such interest will grow now 

that family planning has bc-.ome politic-illy acceptable in Zaire. Nevertheless, 

it seems premature to expect qny major program at the university. Foreign 

donor agencies could assist the university in reviewing alternate strategies 

for training health workers to meet the needs of the country. But until the 

university has succeeded in implementing an educational system to meet these
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needs and requests specific assistance, there is little that foreign donors
 

can do to bring their resources to bear effectively. The Rockefeller Founda

tion has demonstrated interest in helping UNAZA adapt its health sciences
 

curriculum to the needs of the country. 
 Should this interest develop into a
 

program of assistance, it would be worth watching carefully for possible new
 

opportunities.
 

Demographic
 

Given the highly centralized organization of the educational system
 

in Zaire and the fact that a start has already been made, the only reasonable
 

present course of action is to 
support the Department of Demography. For the
 

moment the 
primary need of the program is to entrench itself and to continue
 

to build and produce a cohort or 
two of students. Priority must be given to
 

assuring the complete establishment of the teaching program already begun into
 

the basic structure of the university. 

For the slightly longer term, there are 
several issues that will
 

require attention and that may eventually lead to modifications in the program
 

as it is now organized.
 

1. Staffing is likely to remain a matter of importance for some time
 

to come. 
 It is essential that additional permanent staff be obtained with the
 

department as 
their primary affiliation within the university. Very much now
 

rests upon the shoulders of Father Boute alone. 
 It is extremely useful to have
 

staff support from other departments, visitors from abroad and eventually also
 

personnel from other campuses. The department, however, will need its 
own
 

core 
staff to provide the continuity, commitment, and the requisite autonomy.
 

In addition, the department will have to work toward being indepen

dent of any single individual. 
 The strong pressure toward Zairianization pre

sents 
the risk that Father Boute may not be able to continue functioning as
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head of the department indefinitely. Attention should be given to the develop

ment of local personnel as quickly as possible. The contribution already made
 

by Father Boute and the potential in his further efforts are immense and
 

readily recognized. However, departmental continuity calls for realistic
 

prudence.
 

Finally, in view of the inefficient administration of the university,
 

special attention must be given to nonsubstantive activities. At present,
 

Father Boute devotes considerable time to administrative and even clerical work.
 

The department needs an administrative assistant with experience in university
 

operations, or at least someone who can learn to function within the university
 

as quickly as possible. The person who fills this position should be of higher
 

than average remuncration. It is essential that the person who fills the posi

tion be a Zarois citizen.
 

2. Given the present state of university finances, on the heels of a
 

period of extremely rapid growth, it must be recognized that additional equip

to come
ment needed for the development of the program will have to continue 


from outside. The university hs he, n remarkably generous in providing office 

and classroom space to thk department, given its limited resources. To expect 

any more would be unrealistic'. Nvertheless, substantial needs for additional 

equipment for the resear,.h program, remain unmet. 

3. The organization of the university on 	three separate campuses pro

vides 	a potentially favorable environment for the development of some degree of 

some evidence that such competitioncompetition among thu centers. There is 

has already begun to appear. It is reported that members of the Department 

of Sociology at Lubumb.shi argue that demography should be located on that 

to be any advantage to moving the department now.
campus. There does not appear 


On the other hand, there may be considerable advantage in attempting
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to encourage intercampus cooperation, to broaden and reinforce the impact of
 

the department, 
 Several things might be explored: Faculty seminars, research
 

and fellowship support for faculty at Lubumbashi and Ktsangani. Another form of
 

cooperation might be to use the campuses as bases for 
the research programs to
 

be developed by the department. Research involving students from the depart

ment in Kinshasa and faculty members from the three different campuses could 

be of considerable interest throughout the university. 

4. An issue facing the Department of I)emogral)hy, as it does the
 

whole University of Zaire, Is to 
 improve working relationships with relevant 

agencies of government and other Institutiorn; in the country. It is recog

nized in Zaire, and even on the campus, that the university tends to be somewhat 

unresponsive to the needs of the country. To a considerable degree this is a
 

reflection of the heavy demands of increased 
 enrollment placed on the univer

sity during recent years. Rapid expansion has made it difficult for the univor

sity to develop innovtive and more responsive curricula, Moreover, some of 

the remoteness goes back to the founding of the universittes in the colonial 

era, when separation from the government was quite intentional. 

Whatever the precise cause, the urgent need now facing the various 

departments is to develop close working relationships with government, In the 

case of the Department of Dvmogr.phv, the relationsh[p should chiefly be with 

the National Statistical Institute and the National Office of Research and 

Dove lopment. 

Some frictions in this area have already begun to develop. A notable
 

manisfestation of this is that Father Boute was recently relieved of a part

time appointment at the National Statistical Institute. reasonThe given was 

that the institute would no longer retain part-time affiliations. 

Whatever the underlying causes of the friction, it is something that 
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shbuld be minimized or resolved if at all possible. Although the Zairois
 

government has not provided a particularly good model of demographic data
 

gathering or analysis for a Third WorLd country, it might be desirable to 

have personnel from NSl participate in the teaching program of the university. 

The NSI is the organization in which many students will have to work after 

graduation from the university.
 

A number of possibilities come to mind which might be considered. In 

addition to exploring the possibility for members of the NSI or tile National 

Office of Research and l)eve lopment to lecture students in th De partment of 

Demography, it may be po sfbl to devel op an intCe rnsh i p program. riis could 

be a regular arrangement for some of tile students daring tle vacation between 

their first and second yuars.. They could bc used in supervision of field work, 

data processing, or analyst., of iniorination already gathered, working under the 

joint supervlsion of mCmbcrS of facuilty and NSI staff, Alother possibility 

might be to call upon NSI or N0IID staff to help develop a set of teaching 

materials specifically adapted to the needs of Zaire. There are undoubtedly 

other possibilities, as well.
 

5. The department necds to develop a research program of genuine 

substantive as wel1 as heuristitc value. It is important that this program 

be designed to give the studCnt:, vxperience with the kind of research most 

suited to conditions and needs in Zaire. 

The devclopment of lhe demographic program would probably be best 

served by placing cmphas is on a ceurtite measurement and careful sampling for 

basic variables, ra thcr than the testing of e laborate theories of causation 

which draw heavily upon work already done in otiher countries. Stress should 

be placed on the problems of field work. In particular, the students should 

have experience working not only in Kinshasa but in rural communities as well. 

It may be useful to have outside advice on the development of the
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research program early in the next academic year* after new full-time members
 

of staff have arrived. 
That would be a good time to plan an extended research
 

program that might span a couple of years. 
 This would give a basis for develop

ing an 
integrated body of research with a reasonabli intensive examination of
 

some significant issue, although beginning in 
a small way from the limited
 

resources 
of the new department.
 

In general, it is a matter of some 
importance to begin research which
 

will give the students field experience in the Zairois context, to move
 

demography away from the more 
theoretical and academic framework.
 

6. In a similar vein, it will be important to continue to adjust the
 

curriculum to put maximum focus upon problems and data arising in Zaire itself.
 

Father Boute has already made a start in this direction but it is important
 

that once he has additional staff support the development of local teaching
 

materials be pressed as quickly as 
possible. Moreover, the rather full cur

riculum might well be reviewed from time to time to 
see whether it is productive
 

to continue teaching the 
full range of academic materials. It is possible
 

that careful examination will show that the range of topics can be narrowed
 

to give greater focus 
on issues of greater local concern. As the research
 

program continues to develop, it should be quite possible to base more of the
 

lecture materials on local findings and problems.
 

7. Finally, it may well be 
that Zaire presents a greater challenge
 

than was 
found in almost any of the Anglophone institutions in which demographic
 

training and research has already been developed. If nothing else, the aca

demic institutions of Zaire have faced more 
severe pressures of rapid growth
 

from a very small base. The data is certainly less adequate.
 

In view of this, the continuing need for outside consultation (as
 

distinct 
from staffing) will be considerable, The department will need regular
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visits for discussions of the whole range of issues involved in its development.
 

The consultation will be most effective if done with adequate time by someone
 

familiar with the Zairois background.
 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
 

Site visits: D. Heisel, February to March 1974; R. Castadot, March 1974.
 

June 1974
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if three doctors agree that there is a risk to the life of the woman, risk of
 

injury to the physical or mental health of the woman, or substantial risk that
 

the child will be born with a serious mental or physical deformity.
 

III. UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL DATA
 

Public Health and Family Planning
 

University of Zambia
 

The University of Zambia in Lusaka is likely to develop into a center
 

of some regional inFence. This is particularly true now that Dr. E.S. Grech
 

is head of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
 

The capital city, Lusaka, has a total population of 400,000. Approxi

mately 85 percent of the births in Lusaka each year take place at the Univer

sity of Zambia's teaching hospital. There the Department of Obstetrics and
 

Gynecology has at its disposal 16, maternity and 72 gynecological beds. In
 

1973 there were 15,558 deliverLes and some 3,966 gynecological admissions.
 

Abortions account for about 20 percent of the gynecological admissions.
 

Under Dr. Grech's direction, the university hopes to undertake a con

siderable expansion of its tt.iining activities in family planning. It plans to:
 

1. Interview and instruct all delivered patients in family planning
 

before they leave the hospital, and provide service to whatever extent is
 

practical.
 

2. Integrate the services of the hospital with thirteen outlying
 

clinics in Lusaka, so that patients unable to return to the hospital for post

natal care can attend the neatest clinic. This type of referral is necessary,
 

because most patients are discharged from the hospital forty-eight hours after
 

confinement. A mobile team from the hospital will visit the peripheral clinics
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1968 with the appointment of Dr. Patrick Ohadike, a Nigerian, assigned to the
 

Institute for Social Research at the university (formerly in the Rhodes

in demography
Livingston Institute). Professor Ohadike also taught a course 


in the Department of Geography. The Population Council provided a grant in
 

areas
support of his research on population growth in selected urban and rural 


A second grant, supporting a study of rural-urban migraof Zambia in 1969. 


tion, was cancelled when Professor Ohadike left Zambia in 1970 to join the
 

Economic Commission for Africa, based 	in Addis Ababa.
 

for Social Research became the Institute
Subsequently, the Institute 


some
of African Studies at the university. 	The institi.te ha3 been trying for 


time to recruit a demographer for a research position. Efforts in this
 

direction have continued ever since Ohadike left, but they have thus far been
 

unsuccessful.
 

favor of
The vice-chancellor of the university is very much in 


appointing a demographer either at the univeroity (in one of its schools) or at
 

the Institute of African Studies. (The Institute of African Studies is the
 

Humanities and Social Sciences.) Such a post
research arm of the School of 


would initially have to be filled by an expatriate with some local facilities,
 

such as housing, provided by the university. Hopefully, after a year or two, 

one or more of the better B.A.-level -ambian students specializing in demog

raphy could be sent abroad to do master's level work in that discipline. 

According to the vice-chancellor, there is no immediate need for Zambians 

level. The process of Zambianizationtrained in demography at the Ph.D. 

is taking place simultaneously, as
ar,; the creation of graduate schools 


Zambian faculty members become available. At the present time, most Zambian
 

faculty are trained to the M.A. level 	only.
 

http:institi.te
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The School of Humanities and Social Sciences has been undergoing a
 

reorganization from a traditional departmental structure toward three inter.

disctplinary concentrations. development and economics, management and admin-


Until the reorganization is comistration, and government and social change. 

leted, along with anticipated peisonneI changes, no plans for incorporating 

demography into the curricotLum can be made final. 

Central Statistical Office 

The UNFPA has been providing the services of a demographer

statistician (Mr. Sheikh) to tne ,tntrl St, rt st ical Offi-e (CSO) since late 

1973. He has been assistin; 17 the anlvsis of data collected n the 1q69 

census, the desion of arious sample sur\e\s on fertility, mortality, and 

scheduled for e.ec : ion in in', and preparations for Ahe 1979mirtion 

national census. 

100 data has been completed only inPreli.-inarv nna1.s.z o: thc 

194c. Although the results ir- ortain\ nseul, it is difficult to ascer

tain irom the data real qio . rates it the provincial and national levels. 

A major difficultv is overiapniq, n"M r areas, a problem that will havean ltit n 

to be corro.ted for the I-,; c n.,i. 

The CS.' is part ., t _ -'. ,str,' w' PlInninq and -inance. iof particular 

to the ministry are pi'cL~ems n, toral-to urban migration, particularlyconcern 

in the copper belt and t tKV dIL"! Ti e (-, has been assigned the responsi 

bi ity of collectina, analyzinn, ana pcl~ ing data or. these and other prob 

lems but has inadequate trained staff to tlIitill all the data collection and 

analysis functions necessary to tuitII current ind anticipated national develop

ment plans. The CSO has eight regional offices and a total staff of 430 with 26 

professional posts, of Which onv three are currently occupied by lambians. 
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Several Zambians are 
currently undergoing advanced statistical or demographic
 

training abroad, but thus far only one intermediate-level Zambian staff mem

ber has returned to the CSO. 
An in-service training unit will be established
 

in 1975.
 

IV. 	 CONCLUSIONS
 

The development of greater interest in family planning research and
 

services and in demographic research and activities in Zambia is hampered by
 

the serious lack of staff trained in 
these fields. External agencies can make
 

their greatest contributions 
in the form of staff development awards for over

seas 
training of Zambian personnel and the initial provision of expatriate
 

advisors at the University of Zairbia and 
the Central Statistical Office. Some
 

efforts in these directions have already been made; 
 more are 	needed.
 

SOURCES OF INFORmaTION
 

Site visit Joel Montague, June 1973.
 

July 1973
 


